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PREFACE
FRAMEWORK
This PhD thesis Angle resolved dielectric response in carbon nanotubes was conducted at
the IFW-Dresden in the solid state research department under the supervision of Prof. Dr.
B. Büchner. The work was funded by the international Max Planck research school for
Dynamical Processes in Atoms, Molecules and Solids. The research work was dedicated
to expounding fundamental electronic properties of single-walled carbon nanotubes. The
experimental studies comprise various spectroscopic methods probing the peculiarities of
these one dimensional electronic systems. Optical absorption spectroscopy, Raman spec-
troscopy, photoemission and angle resolved electron energy-loss spectroscopy as well as
imaging by scanning and transmission electron microscopy were conducted at the IFW-
Dresden. Additional X-ray absorption and photoemission studies were conducted at the
synchrotron facility BESSY II in Berlin Adlershof. Three batches of SWNT material
were used in these studies. The first batch of material was provided by Prof. Dr. H.
Kataura from the AIST in Tokio. The second batch was provided by Prof. Dr. D. A.
Walters from the University of Rice, Houston. The third batch was provided by Dr. E.
Einarrson and Prof. Dr. S. Maruyama from the University of Tokio. The experimental
findings did stimulate fruitful theoretical support, ab initio calculation were conducted by
R. Hambach, Dr. C. Giorgetti and Prof. Dr. L. Reining from the Ecole Polytechnique in
Paris. The interpretation of the results has been extensively discussed in the nanotube and
spectroscopy groups at the IFW-Dresden as well as on several international meetings.
MOTIVATION
Essentially, there is only this one question behind all basic experimental research: Can we
find something new?. However, different meanings arise from the various interpretations
of the literal ‘something’. Furthermore, there are also several strategies to ‘find’ some-
thing new. This can be achieved by new or further improved experimental tools, new or
further improved material, or bringing together two formerly independent fields. In gen-
eral, new things are the more exciting the less they were expected. On the one hand this
is exactly why it is a contradiction in itself to plan or motivate interesting basic research
beforehand. But on the other hand it is always easy to tell why something unexpected is
interesting and why it should have been investigated on purpose (rather than on suspect).
One of these ever standing open issues driving this thesis was the lack of any exper-
imental signatures of one-dimensionality in the core level regime of the dielectric re-
sponse of low dimensional electronic systems. An archetypical example of electronic one-
dimensionality are single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWNT). The presence of one-dimensi-
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onal van Hove singularities (VHS) in the electronic density of states (DOS) is well con-
firmed from low energy spectroscopies, but is so far missing for high energy methods like
X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS). Besides trivial aspects like sample quality and ex-
perimental resolution there are also deeper issues with core hole effects in the absorption
process. Especially the latter had been a good reason to doubt the existence of any such
signatures in the XAS response. Well, the experimental results turned out to be unex-
pected.
Right from the beginning of optical absorption spectroscopy (OAS) there has been a un-
commented hint on two different M point absorption peaks in SWNT. Later on these two
peaks were confirmed and could be identified as a pair of on-axis polarized and cross
polarized absorption peaks. However the bandstructure of SWNT does not support two
different peaks at the M point. The open question was if one could also see this two com-
ponents in angle resolved electron energy-loss spectroscopy. If these two excitations are
truly intrinsic properties of nanotubes then they should also exhibit their unique disper-
sion relations. Furthermore, thinner and thinner bundles of nanotube will eventually no
longer be classical bulk matter. The dielectric properties will be more and more affected
by the anisotropy of the induced potentials. In the nanometer scale such local field effects
(LFE) will arise to dominating significance in the dielectric response. And if these nan-
otubes are just arranged in thin enough bundles then their excitation spectrum might open
the first experimental access to the excitation spectrum of isolated graphene.
Naturally, beforehand motivation of findings in basic experimental research reads very
conditional and possibly rather speculative. Still, this is simply what was found in the
combined approach of experimental angle-resolved electron energy-loss spectroscopy
(AR-EELS) on SWNT and theoretical ab initio calculations on the dielectric response
in graphene.
OUTLINE
Carbon nanotubes have stimulated an ever growing interest in contemporary basic as well
as applied research. Their special geometry gives rise to outstanding material properties
and inspires fundamental research on special phenomena in low dimensional systems.
There is vast ongoing progress in their synthesis, continuously enabling more and more
accurate experimental studies on their fundamental properties and the exploration of the
one dimensional physics in them. Due to the strong efforts of the past years there is a
well established framework for interpreting and understanding spectroscopy on carbon
nanotubes, but there are also still active discussions and occasionally something new and
unexpected is found and has to be interpreted. Recent progress was made to achieve more
narrow diameter distributions in laser ablation, enabling the direct probing of the one
dimensional van Hove singularities by X-ray absorption spectroscopy. A gradual Fermi
level shift across the one-dimensional electronic structure is achieved by in situ potassium
intercalation and causes the gradual wipe out of the peaks due to van Hove singularities.
Moreover, vertically aligned single wall carbon nanotubes (VA-SWNT) became available
only recently. These are versatile for quantifying their bulk alignment by electron diffrac-
tion in transmission as well as by anisotropic X-ray absorption. Such VA-SWNT are the
key to study the anisotropic dielectric response of SWNT by means of angle resolved elec-
tron energy-loss spectroscopy (AR-EELS). There we find two distinct plasmon branches
arising from the dispersive on-axis and the localized perpendicular excitations. On the one
hand these findings are in excellent agreement with earlier results from optical absorption
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and at the other hand they provide new stimulating input for theoretical studies. The lat-
ter is owing to the fact that AR-EELS goes in momentum space far beyond the regime
of absorption spectroscopies and uncovers the angle resolved excitation spectrum. The
fruitful collaboration with theoreticians revealed that the experimental on-axis excitation
spectrum of individualized nanotubes indeed resembles qualitatively and quantitatively
the in-plane excitation spectrum of isolated graphene.
This thesis thus provides new finings on several aspects of the angle resolved dielectric
properties of carbon nanotubes. In a wider framework the combined quantitative theo-
retical and experimental assessment of isolated nano-structures has only become possible
very recently and is still emerging, quickly.
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1 ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES
The world around us is build from atoms which consist of virtually point-like nuclei en-
gulfed in a cloud of electrons. The nucleus is charged positively and each electron carries
one negative quantum of charge e. From the point of view of classical physics it is entirely
conceivable that among the fundamental interactions the electromagnetic interaction will
dominate at atomic length scales in the Å regime. It is furthermore evident that this elec-
tromagnetic interaction will hold electrons and nuclei together. However, the classical
electrodynamics are challenged in the atomic scale by two severe issues. Firstly there
are sharp spectral lines in the emission and absorption spectrum of atoms and molecules.
And secondly, the electrons do not behave as expected. They do not radiate all their ki-
netic energy and decay into the minimum of the Coulomb potential. These two issues
comprise nothing less than the fundamentals of any kind of spectroscopy and the stability
of physical matter itself. The proper way to describe physics on the atomic scale is quan-
tum mechanics. It is often claimed that no one really understands quantum mechanics.
However in physics theories are not tested on human minds but on experiments, and for
the last century quantum mechanics did work out in a comprehensive and self consistent
way. If one was asked to pick one central statement from quantum theory one might pick
Schrödingers famous eigenvalue relation Eqn. (1.1).
Hψ = E · ψ (1.1)
TABLE 1.1: Archetypical potentials and their spectra. These
three very popular types of potentials have analytical solutions
Name Potential Spectrum
Harmonic Oscillator V ∝ r2 En ∝ n
Coulomb Potential V ∝ 1r En ∝ −
1
n
Potential Well V =
0 r < rC
∞ r > rC
En ∝ n2
The solutions of Eqn. (1.1) yield
discrete eigenvalues E viz. en-
ergy levels and the correspond-
ing wave functions ψ for any sys-
tem represented by the Hamilto-
nian H . A fundamental implica-
tion of this formalism is that there
will always be a lowest, but fi-
nite, energy level. The sequence
of energy levels above the ground
state is the spectrum of the sys-
tem. The spectrum is a fingerprint
of the type of the potential. In a harmonic oscillator the spectrum is equidistant En ∝ n. In
the Coulomb potential the levels scales as En ∝ −1/n and in a potential well the relation
En ∝ n2 holds. These three types of potentials are the only ones that are solvable analyt-
ically. They are comprised in Tab. 1.1. Thus Schrödingers equation Eqn. (1.1) fixes both
famous failures of classical electrodynamics in the atomic scale at once. The discrete and
non-zero energetically allowed states provide a stable ground state for condensed matter
and the energetic differences of the transitions from one allowed state to another account
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for the discrete spectra.
1.1 FREE ELECTRON GAS
If a vast number of atoms is put together, the individual atomic potentials will overlap
and merge to form one extended potential entirely enclosing all participating atoms. The
remaining distinct close range atomic potential (negative spikes in Fig. 1.1) are filled up
with localized electrons. Due to the Pauli principle these occupied levels are no longer
available. Hence, the delocalized electrons above the close range atomic potentials see
only the joint potential of the bulk sample. The latter is only weakly modulated in the
interior and confined by a high step to the vacuum level at the surface of the solid. The
delocalized electrons fill this literally infinitely extended potential well in a quasi contin-
uous manner till a finite energy level, the Fermi level. The remaining potential step from
the Fermi level to the vacuum level is the workfunction ΦW of a material. The whole
situation is illustrated in Fig. 1.1. The electrons in the vicinity of the Fermi level can be
FIGURE 1.1: Schematic view of the engulfing potential well and the distinct close range atomic potentials in
a aggregate of atoms. The total energy of the system is lowered by joining the individual atomic potentials
and filling the enclosing potential well up to the Fermi level (EFermi). The Workfunction (ΦW) is the
difference to the vacuum level (Evac)
considered as electrons at a certain but constant potential. This potential will not cast any
force on the electrons deep inside the well. Inside the global potential well these electrons
are not bound to a specific site and can move freely. They have an additional continuous
kinetic energy according to their momentum. Therefore we will consider the itinerant
electrons in solids as a free electron gas.
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1.2 Electronic Density of States
1.2 ELECTRONIC DENSITY OF STATES
Whenever it comes to the interaction of a probe, that a experimentalist casts upon the
system, with the electrons in a system, a crucial part of the response is the number of
electrons that can be accessed with the actual probe energy. The number of possible
states belonging to an energy range scales as the size of the corresponding volume in
configuration space. The density of states (DOS) will apparently depend crucially on
boundary conditions shaping the accessible configuration space. In the differential limit
Eqn. (1.2) we obtain from the ratio of configuration volume per energy the differential
DOS ε.
ε =
dV
dE
=
dV
dk
·
dk
dE
(1.2)
1.2.1 DENSITY OF STATES IN 3D
In an infinitely extended three dimensional solid there are naturally no boundary condi-
tions for the wavefunction ψ of a free electron. The spatial variation k viz. the momentum
~ · k is completely free and can take any value. Thus we can write down the dispersion
relation Eqn. (1.3) with a effective electron mass m? accounting for electron-electron
interactions in a quasi particle picture.
E =
p2
2 ·m?
=
~2 · k2
2 ·m?
=⇒ k =
√
2 ·m? · E
~2
dk
dE
=
1
2
·
√
2 ·m?
~2
·
1
√
E
(1.3)
Once we know dk/dE all we are missing for the evaluation of the DOS ε in Eqn. (1.2)
is the differential volume dV/dk in configuration space. In three dimensional k space the
differential volume is the surface layer of a sphere as depicted in Fig. 1.2. In general
there will be different subbands with different energetic offsets Ei. The resultant ε3D (see
Eqn. (1.4)) of each subband scales (unless a possible offset) as the square-root of the
energy. The typical parabola for free electrons is depicted in blue in Fig. 1.3.
ε3D = 2 · π2 ·
(
2 ·m?
~2
)3/2
·
∑
n
Θ(E − En) ·
√
E − En (1.4)
1.2.2 DENSITY OF STATES IN 2D
Just to give clear definition of two dimensionality in this context: we are considering a
three dimensional solid which is confined in one direction. Of course this confinement
should be rather narrow in the nm regime, otherwise any difference to the unconfined
case would be negligible. Now the wavefunction of the formerly free electron has to fit
to the two opposing surfaces of the disk. The wavelength and thus the wavevector k has
to suit as an integer fraction to the finite spatial extension. The boundary conditions for
k⊥ in a layer of thickness D reads as in Eqn. (1.5). Furthermore, they imply that there is a
finite ever present minimal kinetic energy according to Eqn. (1.3). In the special case of
confinement in one direction the direct energy dependencies from the dispersion relation
dk/dV and the differential equi-energy surface in configuration space dE/dk cancel with
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FIGURE 1.2: Visualization of Ewald’s sphere in the three dimensional k-space. The mesh of allowed k-
states in quantum dot (see Eqn. (1.7)) is represented by gray dots. States with energies between E and
E + dE from Eqn. (1.3) lie in the hollow sphere between k and k + dk. The image is reproduced from
http://britneyspears.ac/
each other and ε becomes a staircase function. The typical steps in the DOS of a two
dimensional quantum well are depicted in orange in Fig. 1.3.
k⊥ = n ·
2 · π
D
ε2D = π ·
(
2 ·m?
~2
)
·
∑
n
Θ(E − En) (1.5)
1.2.3 DENSITY OF STATES IN 1D
A quantum wire has one infinitely extended direction along its axis but the lateral exten-
sion is confined narrowly. Accordingly, there is one free on-axis component k‖ and the
perpendicular plane is restricted to accommodate the diameter of the wire. This confine-
ment gives rise to minimal possible k and thus a kinetic groundstate energy according to
Eqn. (1.3). The one dimensional DOS is obtained as in Eqn. (1.6). The typical van Hove
singularities (VHS) in the DOS of a quantum wire are depicted in olive in Fig. 1.3.
k⊥ = n ·
2 · π
D
ε1D =
(
2 ·m?
~2
)1/2
·
∑
n
Θ(E − En)
√
E − En
(1.6)
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1.2 Electronic Density of States
FIGURE 1.3: Density of states in low dimensions: free electrons in three dimensions (3D, blue, Eqn. (1.4)
), confinement in a plane (2D, orange, Eqn. (1.5)), confinement in a quantum wire (1D, green, Eqn. (1.6))
and confinement in a quantum dot (0D, red,Eqn. (1.7)). Effective electron mass m? and reduced Planck’s
constant ~ are set to 1. En = n + 1 is used for the energy spectra in 0D, 1D and 2D
1.2.4 DENSITY OF STATES IN 0D
Despite its name a quantum dot is still a three dimensional system. The key element is the
confinement to a small volume. In a finite box each component of k has to fulfill its re-
spective commensurability. There are only discrete allowed points in k-space. The mesh
of allowed k-states is represented by the three dimensional regular grid of gray dots in
Fig. 1.2. Thanks to this restriction the dispersion relation Eqn. (1.3) is no longer a contin-
uous function. The boundary conditions and the discrete spectrum are given in Eqn. (1.7).
Although we are dealing with a finite system, a quantum dot has the basic characteristics
of a single atom. There is a set of discrete and possibly degenerate energylevels above
the groundstate. However, in a quantum dot the spectrum of energy levels is no atomic
constant but can be tuned and in principle tailor made by mankind. The discrete energy
spectrum of a quantum dot is depicted in red in Fig. 1.3.
kx = nx ·
2 · π
Lx
ky = ny ·
2 · π
Ly
kz = nz ·
2 · π
Lz
ε0D =
∑
n
jn · δ(E − En) (1.7)
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1.3 DIELECTRIC RESPONSE
1.3.1 LINEAR RESPONSE THEORY
If an external electric field penetrates a medium it will induce an static polarization which
will add to the external field. The ratio of a static externally applied electric field strength
E to the actual static dielectric field strength D inside the medium is denoted by the static
dielectric constant ε as it is defined in Eqn. (1.8).
~D = εvac ·
(
~E + ~P
)
= εvac ·
(
~E + ~E · χE
)
= εvac · (1 + χE) · ~E = ε · ~E (1.8)
In relation Eqn. (1.8) χE denotes the electric susceptibility. Within linear response theory
the susceptibility is always the ratio of the induced additional quantity to the applied ex-
ternal quantity. The macroscopic concept of dielectric response will in general depended
on the frequency of the applied electric field, or electromagnetic wave respectively. In
the visible optical regime of a few eV the relevant response stems from the polarizability
of the electronic system of solids. If a quanta of light with the frequency ω propagates
in a homogeneous medium with the dielectric function ε(ω), the dispersion relation of
the wave can be written as in Eqn. (1.9). In a medium the propagation vector of the
electromagnetic wave k is modified by the refractive index N.
k2 = ε(ω) ·
ω2
c20
k =
N · ω
c0
with N =
√
ε(ω) (1.9)
The quantities in Eqn. (1.9) are complex, i.e., N(ω) = n(ω) + iκ(ω) and ε(ω) = εr(ω) +
iεi(ω). Thus the real εr(ω) and imaginary εi(ω) part of the dielectric function ε(ω) can be
rewritten as stated in Eqn. (1.10)
εr = n2 − κ2 and εi = 2 · n · κ (1.10)
Accordingly, the real n(ω) and imaginary κ(ω) part of the refractive index N can be
obtained as in Eqn. (1.11)
n(ω) =
√ √
ε2r + ε
2
i + εr
2
and κ(ω) =
√ √
ε2r + ε
2
i − εr
2
(1.11)
The imaginary part of the index of refraction κ(ω) causes an exponential decay of the
penetrating electromagnetic wave. The attenuation of the amplitude is expressed as 2 ·π ·
κ/λ and the decay of the intensity (which scales with the square of the amplitude) can be
written as in Eqn. (1.12).
I = I0 · e−α·x with α =
4 · π · κ
λ
(1.12)
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1.3 Dielectric Response
Using Eqns. (1.9, 1.10, 1.12) the absorption coefficient α(ω) can be expressed by the
imaginary part of the dielectric function εi(ω) in Eqn. (1.13).
α(ω) =
ω · εi(ω)
c0 · n(ω)
(1.13)
If an electromagnetic wave propagates across the interface of different optical properties
reflection and/or transmission will occur. The electric field vector points along the polar-
ization of the incident light and it has to be a continuous function along the trail of the
light beam. The discontinuity that would be caused by the induced polarization χE · E0
has to be compensated by partial reflection and refraction. The reflection coefficient R at
the surface of an optical medium in vacuum is given in Eqn. (1.14).
R =
∣∣∣∣∣N − 1N + 1
∣∣∣∣∣2 = (n − 1)2 + κ2(n + 1)2 + κ2 (1.14)
The refraction in terms of the angle Θ to normal transmission through the planar interface
of two media is given in Eqn. (1.15).
na · sin(Θa) = nb · sin(Θb) (1.15)
The complex dielectric function ε(ω) is a phenomenological concept that can be success-
fully adapted to virtually any system. It provides a common framework to such basic
optical properties as the dielectric constant, absorption and reflectivity. This concept is
easily extended to birefringent media and non-linear optics by including an ε-tensor in
Eqn. (1.8) or a quadratic ω2-term in the dielectric function ε(ω). Even laser cavities can
be modeled, all that is need is a positive imaginary part εi(ω) of the dielectric function.
1.3.2 MICROSCOPIC AND MACROSCOPIC RESPONSE
This section is meant to elucidate the conceptual differences between the macroscopic and
microscopic dielectric response on the one side and local field corrections and crystal local
field effects on the other side. This distinction might seem subtle, but it is essential for
correctly comparing experimental data to ab inito calculations. The way described here
can be found in a brief version in Fink (1989). The most general form of the dielectric
function is given in Eqn. (1.16). The total field ~E(~r, t) is a function of the applied external
field. In the general case it can depend on the history of the electric field in each point of
the whole volume.
~E(~r, t) =
∫
dρ3
∫
∞
0
dτ ε−1(~r, ~ρ, t − τ) · ~D(ρ, t − τ) (1.16)
In a discrete lattice the volume integral turns into a lattice sum Eqn. (1.17), where the mi-
croscopic dielectric function in Eqn. (1.16) becomes a matrix of tensors for each possible
combination of lattice cites.
~E(~ri, t) =
∑
j
∫
∞
0
dτ ε−1(~ri,~r j, t − τ) · ~D(~r j, t − τ) (1.17)
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If a high energy probe with k vectors much larger than the Brillouin zone is applied,
then a vast number of the latter is averaged and a bulk lattice behaves homogenous. The
macroscopic dielectric function εM depends only on
∣∣∣~ri − ~r j∣∣∣ and is hence symmetric. If
the concept of a macroscopic dielectric function holds, then it can be expressed in Fourier
space as in Eqn. (1.18). In momentum representation the isotrop ε is a diagonal matrix.
E(q, ω) = ε−1M (q, ω) ·D(q, ω) (1.18)
With the use of the induced Φind and total Φtot electrical potentials Eqn. (1.18) can be
expressed as Eqn. (1.19)
1
εM(q, ω)
=
E(q, ω)
D(q, ω)
=
∂Φtot(q, ω)
∂Φtot(q, ω) + ∂Φind(q, ω)
(1.19)
The latter expression is in Eqn. (1.21) rewritten under the use of the Fourier transformed
Coulomb potential Vq in Eqn. (1.20) and the electric susceptibility χ.∫
d3x
e−i·~q·~x
|x|
=
4 · π
|q|2
(1.20)
Please note when comparing Eqn. (1.19) and Eqn. (1.21) that the isotropy of ε(~q, ω) =
εM(|~q|, ω) has been used. This step is only valid for the macroscopic dielectric function
εM
1
εM(q, ω)
= 1 + Vq · χ(q, ω) (1.21)
The simplest model to describe the susceptibility of an electron gas are free non-interacting
electrons, i.e. the Sommerfeld model. The excitations are described by exciting individual
electrons with (Ek, k) from the Fermi sphere E0 ≤ EF into a state (Ek+q, q) with E0 ≥ EF.
The density response function of such a free electron gas is given by Eqn. (1.22) Lindhard
(1954). The per volume V definition as well as the damping δ are introduced for the sake
of normalization. f (E) is the distribution function, viz. the occupancy in the electronic
DOS.
χ0(q, ω) =
2 · e2
V
·
∑
k
f (Ek) − f (Ek+q)
~ · ω + i · δ − Ek + Ek+q
(1.22)
The range of possible single particle excitations in Eqn. (1.23) is a continuum of possible
energies and momenta (~ ·ω, q), that can be absorbed by the free electrons is restricted by
two free electron parabolas through q = 0 and q = 2 · kF, respectively.
0 +
√
2 ·m? · ω
~
≤ q ≤ 2 · kF +
√
2 ·m? · ω
~
(1.23)
The excitation spectrum of free electron is entirely missing collective modes, such as plas-
mons. The latter can be accessed by describing the interaction of the electrons within a
mean field theory and the random phase approximation (RPA). The latter is missing cor-
relation and exchange interactions and considers the response of the electron gas to the
total field, which is composed of the external field and its induced counterpart. The in-
duced charge density ρind in Eqn. (1.24) is expressed by a general linear response function
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α(q, ω) and the total electric potential Φtot.
∂ρind(q, ω) = α(q, ω) · ∂Φtot(q, ω) (1.24)
In close analogy to Eqn. (1.21) the general response function α(q, ω) also describes the
macroscopic ε(q, ω) in Eqn. (1.25).
εM(q, ω) = 1 −
∂Φind(q, ω)
∂Φtot(q, ω)
= 1 − Vq · α(q, ω) (1.25)
The general response function of the many body system to the total field α(q, ω) is a priori
not known. However, as a first approximation it can be replaced by the response function
of independent particles χ0(q, ω). This is done in Eqn. (1.26). The RPA dielectric function
is just the dielectric function of Lindhard (1954). In the RPA the electrons respond to the
applied external field and the averaged (mean) electrostatic field of the electron gas.
εM(q, ω) ≈ εRPA(q, ω) = εL(q, ω) = 1 − Vq · χ0(q, ω) (1.26)
Any fluctuations and short range inhomogeneities are ignored. This assumptions require
high electron densities that homogenize all local fluctuations quickly by effective dielec-
tric screening. The critical parameter is rS = r0/a0, where 2 · r0 is the average distance
between the electrons and a0 = 0.529 Å is the Bohr radius. In typical metals the pa-
rameter rS ranges between 2 and 6. Therefore RPA is not necessarily a quantitative in
any case, but it may work well special cases and allows to retrieve qualitative behavior.
From Eqn. (1.26) one can directly deduce the associated RPA or Lindhard loss-fucntion
Eqn. (1.27).
loss − function = =
(
−
1
εL
)
= Vq ·
= (χ0)
|εL|
2 (1.27)
Apparently, Eqn. (1.27) looks again like an independent free quasi particle excitation
spectrum. Still, the interaction between the electrons enters via an analogue of ‘effective
mass ’ by rescaling with the absolute squared of the Lindhard dielectric function εL. The
momentum dependent RPA loss-function is essentially the joint density of states (JDOS)
for a certain momentum q, which is rescaled by the absolute squared of the Lindhard
dielectric function εL. The mean field treatment of free quasi particles works best for long
wavelengths and hence small momenta q. If the wavelength becomes too short, then the
correct treatment of the short range charge fluctuations lies beyond RPA. In close analogy
to the quadratic free particle dispersion Eqn. (1.3) the isotrop plasmon dispersion Ep(0) in
3 dimensions can be expanded into a Taylor series at q = 0 within the RPA. The obtained
even power series is given in Eqn. (1.28).
Ep(q) = Ep(0) + α ·
~2 · q2
me
+ O(p4) with α =
3
5
·
EF
Ep(0)
(1.28)
A general behavior that can be deduced from Eqn. (1.28) is a quadratic plasmon dispersion
that starts above the single particle excitation continuum and will certainly run into the
free particle decay Eqn. (1.50).
As a mean field theory RPA is blind to the local depletion of charge density around each
electron. The local correlations and exchange interactions can be represented by a local
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field correction function G(q, ω) in the local field corrected response Eqn. (1.29).
∂Φind(q, ω) =
(
1 − G(q, ω)
)
· Vq · ∂ρind(q, ω) (1.29)
Within the concept of the of the a priori unknown local field correction function G(q, ω)
the local field corrected dielectric function εLFC can be written as in Eqn. (1.30).
εLFC = 1 −
Vq · χ0(qω)
1 + G(q, ω) · Vq · χ0(qω)
(1.30)
Having elucidated the definition of local field corrections in the context of the continuous
macroscopic dielectric response, we will now turn back on the microscopic dielectric
response ε in a discrete lattice Eqn. (1.17). The Fourier representation Eqn. (1.31) has to
obey the equivalency in the reciprocal lattice G.
E(k + G, ω) =
∑
G′
ε−1GG′(k, ω) ·D(k + G
′, ω)
with
ε−1GG′(k, ω) = ε
−1(k + G, k + G′, ω) (1.31)
In Eqn. (1.31) k are wavevectors within the first Brillouin zone and pairs of G and G′ are
equivalent lattice vectors. An intriguing consequence of Eqn. (1.31) is that an external
plane-wave electrical field E(k + G) will induce a microscopic electric field with the same
frequency ω but with an in general different and not even necessarily parallel wavevector.
The induced field is a superposition of (k + G) and Bragg reflected contributions with
(k + G′). The off-diagonal components with G , G′ of the microscopic dielectric crystal
tensor εGG′(k, ω) that mix the various Bragg reflexes are named crystal local field effects
(LFE). Crystal local field effects account for the (in principle ever present) anisotropy in
the (discrete) lattice. But in many cases the LFE annul one another. This will always
happen when the macroscopic dielectric response εM is valid because the perturbating
wave-vector covers many Brillouinzones in a bulk sample.
Thus LFE are usually not essential in the comparison to the typical experimental situa-
tion. However in isolated and low dimensional systems as e.g. freestanding graphene or
suspended carbon nanotubes the macroscopic dielectric response εM is not applicable and
LFE have to be considered.
The off-diagonal components of the microscopic dielectric crystal tensor εGG′(k, ω) de-
termines the intermixing of equivalent wave-vectors in the dielectric response. These off-
diagonal components are crystal local field effects. The macroscopic dielectric function
εM is a continuous description of the bulk average of the microscopic dielectric crystal
tensor εGG′(k, ω) over the a vast number of Brillouin zones. Local field corrections as
in Eqn. (1.30) are merely corrections due to correlation and exchange interaction in the
vicinity of the individual electrons.
The proper distinction of local field corrections on the one side and crystal local field
effects on the other side is essential in the description of the dielectric response in meso-
scopic systems. The correct quantitative treatment of these is ever since Hubbard (1955)
a major issue in the computational approach towards dielectric properties Onida et al.
(2002).
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1.3.3 DRUDE MODEL FOR FREE CHARGES
A very successful approach to the dielectric response of free charge carriers, as for in-
stance in metals, is the Drude model. Therein, the equation of motion of free charge
carrier in an external periodic electric field is considered. We will again use an effective
electron mass m? and we use a linear term γ in velocity to account for damping. The
equation of motion then reads as in Eqn. (1.32).
d2x
dt2
+ γ ·
dx
dt
=
e
m?
· E0 · e−i·ω·t (1.32)
Looking for the solution with an exponential ansatz of the type x = x0 ·exp(−i ·ω · t) of the
above equation, one finds in frequency representation Eqn. (1.33) for the displacement x.
x = x0 · e−i·ω·t
x0 = −
e · E0
m?
·
1
ω2 + i · ω · γ
(1.33)
Once the displacement of the charge carriers is known then the polarization P can be
obtained taking into account the charge density n · e (see Eqn. (1.34)).
P0 = n · e · x0 = −
n · e2 · E0
m?
·
1
ω2 + i · ω · γ
(1.34)
Using the linear response relation as stated in Eqn. (1.8) we can immediately deduce the
susceptibility χ(ω) and the frequency dependent dielectric function ε(ω) within the Drude
model in Eqn. (1.35).
ε(ω) = 1 +
χ(ω)
ε0
= 1 − ·
ω2P
ω2 + i · ω · γ
with ω2P =
n · e2
m? · ε0
(1.35)
The quantity ω2P as introduced in Eqn. (1.35) is the plasma frequency of free charge car-
riers. It is worthwhile to point out here, that ω2P scales with the charge carrier density n
as well as the inverse effective mass m?. By restating the equation of motion Eqn. (1.32)
in terms of the velocity v = dx/dt Eqn. (1.36) is obtained. This time the damping is
expressed rather by a ballistic lifetime τ then by a velocity scaled friction γ.
m? ·
dv
dt
+
m
τ
· v = e · E · e−i·ω·t (1.36)
In analogy to the solution for the displacement x an exponential ansatz with v = v0 ·
exp(−i · ω · t) can be used to find the solution for the velocities v Eqn. (1.37).
v = v0 · e−i·ω·t
v0 = E0 ·
e
m?
·
τ
1 − i · ω
(1.37)
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Since, moving charges correspond to induced currents j we can straight forwardly (see
Eqn. (1.38)) deduce the optical conductivity σ.
j = n · e · v = E0 ·
n · e2·
m?
·
τ
1 − i · ω
= E0 · σ
σ(ω) =
n · e2 · τ
m?
·
1
1 − i · ω
(1.38)
By introducing the static conductivity σ0 the optical conductivity can be rewritten as in
Eqn. (1.39)
σ0 =
n · e2 · τ
m?
σ =
σ0
1 − i · ω · τ
=
σ0
1 + ω2 · τ2
+ i ·
σ0 · ω · τ
1 + ω2 · τ2
, (1.39)
Now, that we have the static conductivity σ0 Eqn. (1.39) and plasmon frequency ωP
Eqn. (1.35) at hand, we can directly elucidate the intimate relationship between these
two quantities in Eqn. (1.40)
σ0 = ω
2
P · τ · ε0 (1.40)
In a conducting medium the electrical current due to an applied electrical field j(ω) =
σ(ω) · E(ω) is again a linear response function Eqn. (1.8). The conductivity can alterna-
tively be derived from Eqn. (1.41)
σ(ω) = j(ω)/E(ω) =
dP
dt
·
1
E(ω)
= −i · ω · ε0 · χE(ω) (1.41)
If the optical conductivity is treated as a complex quantity σ = σr + i · σi then the relation
between conductivity and absorption coefficient Eqn. (1.42) can be derived.
α(ω) =
σr(ω)
c0 · ε0 · n(ω)
(1.42)
The Drude model describes the dielectric properties of free charge carriers and reveals
fundamental correlations between the plasma frequency ωP and the dielectric function
ε(ω). The model allows to directly deduce the relationship of ωP and the static σ0 and
frequency dependent conductivity σ(ω) and fully accounts for the intimate relationship of
the latter to the frequency dependent absorption α(ω). A famous example are the different
colors of the various metals (e.g. Cu, Au, Ag), that are in the Drude model deduced from
different charge densities n · e and hence ωP.
1.3.4 LORENTZ MODEL FOR BOUND CHARGES
The Drude-Lorentz model is an extension of the Drude model. Here the charges are no
longer free, but each charge is localized in a harmonic potential. This potential is added to
Eqn. (1.32) and leads to Eqn. (1.43). The strength and hence the resonance frequency of
this oscillator is given by ωT. The inclusion of this term allows to model semiconducting
or even insulating materials.
d2x
dt2
+ γ ·
dx
dt
+ ωT · x =
e
m?
· E0 · e−i·ω·t (1.43)
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Looking for the solution for the equation of motion in the Lorentz model with an expo-
nential ansatz of the type x = x0 · exp(−i · ω · t), one finds immediately in frequency
representation Eqn. (1.44) for the displacement x.
x = x0 · e−i·ω·t
x0 =
e · E0
m?
·
1
ω2T − ω
2 − i · ω · γ
(1.44)
In akin analogy to the Drude model we can express the dielectric response ε in terms of the
susceptibility χ, which is again expressed in terms of the electric field E0 and polarization
P. The latter is expressed in terms of the charge density n · e and the displacement x. The
dielectric response function ε(ω) is derived in Eqn. (1.45).
ε(ω) = 1 + χ(ω) = 1 +
P(ω)
E0
= 1 +
n · e · x(ω)
E0
ε(ω) = 1 +
ω2P
ω2T − ω
2 − i · ω · γ
(1.45)
If we want to model the dielectric function of a real systems, as for instance required for
the interpretation of experiments, one has to adopt some modifications to Eqn. (1.45). In
general there will be different harmonic oscillators with different eigenfrequencies ωT,i.
In addition, in many cases bound ωT,i > 0 and free ωT,i = 0 electrons will be contribut-
ing to the total response. The different occupancies of this oscillators are represented
by individual plasma frequencies ωP,i. The different eigenfrequencies will be distributed
on a wide energy scale and only a selection of them might contribute in a specific en-
ergy region of interest. The other oscillators that are far away and off-resonant will only
give a constant background contribution. For instance, in the absorption of visible light
(a few eV) electrons at the core levels (typically 100 eV) will only provide a perfectly
constant background. These contributions of oscillators at much higher energies do not
require a detailed description and are accounted for in an effective ε∞ = 1 + χ∞. The
general and widely used form of the Drude-Lorentz dielectric function ε(ω) can be found
in Eqn. (1.46). The dielectric function, its inverse and the reflectivity for the three com-
binations of a free Drude electron gas alone as well as the same electron gas with two
different Lorentz-oscillators are compiled in Fig. 1.4.
ε(ω) = ε∞ −
ω2P
ω2 + i · ω · γ
+
∑
i
ω2P,i
ω2T,i − ω
2 − i · ω · γi
(1.46)
Despite its phenomenological character the Drude-Lorentz framework allows to uncover
fundamental relations between the plasma frequency ωP and the dielectric function ε(ω).
The relations of plasma frequency ωP with the conductivity σ(ω) and absorption α(ω),
respectively, are easily conceived. The Drude-Lorentz model is applicable to a wide class
of materials and provides (for experimentalists) a valuable qualitative understanding at a
very reasonable cost of complexity.
1.3.5 COLLECTIVE CHARGE EXCITATIONS
So far, we have considered the electronic system in the Drude-Lorentz model as the sum
of free and consequently independent electrons. While this point of view can successfully
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FIGURE 1.4: Dielectric properties within the Drude-Lorentz model Eqn. (1.46); row(1) real and imaginary
part of the complex dielectric function, row(2) real and imaginary part of the inverse complex dielectric
function, row(3) the reflection coefficient as function of frequency. The exemplary chosen systems are; (a)
free electron gas with the plasma frequency ~ · ωP = 16 eV , the damping ~γ = 4 eV and the electron
density n = 3 · 1026 m−3, (b) free electrons as in (a) with an additional Lorentz-oscillator at the transversal
frequency ~ · ωT = 10 eV, a damping of ~ · γ = 1 eV and an electron density n = 0.9 · 1026 m−3, (c) same
as (b) but with the transversal frequency ~ · ωT = 22 eV
describe single particle excitations it entirely misses spread out collective excitations.
These are an analog to atomic lattice vibrations in solids. To this aim we will envisage
the electrons in a solid as a negatively charged medium, living on top of the positively
charged background of the nuclei. In close analogy to solids, longitudinal plain waves
will be possible excitations in this charged medium. The key difference is that the long
range electrostatic interaction of electrons no longer fits to the usually applied and well
known local and harmonic description of lattice dynamics. This long range inflictions in
fact simply annul any analytical approach. Still they can be circumvented by looking at
the limit of infinitely long wavelengths and hence vanishing wave vectors k and momenta
q. If the electrons are displaced with respect to their positive background then they will
build up mirror like charges at two opposing parallel surface layers. The charge density
at the surfaces will increase linearly with the total displacement x and each electron in the
bulk sees the homogenous field of a planar capacitor, which is simply the difference of
the charge densities at the surface. Thus the equation of motion for the free electron gas
in three dimensions includes again an harmonic term (see Eqn. (1.47)).
d2x
dt2
+
n · e2
εvac ·m?
· x = 0
d2x
dt2
+ ·ω2P · x = 0 (1.47)
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From Eqn. (1.47) we can directly see that the plasma frequency ωP corresponds to the
resonance frequency of the free electron plasma. It is worthwhile pointing out that the
finite plasma frequency at q → 0 arises from the infinitely extended constant interaction
between charged parallel plains and thus the three dimensionality of the electron gas. In
low dimensional systems (e.g. less then 3 dimensions) the interaction between charged
parallel lines or just two charged points vanishes for infinite wavelengths. Thus the Drude
plasmon has only in three dimensions a finite value. In two and one dimensions as well as
in isolated objects (effectively zero dimensional) the frequency vanishes at q→ 0. Since
plasmons are longitudinal waves in the electron plasma they do not only posses a distinct
energy E according to their frequency ω but also a momentum q according to their wave
vector k. This two quantities are interconnected in the longitudinal dispersion relation
ωL(q) which is again strongly influenced by the effective dimensionality.
The classical view on a charged continuous medium opens qualitative insight for ωL(q =
0) but it is not applicable (beyond qualitative arguments) for the plasmon frequencies at
finite momenta q > 0. The dispersion of plasmon requires the Lindhard dielectric function
Eqn. (1.26) and the insertion of the electronic DOS into the free particle susceptibility
χ0 Eqn. (1.22). The RPA is often based on the DOS of a parameterized tight binding
bandstructure.
Within this framework the dispersion of matallic Drude plasmons in low dimensions has
been studied in extensive detail in Longe & Bose (1993); DasSarma & Hwang (1996).
Later on further calculations dealt with low dimensional non metallic systems Huang
et al. (1997); Shyu & Lin (2000). The general consent is that:
• In three dimensional systems the plasmon dispersion starts from a finite plasma
frequency and from there on increases with the square of q.
• In two dimensions the plasma frequency starts from zero and increases with the
square root of q.
• In one dimension the plasmon dispersion starts from zero and then it scales (quasi)
linearly with the momentum q.
The situations illustrated in Fig. 1.5 are valid for the Drude plasmon. If intra-band transi-
tions are involved then the whole longitudinal plasmon dispersionωL(q) is shifted towards
higher energies according to Eqn. (1.48)
ω2L(q) = ω
2
P + ω
2
T(q) (1.48)
An important consequence of Eqn. (1.48) is that the longitudinal plasmon frequencyωL of
a Lorentz-oscillator ωT will always lie above the corresponding single particle excitation
in the JDOS. The latter is for instance accessed in optical absorption spectroscopy (OAS)
while the earlier can be probed with electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS). In the
special case of well isolated systems on the nanometer scale the longitudinal ωL and
transversal ωT frequencies will coincidence, due to the diminutive macroscopic electron
density n, and hence vanishing ωP. The upshift of ωL at realistic plasma frequencies ωP
and diminutive ωP is illustrated in Fig. 1.6
There is an interesting point already raised by DasSarma & Hwang (1996). While in
three dimensions the plasmon dispersion will always run into the single particle excitation
region delimited by free electron parabolas through q = 0 and q = 2 · kF in Eqn. (1.23).
This will not happen in two or even one dimensions (see Fig. 1.5 (d)). In this region the
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(a) Plasmondispersion in 1 dimension (b) Plasmondispersion in 2 dimensions
(c) Plasmondispersion in 3 dimensions (d) Plasmons and Landau damping
FIGURE 1.5: Collective plasmon dispersion within the Hubbard approximation (dashed lines) and within
the random phase approximation (solid lines) in the listed dimensions: one dimension in (a); two dimesions
in (b); and three dimensions in (c). Dotted lines in (a,b,c) indicate the boundaries of the electron-hole pair
continua. Figure (d) shows the plasmon dispersions in all three dimensions (various dashed lines) and the
electron-hole pair continuum (solid lines). Images are reproduced from DasSarma & Hwang (1996)
plasmons are effectively damped by Landau-damping. In such a scattering event a free
electron with the initial momentum ki couples to a plasmon and absorbs its momentum
q and energy ~ · ω(q) at once and a electron-hole pair is created. Energy as well as
momentum conservation directly lead to Eqn. (1.49).
~ · ω2P(q) = ∆E =
~2
2 ·m?
·
(
ki + q
)
−
~2
2 ·m?
· k2i =
~2
2 ·m?
·
(
q2 + 2 · q · ki
)
(1.49)
For small plasmon momenta q Eqn. (1.49) can never be fulfilled since the plasmon ener-
gies will always by far exceed the available electronic energies. This scattering process
will only become possible if the momentum q reaches a critical value qc. Since ∆E be-
comes best for parallel momenta q‖kI at the Fermi surface kI = kF we find Eqn. (1.50).
~ · ω2L(qc) =
~2
2 ·m?
·
(
q2c + 2 · qc · kF
)
with qc =
ωP
vF
(1.50)
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(a) Plasma frequencies in bulk systems
(b) Plasma frequencies in isolated objects
FIGURE 1.6: Characteristic features of the dielectric function of a single free Lorentz oscillator Eqn. (1.45)
with ε∞ = 1 the oscillator frequency ~ · ωT = 4.5 eV and the damping ~ · γ = 0.5 eV in (a) the oscillator
strength is typical for bulk systems ~ · ωP = 3.5 eV and in (a) the oscillator strength is vanishing to
demonstrate the situation in isolated objects ~ · ωP = 0.8 eV
The definition of the critical momentum qc from Eqn. (1.50) says that a plasmon will
become instable when its phase velocity ωP(q)/q reaches the Fermi velocity of the free
electrons.
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1.4 SCATTERING THEORY
This section is meant to elucidate the intimate relation of the differential inelastic electron
scattering cross section and the dynamic structure factor. The overall strategy is to first
(section 1.4.1) elucidate the proportionality of the AR-EELS cross section with the dy-
namic structure factor van Hove (1954). This proportionality is comprised in Eqn. (1.64).
In a second step (section 1.4.2) the proportionality of the dynamic structure factor and
the the loss-function in Eqn. (1.80) is established Nozieres & Pines (1959). Thus the ex-
perimental angle and energy resolved scattering rate is indeed an experimental access to
the loss-function. The way described here can also be found in Kittel (1963); Schnatterly
(1979); Schattschneider (1986).
1.4.1 ENERGY-LOSS AND STRUCTURE FACTOR
As mentioned in section 1.5.5 the detector at the exit of the EELS spectrometer yields
the partial differential cross section, which is expressed in Eqn. (1.51) by Fermi’s golden
rule.
d2σ
dE dΩ
∝
∣∣∣∣〈k f , f |H ′|ki, i〉∣∣∣∣2 · δ(~ · ω − Ei + E f ) (1.51)
In Eqn. (1.51)
〈
k f , f | and | ki, i
〉
stand for the initial and final quantum mechanical state
and the corresponding momentum of the incoming and scattered electron, respectively.
AndH ′ is the perturbation potential. Of course the wave functions of the EELS electrons
are eigenstates of the momentum operator and therefore plane waves as in Eqn. (1.52).
|ki〉 ∝ ei·ki·x and
∣∣∣k f〉 ∝ ei·k f ·x (1.52)
Using the plain waves from Eqn. (1.52) the matrix element of the cross section Eqn. (1.51)
becomes Eqn. (1.53). 〈
k f , f |H ′|ki, i
〉
=
〈
f
∣∣∣∣∣∫ d3x ei·q·xH ′∣∣∣∣∣ i〉 (1.53)
The perturbation potential H ′ is in Eqn. (1.54) obtained by summing up all two particle
interactions in the impinged sample.
H
′ =
∑
m
V(x − xm) (1.54)
Thus, Eqn. (1.53) can be rewritten as in Eqn. (1.55)
〈
k f , f |H ′|ki, i
〉
=
〈
f
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∫
d3x ei·q·x ·
∑
m
V(x − xm)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ i
〉
=
〈
f
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∫
d3x ei·q·x · V(x) ·
∑
m
ei·q·xm
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ i
〉
= Vq
〈
f
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∑m ei·q·xm
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ i
〉
Vq =
∫
d3x ei·q·x · V(x) (1.55)
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So, for the cross section Eqn. (1.53) we arrive at the interim result in Eqn. (1.56).
d2σ
dE dΩ
∝ |Vq|2
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
〈
f
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∑m ei·q·xm
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ i
〉∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
· δ(ω − Ei + E f )
∝ |Vq|2
〈
i
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∑l e−i·q·xl
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ f
〉
·
〈
f
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∑m ei·q·xm
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ i
〉
· δ(~ · ω − Ei + E f ) (1.56)
The expression in Eqn. (1.56) is only considering the special case of exactly one initial
state and one final state. In a real situation there is of course not only one final state
∣∣∣ f 〉 but
rather many of them that have to be summed up. Furthermore also an entire distribution
of initial states |i〉 has to be considered in a real scattering experiment and thus individual
occupation probabilities pi of the initial states |i〉 are summed up. Eqn. (1.57) switches to
the Fourier representation of the δ-function.
d2σ
dE dΩ
∝
1
2 · π
· |Vq|2 ·
∑
f ,i,l,m
pi ·
〈
i
∣∣∣e−i·q·xl ∣∣∣ f 〉 · 〈 f ∣∣∣ei·q·xm ∣∣∣ i〉 · ∫ ∞
−∞
dt e−i·(~·ω−Ei+E f )·t (1.57)
The perturbationH ′ is declared to start at t = 0. Hence, for earlier times t ≤ 0 the states
|i〉 and
∣∣∣ f 〉 are eigenstates of the unperturbed Hamiltonian H . This allows to rewrite the
matrix elements in the Heisenberg picture as in Eqn. (1.58).〈
f
∣∣∣ei·q·xm ∣∣∣ i〉 ei·(Ei−E f )·t = 〈 f ∣∣∣ei·(1/~)·H·t · ei·q·xm · e−i·(1/~)·H·t∣∣∣ i〉
=
〈
f
∣∣∣ei·q·xm(t=0)∣∣∣ i〉 (1.58)
The completness relation of the final states in given in Eqn. (1.59).∑
f
∣∣∣ f 〉 · 〈 f ∣∣∣ = 1̂ (1.59)
The Heisenberg representation and completeness relations in Eqn. (1.58) and Eqn. (1.59)
allow to rewrite the matrix elements in the cross section Eqn. (1.60)
d2σ
dE dΩ
∝
1
2 · π
· |Vq|2 ·
∑
i,l,m
pi ·
∫
∞
−∞
dt e−i·ω·t ·
〈
i
∣∣∣e−i·q·xl(0) · ei·q·xm(0)∣∣∣ i〉 (1.60)
To write Eqn. (1.60) down in a rather compact form, Eqn. (1.61) is introduced. There the
subscript T denotes that this statistical average applies to stationary thermal equilibrium,
which is a typical situation.∑
i
pi ·
〈
i
∣∣∣e−i·q·xl(0) · ei·q·xm(0)∣∣∣ i〉 = 〈e−i·q·xl(0) · ei·q·xm(0)〉
T
(1.61)
Inserting the latter abbreviation for the thermal averaging Eqn. (1.61) directly leads to
Eqn. (1.62).
d2σ
dE dΩ
∝
1
2 · π
· |Vq|2 ·
∫
∞
−∞
dt e−i·ωt
∑
l,m
〈
e−i·q·xl(0) · ei·q·xm(0)
〉
T
(1.62)
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The latter expression Eqn. (1.62) is also derived in van Hove (1954) Eqn. (1.64) and there
it is written in terms of the dynamic structure factor S(ω, q) and the scattering amplitude
A.
d2σ
dΩ dE
= A · S(ω, q) (1.63)
S(ω, q) =
1
2π
·
∫
∞
−∞
dt e−i·ω·t
∑
l,m
〈
e−i·q·xl(0) · ei·q·xm(0)
〉
T
A ∝ |Vq|2
1.4.2 STRUCTURE FACTOR AND LOSS-FUNCTION
Looking at the relations in Eqn. (1.64), where the scattering cross section is expressed in
terms of the structure factor S(ω, q), it is now time to show the equivalence between this
quantity and the loss function Eqn. (1.90). To do so an impinging test charge distribution
is introduced Eqn. (1.64). Here c.c. denotes the complex conjugated and ν · e is a constant
charge density.
ρT = ρT(ω,~q) = ν · e ·
(
e−i(~q·~x+ω·t) + c.c.
)
(1.64)
The dielectric function is introduced by considering the fundamental electrostatics in
Eqn. (1.65).
~∇ · ~D = 4 · π · ρT
~∇ · ~E = 4 · π ·
(
ρT +
〈
ρq
〉)
(1.65)
The respective Fourier transformed quantities are given in Eqn. (1.66). Here the subscript
q denotes the Fourier transformed of ~E and ~D, respectively. And
〈
ρ
〉
describes the reaction
of the sample due to the perturbation (i.e. the induced charge density modulation).
− i · ~q · ~Dq = −i · ε(ω, q) · ~q · ~Eq = 4 · π · ν · e · e−i·ω·t
−i · ~q · ~Eq = 4 · π ·
(
ν · e−i·ω·t +
〈
ρq
〉)
(1.66)
Combining the two lines of Eqn. (1.66) results in a representation of ε(ω, q) in terms of
the induced charges.
1
ε(ω, q)
= 1 +
〈
ρq
〉
ν · e−i·ω·t
(1.67)
An impinging electron couples to the charge density via the Coulomb potential, which is
briefly recapitulated in its Fourier representation in Eqn. (1.20). The perturbation Hamil-
tonianH ′ now reads as in Eqn. (1.68). The term eλ·t is inserted here to provide a smooth
switching of the perturbation.
H
′ =
4 · π · ν · e2
q2
·
(
ρ−q · e−iωt+λ·t + c.c.
)
(1.68)
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Next the contributions from all electrons in the system are summed up in Eqn. (1.69).
ρ±q =
∫
d3xρ(x)e∓i·q·x =
∫
d3x
∑
j
δ(x − x j)e∓i·q·x =
∑
j
e∓i·q·x j (1.69)
The eigenstates ψi of the perturbated system H + H ′ are in Eqn. (1.70) expressed as
a linear combination with the coefficients ain of the eigenstates φn of the unperturbated
systemH .
ψi =
∑
n
ain(t) · φn · e−(i/~)·En·t
Hφn = En · φn (1.70)
In Eqn. (1.71) the ain are expressed in terms of the perturbated HamiltonianH ′.
ain(t) = −i ·
∫
dt′ 〈n |H′| i〉 · ei·ωni·t
′
with ωni =
Ei − En
~
(1.71)
Assuming that the perturbated system is in its ground state ψ0 and inserting the Hamil-
tonian Eqn. (1.68) into the representation of the ain(t) in Eqn. (1.71), the time dependent
perturbated wave function ψ0(t) can be obtained as in Eqn. (1.72). Here the abbreviations
ψ′n = ψn · ei·ωn0·t and
〈
ρ±q
〉
n0
=
〈
n
∣∣∣ρ±q∣∣∣ 0〉 are used.
ψ0(t) = ψ0 − i · ν ·
4 · π · e2
q2
·
∑
n>0[∫
dt′
〈
n
∣∣∣ρ−q · e−i·ω·t′+λ·t′ + ρq · eiωt′+λ·t′ ∣∣∣ 0〉 · ei·ωn0·t′] · φn · e−i·En·t
= ψ0 − i · ν ·
4 · π · e2
q2
·
∑
n>0[∫
dt′
〈
n
∣∣∣ρ−q · e−i·ω·t′+λ·t′ + ρq · ei·ω·t′+λ·t′ ∣∣∣ 0〉 · ei·ωn0·t′] · ψn
= ψ0 − i · ν ·
4 · π · e2
q2
·
∑
n>0[∫
dt′
〈
ρ−q
〉
n0
· e[i·(ωn0−ω)+λ]·t
′
+
〈
ρq
〉
n0
· e[i·(ωn0+ω)+λ]·t
′
]
· ψn
= ψ0 − ν ·
4 · π · e2
q2
·
∑
n>0
〈
ρ−q
〉
n0
· e−i·ω·t+λt
−ω + ωn0 − i · λ
+
〈
ρq
〉
n0
· ei·ω·t+λ·t
ω + ωn0 − i · λ
 · ψ′n
with ψ′n = ψn · e
i·ωn0·t and
〈
ρ±q
〉
n0
=
〈
n
∣∣∣ρ±q∣∣∣ 0〉 (1.72)
Eqn. (1.72) is an infinite series for the time dependent groundstate of the pertubated sys-
tem. If the perturbation is small enough then this series can be truncated after the linear
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term. This is done in Eqn. (1.73). Equation 1.74 defines the inversion symmetry of
〈
ρq
〉
.
ν · e−i·ω·t+λ·t = ν ·
(
1 − i · ω · t + λ · t + O
(
t2
))
(1.73)∣∣∣∣〈n ∣∣∣ρq∣∣∣ 0〉∣∣∣∣2 = ∣∣∣∣〈n ∣∣∣ρ−q∣∣∣ 0〉∣∣∣∣2 (1.74)
The matrix elements of the charge density response
〈
ρq
〉
on an impinging charged plain
wave can be expressed by using Eqn. (1.73) when plugging Eqn. (1.72) into the Heisen-
berg representation in Eqn. (1.75).〈
ρq
〉
=
〈
ψ0(t)
∣∣∣ρq∣∣∣ψ0(t)〉
= −
4 · π · e2
q2
· ν · e−i·ωt+λ·t ·
∑
n∣∣∣∣〈n ∣∣∣ρq∣∣∣ 0〉∣∣∣∣2 · [ 1
−ω + ωn0 − i · λ
+
1
ω + ωn0 + i · λ
]
(1.75)
The comparison of Eqn. (1.75) and Eqn. (1.67) allows to extract the dielectric function as
stated in Eqn. (1.76).
1
ε(ω, q)
= 1 −
4 · π · e2
q2
·
∑
n
∣∣∣∣〈n ∣∣∣ρq∣∣∣ 0〉∣∣∣∣2 · [ 1
−ω + ωn0 − i · λ
+
1
ω + ωn0 + i · λ
]
(1.76)
Now, it is time to benefit from the eλ·t term that was introduced in Eqn. (1.68). This term
enables to apply principal values of complex calculus, recapitulated in Eqn. (1.77).
lim
λ→+0
∫
−λ
−∞
1
x ± i · λ
+
∫
∞
λ
1
x ± i · λ
= P
1
x
∓ i · π · δ(x)
P
1
x
= lim
λ→+0
[∫ 0−λ
−∞
dx
x
+
∫
∞
0+λ
dx
x
]
(1.77)
Using the relations from Eqn. (1.77) eliminates λ in the limit and the imaginary part of
the inverse dielectric function is derived as in Eqn. (1.78).
=
(
−
1
ε(ω, q)
)
=
4 · π2 · e2
q2
·
∑
n
∣∣∣∣〈n ∣∣∣ρq∣∣∣ 0〉∣∣∣∣2 · [δ(ω + ωn0) − δ(ω − ωn0)] (1.78)
The Fourier representation of the δ function is presented in Eqn. (1.79).∫
dt e−i·ω·t = 2 · π · δ(ω) (1.79)
Now, one may rewrite the expression for the so called ‘loss-function’ in Eqn. (1.78) under
the use of Eqn. (1.79) in the Heisenberg representation of x j, xk from inserting Eqn. (1.69).
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The result is presented in Eqn. (1.80).
=
(
−
1
ε(ω, q)
)
=
4 · π · e2
q2
·
∑
j,k
1
2 · π
·
∫
dt
(
ei·ω·t − e−i·ω·t
)
·
〈
e−i·q·x j(0) · ei·q·xk(t)
〉
(1.80)
The comparison of Eqn. (1.80) and Eqn. (1.64) uncovers the intimate relation, between
the loss-function =
(
−1/ε(ω, q)
)
and the dynamic structure factor S(q,w). The second
line of Eqn. (1.80) is a linear combination of the dynamic structure factor with opposite
frequencies and directly leads to Eqn. (1.81).
=
(
−
1
ε(ω, q)
)
=
4 · π · e2
q2
[
S(ω, q) − S(−ω, q)
]
(1.81)
Hence there is also a link between the differential cross section from inelastic electron
scattering and the loss-function. This fundamental relation is given in Eqn. (1.82).
d2σ
dΩ dE
∝
∣∣∣∣∣e2 · 4 · π|q|2
∣∣∣∣∣2 · q24 · π · e2 · =
(
−
1
ε(ω, q)
)
d2σ
dΩ dE
∝
4 · π · e2
~q · ~q
· =
(
−
1
ε(ω, q)
)
(1.82)
1.5 EXCITATION SPECTRUM
To a fairly large extend the physical properties of our environment are determined by
electrons. While the mass of objects basically stems from the nuclei, virtually any other
physical property is a property of the electronic system. So experimentalists are in the end
always driving to access the electrons by their various tools. When interpreting any ex-
perimental result one has to be aware of a very fundamental principle. In the final essence
the vast majority of experimental physics is built on scattering experiments. Every scat-
tering experiment requires a primary probe interacting with the specimen and a secondary
probe interacting with a reference system (i.e. a detector). At this point we might intro-
duce the clear distinction of spectroscopy and diffraction. In diffraction experiments only
momentum is transferred to the bulk ensemble of a reasonable large system, which pre-
serves the internal groundstate of the system and renders diffraction experiments literally
groundstate methods. In any spectroscopy the primary probe couples to the specimen and
will create or annihilate at least one quasiparticle in the excitation spectrum. When the
secondary probe leaves the system (and goes to the detector) it will either leave behind
an excited system or not carry any spectroscopic information at all. By this definition of
spectroscopy there is never direct spectroscopic access to the equilibrium ground state of
any (electronic) system. Therefore elastic scattering experiments are classified as diffrac-
tion techniques and inelastic scattering experiments are defined as spectroscopic methods.
If we want to interpret and quantitatively compare different spectroscopic techniques with
ab initio calculations, we have to elucidate the involved scattering processes and their cor-
responding excitation spectra.
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1.5.1 OPTICAL ABSORPTION SPECTROSCOPY
The energies of optical absorption spectroscopy (OAS) cover a few eV. This energy re-
gion corresponds to electronic inter- and intraband transition. In an optical transition the
initial momentum ki of the electron is greatly retained ki ≈ const and an electron-hole
pair is created by putting one electron from the valence to the conduction band. In this
process the total number of electrons in the system is preserved, and the excited state
can be described as the sum of a ground-state, and an additional electron-hole excita-
tion. This electron-hole pair forms a bound state, an exciton, and lowers the total energy
needed for the associated optical transition. In solids such excitons are spatially extended
states and therefore significantly influenced by the dielectric screening ε. Such spatially
extended Mott-Wannier excitons are typically of the order of 100 meV. In molecular iso-
lated systems the, so called Frenkel, excitons are spatially confined and there is hence a
considerably stronger interaction and typical binding energies are in the order of 1 eV.
The differently sized exciton states are illustrated in Fig. 1.8. The difference between the
(a) Free charge carriers versus excitons (b) Exciton states
FIGURE 1.7: The left panel (a) gives an artistic impression of free conductive charge carriers versus
an bound exciton state. The right panel (b) illustrates the optically accessible exciton states within the
bandstructure gap together with their corresponding dipole selection rules. Image (a) is reproduced from
http://kottan-labs.bgsu.edu
optical gap and the bandstructure gap lies in the difference of free delocalized electrons
and excitonic electron states. These are schematically illustrated in Fig. 1.7 (a). Ac-
cording to the relationship of the imaginary part of the dielectric function εi(ω) and the
absorption coefficient α(ω) in Eqn. (1.13) OAS is essentially probing the term ω · εi(ω).
The absorption peaks occur at the maxima of εi(ω), which lies always at ω = ωT. εi(ω) is
depicted in Fig. 1.4 and Fig. 1.6. Thus OAS looks into the transversal plasma frequencies
ωT which are the maxima in the excitonic JDOS.
1.5.2 RAMAN AND LUMINESCENCE SPECTROSCOPY
Raman scattering is the inelastic scattering of light. The incoming light couples to the
excitation spectrum of the system and either creates or annihilates an optical quasiparticle.
In case of Stokes scattering the light is red shifted and a particle is created and in the
system. The anti-Stokes scattering is just the time reversed event, where a quasi particle
is absorbed and the scattered light is blue shifted. Optical quasiparticles can interact with
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(a) Optical gap (b) Mott-Wannier exciton (c) Frenkel exciton
FIGURE 1.8: The exciton states and hence the optical gap are (a) lie inside the bandstructure gap. Further,
there are fairly extended Mott-Wannier (b) and strongly localized Frenkel (c) excitons
light because their dispersion relation matches to the diminutive momentum of light. In
resonant Raman spectroscopy either the incoming or outgoing inelastically scattered light
has to match an optical transition. Consequently a resonance profile obtained from Raman
scattering at various wavelengths will also reflect the exciton state in the imaginary part of
the dielectric function ω ·ωT(ω) and hence the excitonic JDOS. Raman spectroscopy can
be applied to probe a variety of optical quasiparticles. Among these the most prominent
are phonons and polarons. It should be mentioned here, that in the present context one
optical quasiparticle can also represent a coherent pair of two non-optical quasiparticles
with antiparallel momenta.
Luminescence might seem some kind of similar to the Stokes case of Raman scattering
since the outgoing light is red shifted, too. However the luminescence process is not a
single coherent scattering event, there is no time reversal symmetry in the form of anti-
Stokes scattering. Luminescence comprises rather incoherent steps. First the incoming
light is absorbed and creates an electron-hole pair well above the optical gap. The excited
electron encounters a continuum of free states and can readily dissipate its energy, until it
reaches the top of the optical gap. From there on the only way back to the valence band
is radiative recombination. The optical gap is essential for the luminescence process.
The re-emitted light is always red shifted and just corresponds to the reversed optical
absorption process at the optical gab. The exciton levels and their associated one and two
photon selection rules are depicted in Fig. 1.7 (b).
1.5.3 X-RAY ABSORPTION SPECTROSCOPY
X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) is the method to directly probe the matrix element
weighted DOS in the conduction band. Several consecutive internal processes have to
take place before an experimentalist can collect an signal from a X-ray absorption event.
In the initial absorption process a core level electron absorbs an incoming X-ray photon
~ · ω. The provided energy must suit an electronic transition into the conduction band.
The electron hole in the atomic core shell, or short core hole, will thereafter be refilled
from another valence band electron. Upon the reoccupation of the core hole the excess
energy is transferred onto a third party electron. This Auger-electron is directly excited
into a vacuum state. Finally, only this last Auger-electron is visible to the experimentalist.
It causes a drain current at the sample or alternatively a count in a photomultiplier. Three
important consequences can be drawn from this scheme, which is recapitulated in Fig. 1.9
: (i) XAS requires conductive (and properly grounded) samples; (ii) XAS is very surface
sensitive since the electronic escape depth is just a few Å in the regime of hundreds of
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eV; (iii) XAS must be conducted under high vacuum conditions.
The cross section viz. the yield of this X-ray absorption reflects the matrix element
(a) X-ray absorption and Auger escape (b) Energy level scheme of X-ray absorption
FIGURE 1.9: The left hand side (a) gives an artistic impression of the Auger process in valence band
X-ray absorption. The right hand side (b) shows the more schematic representation of valence band X-ray
absorption. Image (a) is reproduced from http://www.bessy.de
weighted unoccupied DOS of the conduction band in the presence of a core hole. The
light source of choice for resonant X-ray absorption is synchrotron radiation. The energy
~·ω can be tuned in order to scan the DOS of the conduction band. XAS is a well localized
method probing the element specific binding energies as well as the site selective valence
band, which allows to identify the element specific chemical environment. Reviewing the
valence band X-ray absorption as depicted in Fig. 1.9 one notices an akin correspondence
of the exciton in OAS (see section 1.5.1) and the core hole in XAS. In contrast to excitons
core holes are always well localized. In fact they belong to exactly one distinct orbital of
one distinct atom. Core holes shrink the optical transition energies from the core levels
to the conduction band by several eV. In addition they can compress the conduction band
significantly. The correct quantitative treatment of the involved matrix elements Ahuja
et al. (1996); Bruhwiler et al. (1996) as well as the core hole effects Wessely et al. (2006)
is an ongoing progress in contemporary theoretical spectroscopy.
1.5.4 PHOTOEMISSION SPECTROSCOPY
Photoemission spectroscopy (PES) is built upon the photoelectric effect. The photoelec-
tric effect was discovered by Hertz (1887) and later on in explained by Einstein (1905).
In a photoemission event an electron in a solid absorbs an incoming X-ray photon ~ · ω.
In this primary scattering process the momentum q of the electron remains in a good ap-
proximation unchanged. The absorbed energy ~ ·ω exceeds the sum of the binding energy
EB of the electron and the workfunction Φ of the sample and lifts the electron above the
vacuum level Evac. Thus, the electron can leave the sample provided it is very close to
the surface. This sequence of necessary events of absorption, reaching the surface and
final photoemission is referred too as the three step model introduced by Berglund &
Spicer (1964). The involved energy levels are illustrated in Fig. 1.10. As any kind of
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(a) Scheme of photoemission (b) Exclusive assessment of occupied states
FIGURE 1.10: The left scheme (a) illustrates the photoemission process for core levels as well as the
valence band. The right scheme (b) depicts the fading out photoemission response of half filled bands
spectroscopy comprising free electrons PES requires conductive and properly grounded
samples under UHV conditions. The kinetic energy of the emitted electron is given in
Eqn. (1.83).
Ekin = ~ · ω − EB −Φ (1.83)
The emitted electron leaves the sample and leaves behind one unpaired electron hole.
Thus photoemission spectroscopy is rather probing a N − 1 excited state than the elec-
tronic ground state.
Besides its energy Ekin the free emitted electron carries also a momentum q. Since these
two quantities are correlated via the free particle dispersion relation Eqn. (1.3), the mo-
mentum is changed at the point the electron leaves the sample. At the time the electron
climbs the workfunction at the surface the perpendicular component k⊥ of its momentum
is changed. However the in-plane component k‖ of the momentum is perpendicular to the
workfunction-gradient an thus preserved. The perpendicular momentum p⊥ in Eqn. (1.84)
is fully determined by the kinetic energy Ekin and the in-plane momentum p‖.
p⊥ = ~ · k⊥ =
√
2 ·me
~2
·
Ekin − ~2 · k2‖2 ·me
 (1.84)
In angle resolved PES (AR-PES) the emission angle and kinetic energy of a photoelec-
tron are resolved simultaneously by hemispherical electron optics. AR-PES can thus not
only access the DOS in the valenceband but also the two dimensional projection of the
electronic structure in the valence band. In layered systems that exhibit an essentially two
dimensional band structure AR-PES can map the whole valenceband.
Core level PES on the other hand accesses the element specific binding energies as well
as fine structures that allow to identify the chemical shifts and thus the element specific
chemical environments.
1.5.5 ELECTRON ENERGY-LOSS SPECTROSCOPY
In electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) the primary as well as the secondary probe
beam is a flux of high energy electrons. The key differences to electromagnetic radia-
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tion are: (i) the magnitude of the available momenta. In optical spectroscopies the in-
volved momenta are negligible (∼ 10−4 Å−1) whereas fast electrons can impinge mo-
menta of the order of 100 Å−1, which is by far sufficient to cover the whole Brillouin
zone (∼ 1 Å−1); (ii) while electromagnetic radiation couples to transversal excitations
ωT (see section 1.3.4) electrons couple to longitudinal excitations ωL (see section 1.3.5)
of the electronic system. Similarities between optical spectroscopies and EELS are: (i)
the probed excitations are excitonic; (ii) the number of electrons is preserved; (iii) unlike
in PES the probing electrons are not affected by the work function Φ. EELS covers the
whole energy range from inter-band excitations up to core level excitations. Moreover,
the scattering experiment is performed in transmission geometry and thus EELS studies
are not surface sensitive but rather representative for the bulk. Electrons that are scattered
exactly once on their way through the sample carry information about the momentum
q and energy E of precisely one plasmon they created on their trail. Only thin enough
samples (. 100 nm) can sustain a reasonable predominance of these desired individual
scattering events over indiscernible multiple scattering.
In the region of core level excitations the incoming electron excites a core electron into
the valence band. This scattering process is an analogue to the initial absorption process
in XAS (section 1.5.3). This holds especially for the site and element specific probing of
the valence band. The distinction of ωL and ωT in core level excitations is mainly because
of the high energies, the strong localization of the core hole, as well as the lack of any
dispersion in effectively zero dimensional systems absolutely obsolete.
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FIGURE 1.11: Inelastic electron scattering: E0 and k0 are the energy and momentum of the incoming
electron, and E1 and k1 of the deflected electron, respectively. q is the momentum transfer delivered to the
plasmon
q = ~ · (k0 − k1) and q2 = q2⊥ + q
2
‖
E = E0 − E1 = ~ · ω (1.85)
On the other hand in the low energy regime of inter-band transitions (∼ 10 eV) there
is a clear distinction between ωL and ωT, since inter-band transitions do actually take
place in the itinerant electronic system of a solid. In this regime the scattering geome-
try (Fig. 1.11) as well as conservation of momentum and energy (Eqn. (1.85)) uniquely
define the dispersion relation of the longitudinal plasmon excitations. The relations in
Eqn. (1.86) hold safely for inter-band plasmons.
E0
~ · ω
≈ 104 =⇒ q⊥  q‖ and q  q⊥ = ~ · k0 · sin Θ (1.86)
Angle resolved EELS (AR-EELS) can access the differential cross-section Eqn. (1.87)
that bears the full information on the plasmon dispersion in the energy-loss ~ · ω and
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scattering angle Θ.
d2σ
dΩ d(ω)
=
dσ
dΩ
· S(q, ω) (1.87)
The differential crosssection comprises the Rutherford scattering dσ/dΩ due to the Coulomb
interaction as well as the dynamical structure factor S(q, ω). With the relations provided
in Eqn. (1.89) the cross section can be expressed in terms of the dielectric function ε(ω).
rB = 0.5 Å is the Bohr radius.
dσ
dΩ
=
4
r2B · q
4
and S(q, ω) =
q2 · ε0
e2
· =
(
−
1
ε(ω, q)
)
(1.88)
d2σ
dΩ · d(ω)
=
4 · ε0
e2 · r2B · q
2
· =
(
−
1
ε(ω, q)
)
(1.89)
Eqn. (1.89) shows that the measured quantity in AR-EELS, the differential crosssection,
is proportional to the imaginary part of the negative inverse dielectric function, namely
the loss-function in Eqn. (1.90). The difference between the loss function and absorbance
arises, as depicted in Fig. 1.6, from the screening of the surrounding charge density n viz.
the plasma frequency ωP
loss function = =
(
−
1
ε(ω, q)
)
(1.90)
Thus AR-EELS is the one method to access the full longitudinal plasmon dispersions.
Moreover, any AR-EELS setup can simultaneously be used to obtain structural informa-
tion from elastic electron scattering. This allows to locate and align the observed plasmon
dispersions in a solid within its reciprocal lattice.
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2.1 ARCHETYPES OF QUANTUM WIRES
Right from the beginning nanotubes have aroused ever growing interest due to their quasi
one dimensionality and their related peculiar physical properties. Carbon nanotubes are
as tubular rolled up stripes of graphene a manifestation of one-dimensional solids. They
are of course still three dimensional nano scaled objects, but there is discrete translational
symmetry along their axis and a well defined lateral confinement in the perpendicular
plane. The one dimensional translational symmetry renders the framework of one di-
mensional solid state physics applicable to nanotubes. The first experimental evidence
of carbon nanotubes was reported by S. Iijima Iijima (1991), who conducted transmis-
sion electron microscopy (TEM) studies on carbon soot from arc discharge of graphite
electrodes in 1991. There he observed coaxial cylindrical sheets of graphene and named
these objects multi wall carbon nanotubes (MWNT). The successful synthesis of single-
wall carbon nanotubes (SWNT) was reported Iijima & Ichihashi (1993); Bethune et al.
(1993) two years later. SWNT are archetypes of one dimensional materials and provide a
valuable experimental access to low dimensional physics Charlier et al. (2007).
2.1.1 GEOMETRY IN CARBON NANOTUBES
REAL SPACE REPRESENTATION
Single wall carbon nanotubes are cylinders made from one individual graphene sheet.
They can be envisaged as rolled up stripes of a honeycomb mesh. From this point of
view a nanotube is just considered as a regular planar stripe of graphene. The effect
of wrapping the stripe into a cylinder is successfully mimicked by imposing artificial
periodicity. There are no longer distinguishable right and left edges but just one periodic
continuum. In such a way a carbon nanotube is represented by a plain stripe of graphene,
where the width corresponds to the circumference of the actual structure. In fact, there
are as many different ways to choose a certain width of an arbitrary stripe of graphene
as there are crystallographically inequivalent lattice vectors in the honeycomb structure.
The lattice vector of graphene (n · ~a1,m · ~a2) which runs around the circumference of the
SWNT, the so called chiral vector ~Ch, uniquely identifies the structure of a nanotube Saito
& Kataura (2001). The translational vector ~T is perpendicular to the chiral vector ~Ch, and
represents the one dimensional on axis periodicity of the nanotube. The angle between
the chiral vector ~Ch and the so called ‘zigzag’ direction along ~a1 is the chiral angle Θ.
The honeycomb structure of the graphene sheet as well as the archetypical geometrical
definition of a (4,2) SWNT is provided in Fig. 2.1 (a). The possible chiralities (m,n) of
SWNT are divided into three distinct classes. In zigzag SWNT the chiral angle Θ is 0◦
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(a) The seamless stripe of graphene (b) The roll up procedure
FIGURE 2.1: The hexagonal lattice of graphene is shown on the left side (a). The stripe of graphene that
can be rolled up along ~Ch = 4 · ~a1 + 2 · ~a2 into a (4,2) SWNT is delimited by two parallel lines through O
and B and through A and B′, respectively. The chiral angle of a SWNT Θ lies between zigzag direction and
the chiral vector ~Ch. The translational symmetry vector ~T = 4 · ~a1 − 5 · ~a2 runs along the axis of the SWNT.
The right hand side (b) illustrates the roll up of a stripe of graphene
and ~Ch‖~a1. In armchair SWNT Θ is 30◦ and ~Ch‖(~a1 + ~a2). Chiral SWNT are those with
chiral angles in between 0◦ < Θ < 30◦. Armchair and zigzag nanotubes posses inversion
symmetry and chiral SWNT have screw symmetry. Archetypical representatives of each
symmetry class have been selected in Fig. 2.2.
The two basis vectors ~a1 and ~a2 (see Fig. 2.1 (a) and Fig. 2.2) of the graphene lattice
are in Eqn. (2.1) expressed in cartesian coordinates x and y and the C-C bondlength
a0 = 1.408 Å. The corresponding metric of the graphene lattice g is obtained straight
forwardly in Eqn. (2.2)
~a1 =
a0
2
·
(√
3
1
)
and ~a2 =
a0
2
·
(√
3
−1
)
with a0 = 1.408 Å (2.1)
gi, j = ~ai · ~a j =⇒ g =
(
~a1 · ~a1 ~a1 · ~a2
~a2 · ~a1 ~a2 · ~a2
)
= a20 ·
(
1 12
1
2 1
)
(2.2)
The chiral angle as well as diameter of a SWNT can be deduced directly from the chi-
ral vector, ~Ch in Eqn. (2.3). This implies that ~Ch also uniquely determines all physical
properties of each SWNT.
| ~Ch| =
√∑
i, j
Ch,i · gi, j · Ch, j
d =
| ~Ch|
π
=
√
3 · a0
π
·
√
m2 + m · n + n2
cos Θ =
~Ch · ~a1
| ~Ch| · |~a1|
=
2 · n + m
2 ·
√
n2 + n ·m + m2
(2.3)
The chiral vector is in the nanotube community used to label and name the structurally
inequivalent SWNT. Furthermore, in most cases only one handedness of the chiral tubes
is considered. The left handed SWNT have positive chiral angles 0◦ < Θ < 30◦ and
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n > m, while the right handed SWNT have negative angles −30◦ < Θ < 0◦ and n < m.
As an example the (4, 2) SWNT in Fig. 2.1 (a) is left handed and the (7, 10) SWNT in
Fig. 2.2 is right handed. The translational vector ~T can be obtained by solving ~T · ~Ch = 0
FIGURE 2.2: Schematic view of the graphene plane and selected SWNT with different chiralities. ~T
runs along the axis of the SWNT, ~Ch runs along the circumference of the SWNT, and ~a1 and ~a2 are the
basis vectors of graphene. The image is reproduced from http://www.nanoscienceworks.org/
Members/siebo
and scaling to the the shortest possible integer solution. The result is given in Eqn. (2.4).
~T =
1
dR
·
(
2 · n + m
2 ·m + n
)
with dR = gcd (2 · n + m, 2 ·m + n) (2.4)
The number of atoms per SWNT-unitcell N follows directly from its area and the area of
the diatomic unitcell of graphene and is calculated according to Eqn. (2.5). Because of
the two atoms per unitcell in graphene, N is always an even number.
N = 2 ·
| ~Ch| · |~T|
|~a1| · |~a2| · sin 60◦
=
4 ·
(
n2 + n ·m + m2
)
dR
(2.5)
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RECIPROCAL SPACE REPRESENTATION
Solids are conveniently described in reciprocal space. In an infinitely extended solid each
propagation vector k of a Bloch state can be reduced to the first Brillouin zone, due to the
translational symmetry. The reciprocal lattice is defined in Eqn. (2.6).
~ai · ~bi = 2πδi j (2.6)
The basis vectors of the reciprocal ~bi in Eqn. (2.7) follow immediately from the graphene
basis vectors ~ai in Eqn. (2.1).
~b1 =
2 · π
a0
·
( 1
√
3
1
)
and ~b2 =
2 · π
a0
·
( 1
√
3
−1
)
(2.7)
The real space and reciprocal basis vectors are compared to one another in Fig. 2.3. Ac-
cording to the honeycomb structure the Brillouin zone of graphene is a hexagon. Special
points of high symmetry are Γ in the center K at the corners and M at the middle of the
edges. As elucidated in section 2.1.1 the real space unit cell of a SWNT is the rectangle
(a) Vector basis in real space (b) Vector basis in reciprocal space
FIGURE 2.3: The left hand side (a) shows the typical honeycomb structure of graphene in real space. ~a1
and ~a2 are the basis vectors of the diatomic unit cell. The right hand side (b) shows reciprocal graphene
lattice. The dark shaded hexagon around Γ is the first Brillouin zone and the light shaded area is the second
Brillouin zone
spanned by the chiral vector ~Ch and the translational vector ~T, i.e. the rectangle OAB′B
in Fig. 2.1 (a). The reciprocal lattice vectors ~KC and ~KT run along the circumference and
the axis, respectively. The reciprocal basis of a SWNT is defined in Eqn. (2.8).
~KT · ~T = 2 · π ; ~KT · ~Ch = 0 and ~KC · ~Ch = 2 · π ; ~KC · ~T = 0 (2.8)
The reciprocal basis vectors of a (n,m) SWNT with ~Ch = (n,m) and an according trans-
lational vector ~T = (t1, t2) and number of carbon atoms per unit cell N are given in the
reciprocal graphene basis ~b1, ~b2 in Eqn. (2.9)
~KC =
1
N
· (−t2 · ~b1 + t1 · ~b2) and ~KT =
1
N
· (m · ~b1 − n · ~b2) (2.9)
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Due to the one dimensional structure of SWNT, only ~KT will span a continuous axis in k-
space λ· ~KT. ~KC will just define a sequence of integer multiples l· ~KC that fulfill the periodic
boundary condition around the circumference. The integer multiplier l can only take N
inequivalent values 0 ≤ l < N. At l = N the product l · ~KC connects two equivalent points
in the reciprocal space. The factor dR introduced in Eqn. (2.4) ensures that this will always
happen exactly at l = N. Hence, the first Brillouin zone of a one dimensional SWNT is
the discrete set of N parallel lines with the length | ~KT| and separated by the distance | ~KC|.
The full one dimensional Brillouin zone for a SWNT is given in Eqn. (2.10).
Kl,λ = l · ~KC + λ · ~KT with 0 ≤ l < N l ∈ Z and 0 ≤ λ < 1 λ ∈ R (2.10)
Since N is always an even number there will always be an even number of cutting lines.
The by circumferential mirror symmetry reduced, e.g. 0 ≤ l < N/2, first Brillouin zone
of an archetypical armchair and zigzag SWNT are shown in Fig. 2.4.
FIGURE 2.4: The left view graph shows the Brillouin zone of a (10, 10) armchair SWNT, and the right
hand one the Brillouin zone of a (17, 0) zigzag SWNT. The zones are constructed from the reciprocal lattice
vectors ~Ch and ~CT. For symmetry only the first N/2 = n cutting lines are plotted
2.1.2 ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE IN NANOTUBES
SWNT are an allotrope of sp2 rehybridized carbon. Thus, the local structure and sym-
metry are those of graphene. The three sp2 atomic orbitals form the backbone of the
hexagonal structure, the strong σ bonds with the three nearest neighbors. The remaining
p orbital forms much weaker π bonds, which are relevant for the optical properties of sp2
carbon. The electronic dispersion relation for the π band of graphene is described con-
veniently in a nearest-neighbor tight-binding model. The energy dispersion is given as a
function of the transfer integral γ0 and the overlap integral s is given in Eqn. (2.11) Saito
et al. (1998). Therein ε2p is the orbital energy of the 2p level. The ± signs correspond to
the bonding and anti-bonding bands, respectively.
E±2D(k) =
ε2p ± γ0 · ω(k)
1 ∓ s · ω(k)
(2.11)
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The free two-dimensional dispersionrelation ω(k) of graphene from Eqn. (2.11) is given
in Eqn. (2.12).
ω(~k) =
√
1 + 4 · cos
( √
3 · kx · a0
2
)
cos
(
ky · a0
2
)
+ 4 · cos2
(
ky · a0
2
)
(2.12)
The bandstructure of graphene is visualized in Fig. 2.5. Focusing on the Dispersion
FIGURE 2.5: Cuts of the energy dispersion relation Eqn. (2.11) of graphene along the triangle ΓMK. The
parameters were ε2p = 0; γ0 = 3.033 eV; s = 0.129 Painter & Ellis (1970) for the asymmetric dispersion
relation (solid line), and s = 0 for the respective symmetric dispersion relation (dashed line). The inset in
the upper left corner illustrates the full 2-dimensional bandstructure in the first Brillouin zone. The inset in
the upper right zooms onto the linear cones at the K points
relation around the Fermi level, one sees that the valence and conduction band are just
touching one another at the K point. Hence, graphene is a semi-metal without a continuous
Fermi surface. Furthermore, in the region around K, the asymmetric (s = 0.129) and the
symmetric (s = 0) dispersion relation in graphene are in good agreement, the energy
difference of the respective π and π? bands (∆E) agree up to a value of about 6 eV.
Hence, the asymmetry parameter is not crucial for the optical properties, and s = 0,
ε2p = 0 will be used from now on.
Regarding the electronic structure of SWNT in the optical and near ultra violet energy
range . 6 eV one has to consider the two dimensional symmetric bandstructure in the
domain of the SWNT’s Brillouin zone (see Fig. 2.4). According to the N parallel lines,
the bandstructure of SWNT consists of N subbands. The symmetric dispersion relation
of a (n,m) SWNT is stated in Eqn. (2.13) with the reciprocal SWNT basis vectors ~KC and
~KT from Eqn. (2.9).
E±1D(l, λ) = E
±
2D(l · ~KC + λ · ~KT)
with 0 ≤ l < N l ∈ Z and 0 ≤ λ < 1 λ ∈ R (2.13)
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The sliced subbands E±1D(l, λ) of the banstructure of a (n,m) SWNT can be alternatively
explicitly expressed in direct terms of (n,m). In Eqn. (2.14) the mirror symmetry of the
SWNT Brillouin zone is used. Furthermore, the length of the cutting lines | ~KT| is rescaled
to 2 · π/a0. High symmetry examples of Eqn. (2.14) are depicted in 2.7 (a).
E±n,m(k) = ±γ0 ·
√
3 + 2 · (Γ1 + Γ2 + Γ3)
Γ1 = (−1)
n+2·m
dR · cos
(
k′ ·
n
∆
+ l · π ·
n + 2 ·m
∆2
)
Γ2 = (−1)
2·n+m
dR · cos
(
k′ ·
−m
∆
+ l · π ·
2 · n + m
∆2
)
Γ3 = (−1)
−n+m
dR · cos
(
k′ ·
n + m
∆
+ l · π ·
−n + m
∆2
)
with −
π
a0
≤ k <
π
a0
and −
N
4
≤ l <
N
4
− 1
and k′ =
√
3 · k · a0
2
and ∆2 = n2 + n ·m + m2 (2.14)
When slicing the two dimensional bandstructure of graphene E±2D(k) according to the Bril-
loin zone of a (n,m) SWNT the cutting lines will either hit the K point or miss it. This
depends on the number of inequivalent cutting lines and hence on the number of atoms
in the unitcell N. The K point lies at one third of the distance along ΓKMKΓ (armchair
direction) and the M point in the middle (see Fig. 2.4). Since N is always a even number
every (n,m) SWNT will contain the M point, but only the (n,m) SWNT where N is an
integer multiple of 3 will comprise the K point. The third of SWNT that hit the K point
are metallic and the other two third that miss the K point are semiconducting SWNT. The
condition N/3 ∈ Z is equivalent to the condition in Eqn. (2.15). The regular pattern of
semiconducting and metallic ~Ch SWNT is illustrated in Fig. 2.6.
mod (n −m, 3) = 0 in metallic SWNT
mod (n −m, 3) = 1, 2 in semiconducting SWNT (2.15)
The electronic DOS of SWNT is obtained by applying the one dimensional case of
Eqn. (1.2) to the dispersion relation in Eqn. (2.13), which yields Eqn. (2.16)
ε1D(E) =
|~T|
2 · π ·N
·
∑
±
N∑
l=1
∫
dE
1∣∣∣∣ dE±l (k)dk ∣∣∣∣ · δ
(
E±l (k) − E
)
(2.16)
The DOS of SWNT exhibits the typical van Hove singularities of one dimensional sys-
tems (see section 1.2.3). Every time, the bandstructure on a cutting line (which is a
smooth periodic function) runs through a local maximum or minimum, respectively, the
denominator in Eqn. (2.16) vanishes and a spike occurs in the DOS. The cutting lines are
equidistant with 1/r and the low energy region around K is a linear double cone, as shown
in Fig. 2.5. Therefore, the energies where the first VHS occur will be an right and a left
equidistant series. The left and right cutting lines of the first Brillouin zone are on either
side of the K point. In metallic SWNT the K point is hit by one central cutting line and the
right and left cutting lines are mirrored couples and their energies of the VHS are hence
degenerate. In semiconducting SWNT the left and the right series are interlaced by one
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FIGURE 2.6: Chirality map of SWNT: chiralities of semiconducting SWNT are represented with navy-blue
down-triangles, and those of metallic SWNT are plotted with wine-red up-triangles. The alternating pattern
of semiconducting and metallic pattern is defined through Eqn. (2.15)
(a) One dimensional bandstructure (b) One dimensional density of states
FIGURE 2.7: The left hand side (a) shows the sliced one dimensional bandstructure E±1D(k) from Eqn. (2.13)
for an archetypical metallic (10, 10) SWNT and a semiconducting (17, 0) SWNT. The right hand side (b)
shows the corresponding one dimensional DOS ε1D(E) from Eqn. (2.16) of the (10, 10) and (17, 0) SWNT,
respectively
another with one third. The gap energies are given in Eqn. (2.17).
Eii = i ·
2 · a0 · γ0
r
where
mod (i, 3) = 0 in metallic SWNT
mod (i, 3) > 0 in semiconducting SWNT (2.17)
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The subbands of E±1D as well as the corresponding DOS ε1D of a metallic (10, 10) and a
semiconducting (17, 0) SWNT are shown in Fig. 2.7.
2.2 BULK CARBON NANOTUBE MATERIAL
Up to the present date, bulk SWNT samples are always a mixture of different chiralities
(n,m) and hence a mixture of semiconducting and metallic nanotubes with various di-
ameters. Any SWNT sample has a diameter distribution of a finite width. The typical
synthesis conditions under which SWNT are made are dominated by fluctuations on the
nanometer scale. Thus the diameter distribution is commonly accepted to be a Gaussian
distribution Eqn. (2.18).
I(d) =
1
σ ·
√
2 · π
· e
(d−d0)
2
2·σ2 (2.18)
The discrete sequence of possible diameters is neither equidistant nor unique. The av-
eraged density of this sequence increases linearly with the diameter. Furthermore the
diameters of some pairs of chiralities happen to be identical. Typically, neither the nor-
malization nor per weight or per tube length is explicitly defined. Such subtle distinctions
could obviously cause a deviation from the mean diameter 〈d〉 from d0 but they are usually
simply ignored. Luckily enough, this two effects should pretty much cancel one another.
The situation is illustrated In Fig. 2.8 for a typical diameter distribution. If one just sim-
FIGURE 2.8: A typical example of a narrow diameter distribution of bulk SWNT material Eqn. (2.18) with
d0 = 1.4 nm and σ = 0.12 nm. Each unique diameter is marked with a gray line and a down-triangle.
Degenerate diameters are marked by black lines and stars
ply sums up the values of Eqn. (2.18) for all possible diameters, then larger diameters are
always preferred with the linearly increasing density of the sequence of diameters. The
right hand side of the distribution function in Fig. 2.8 is apparently more dense than the
left hand side. At the same time the gaps in between the possible diameters are small
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as compared to this already very narrow Gaussian diameter distribution. Thus there will
always be reasonably good statistics in the straight forward summation of Eqn. (2.18).
In the statistical average ignoring the increasing density just corresponds to taking into
account the linearly increasing mass per length of thicker nanotubes.
2.2.1 SYNTHESIS OF NANOTUBES
The synthesis of carbon nanotubes is the starting point for all experimental investigations
on them. Since the pioneering work in Iijima (1991) there is an ever growing interest
in, and hence demand for, carbon nanotubes. Up to now three major strategies have
emerged. Each of these three synthesis routs bears its distinct inherent strengths and
challenges. This section will briefly summarize the basic concepts as well as the strengths
and challenges in these approaches.
ARC DISCHARGE
Historically, the first method for the synthesis of carbon nanotubes was electric arc-
discharge. Originally this method was the break trough Kratschmer et al. (1990) for the
synthesis of fullerenes Kroto et al. (1985); Smalley (1997). In arc-discharge processes,
an electric arc wears down two graphite electrodes in an inert gas atmosphere, the soot
is deposited and collected from the vicinity. The powerful general concept leaves much
room for adjusting individual parameters. These can be optimized and adapted for quite
different purposes, as e.g. nanotubes Ebbesen & Ajayan (1992). On the downside, arc-
discharge methods are never entirely specific to a ceratin kind of sp2 carbon but inherently
yield a variety of sp2 carbon phases. The latter is explicitly true for amorphous carbon.
The obtained soot will always contain a plentiful diversity of pure carbon phases and re-
quire further processing to enrich the content of carbon nanotubes in the sample material.
Among these sp2 carbon phases there are MWNT Iijima (1991) and under certain circum-
stances (with a few atomic % of metal catalyst) also SWNT Iijima & Ichihashi (1993);
Bethune et al. (1993). The accessible mean diameter d0 of the arc discharge method
varies between ∼ 1 nm and ∼ 2 nm and the Gaussian standard deviation can be as small
as ∼ 0.15 nm. The method can provide bulk nanotube material with up to 70% yield
Journet et al. (1997) at a reasonable but not yet economic cost. MWNT and SWNT from
arc-discharge are commercially available for research purposes, only.
LASER ABLATION
In a typical laser ablation setup a graphite-target with an admixture of a few atomic % of
metal catalyst is typically kept above& 1000 ◦C in an inert gas flow during its vaporization
by powerful laser irradiation. The SWNT form in the gas phase and are transported by
the inert gas flow onto a water cooled copper collector Guo et al. (1995); Thess et al.
(1996). For the vaporization either pulsed Yudasaka et al. (1999); Eklund et al. (2002) or
continuous wave lasers Maser et al. (1998); Bolshakov et al. (2002) can be used. Laser
ablation is the method that provides accurate control over the diameter of the synthesized
SWNT Rummeli et al. (2007). Furthermore, laser ablation synthesis favors SWNT greatly
over MWNT, and is in turn a specific method for the synthesis of SWNT with up to
50% yield Rinzler et al. (1998). The primary yield in laser ablation is inferior to arc
discharge, but in laser ablation the impurities are excess metal catalyst particles, which
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are in contrast to amorphous carbon readily removed by acid digestion Borowiak-Palen
et al. (2002). The accessible mean diameter d0 lies between ∼ 1.1 nm and ∼ 1.8 nm. Fine
tuning of the process parameters facilitates the production of SWNT material with narrow
diameter distributions as small as ∼ 0.1 nm. The narrow diameter distribution makes the
groups of characteristic VHS in the one dimensional density of states in SWNT accessible
to bulk spectroscopic methods Kataura et al. (1999). Laser ablation requires powerful
lasers which render the process uneconomical. Nevertheless, laser ablation synthesis of
SWNT is conducted in a few research facilities, who are valuable international suppliers
for SWNT material with well defined diameter distributions.
CHEMICAL VAPOR DEPOSITION
Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) is by far the most active area in the synthesis of carbon
nanotubes Jose-Yacaman et al. (1993). On the one hand CVD techniques can provide
SWNT and MWNT as individual tubes Dai et al. (1996); Kong et al. (1998); Hafner
et al. (1998); Liu et al. (1998), and on the other hand on the bulk scale. The alignment
of individual nanotubes can be achieved by the gas flow, and in case of bulk material
by the so called crowding effect. The latter leads to vertically aligned nanotubes Li et al.
(1996); Terrones et al. (1997); Murakami et al. (2004). The conceptual idea behind all the
different CVD processes is the ‘activation’ of a carbon source in the presence of ‘suitable’
catalyst particles. The use of terms like ‘activation’and ‘suitable’ is indicative for the vast
number of quite different approaches and the mainly empirical work in CVD synthesis
of nanotubes. Various gases or vapors can serve as carbon source. The activation occurs
thermally and is optionally assisted by plasma discharges or microwave induction. In
addition there are manyfold different approaches to provide active nano sized catalyst
material.
For SWNT the accessible mean diameters ranges from ∼ 0.9 nm up to ∼ 3 nm. Larger
diameters consist of several nested shells and are no longer SWNT. In the CVD synthesis
the diameter of a nanotube is determined by the size of the metallic catalyst particle. This
intimate correlation has been quantified by comparative TEM investigations in Schaffel
et al. (2007). Therefore CVD techniques offer are not intrinsically limited to certain
diameter ranges, since the preparation of the catalyst particles and the subsequent growth
may be controlled individually. There is neither a typical diameter range nor a diameter
distribution width for SWNT that come from CVD.
Still there are some common characteristics in CVD processes. The nanotubes grow much
slower with typically ∼ 1 µm/min under quasi stationary conditions as compared in the
much more dynamic non-equilibrium conditions in arc discharge or laser ablation where
the whole growth of several hundreds of nm long nanotubes takes place in a few ms.
During this long time they may switch from one chirality to another. Such switches have
been observed in near field spectroscopy on individual SWNT Anderson et al. (2007).
The longer growth time also affects the attainable catalyst efficiency. While carbon coated
metal particles are a major constituent in laser ablation and arc-discharge techniques CVD
techniques can directly yield literally pure carbon nanotubes. The most appealing aspect
of CVD methods is that they can be performed with standard lab-equipment, which in
turn makes them very popular. Nanotube material from CVD synthesis is widely spread
and commonly available.
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2.2.2 MESOSCOPIC MORPHOLOGY
Carbon nanotubes are from a mesoscopic point of view atomically smooth fibres of sp2
carbon. As fibrous material SWNT have diameters in the nanometer scale and they are
literally all-surface materials. This means, that not only in a single SWNT, but also in a
bulk ensemble every single atom is at the surface. Every single atom in the material can
contribute to Van der Waals (VdW) interaction with the next nearest surface. Thus, the
VdW interaction plays an important role for touching SWNT. In fact, atomic cohesion
is is the backbone of the structural integrity in aggregates of SWNT, i.e. SWNT exhibit
considerable VdW stickiness (as compared to their rigidity). This implies that any bulk
sample of SWNT has a well defined and stable microscopic structure. The super structures
of a given SWNT material depends crucially on the detailed dynamics of its respective
synthesis. A variety of super structures is accessible in the different synthesis routes for
carbon nanotubes. The super structure is given to a nanotube material at its formation and
substantial post synthesis changes or even engineering arbitrary superstructures are quite
challenging. The only versatile route is to obtain the desired super structure right from
the beginning in the synthesis.
INDIVIDUAL TUBES
The archetypical (although not the most common) situation are individual nanotubes. The
most viable route towards individual tubes (either MWNT or SWNT) is diluted CVD syn-
thesis on substrates. There, the nanotubes are grown from catalytic islands and reach out
far into the plain surface of the substrate. Individual nanotubes are the starting point for all
nano electronic nanotube-devices. The individual nanotubes on substrates can be accessed
(a) AFM image of individual nanotubes (b) SEM image of individual nanotubes
FIGURE 2.9: AFM (a) and SEM (b) image of individual SWNT reaching from a catalytic island (right hand
side on both micrographs) onto the plain Si substrate. The tubes were grown from the vapor of n-Heptan.
Scalebars are 500 nm. Images are reproduced from Grimm et al. (2006)
by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) as well as atomic force microscopy (AFM). Ex-
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emplary SEM and AFM images of individual nanotubes are presented in Fig. 2.9.
BUNDLES
In most cases SWNT are due to their high surface stickiness hold together in so called
‘bundles’Thess et al. (1996). Bundles are commonly observed for SWNT and double-wall
carbon nanotubes. In those thin tubes the surface stickiness outmatches their rigidity and
they can readily form bundles. The tubes in a bundle are arranged in a two dimensional
hexagonal lattice, similar to a handful of pencils in a jar. Bundles are either formed if
SWNT are nucleated and grown from a powdered support in CVD or during the growth
of the nanotubes in the gas, or more precisely nano aerosol, phase. This is the case for arc-
discharge, laser ablation, as well as floating catalyst CVD synthesis. Hence, the majority
of all available SWNT material comes in bundles. Individual tubes stemming from the
gas phase attach to larger bundles or other nanotubes and are flexible enough to quickly
adapt their mutual arrangement to the two dimensional hexagonal lattice. Naturally, there
are other competing and counteracting processes, that delimit the bundle diameters. Only
thin and short enough bundles of growing tubes will be able to merge with one another. If
the individual bundles are too thick or already too long, the merging can not be completed
because there will be another competing merging process. The newly attached bundle will
either bridge together two or more existing bundles, or form a loop on the surface of the
existing nanotubes. Such vertices in bundles are frequently observed in bundled SWNT.
The local hexagonal order as well as the more complex super structure of branches and
three dimensional interconnects are demonstrated in the TEM micrographs in Fig. 2.10.
The transition of single bundle growth to multi bundle interconnection and hence the
(a) Crosssection of one bundle of SWNT (b) Interconnected bundles of SWNT
FIGURE 2.10: The TEM micrographs on the left hand side shows the crosssection (a) of a bundle of
SWNT. The TEM micrograph on the right hand side (b) exposes an overview micrograph revealing the
multiple interconnections in bundled nanotubes
average bundle diameter depends crucially on the dynamic evolution of the early stages of
the nanotube growth in the aeorosol-phase. Once bundles have formed they are a flexible
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but stable structure. The exfoliation of bundles into individual SWNT may be achieved by
introducing surfactants that stabilize dispersions of individual tubes. In such dispersions
the photo luminescence yield of individual semiconducting SWNT is no longer quenched
by the presence of metallic SWNT Bachilo et al. (2002). If the surfactant is removed the
nanotubes reconsolidate in bundles. In such a way straightened and aligned bundles of
SWNT can be achieved by filtration in magnetic fields Smith et al. (2000).
BALLS AND ARRAYS
Besides bundles, that are actually bridged to one another by branching off and rejoining
at vertices, nanotubes can also form interwoven balls. In this context a ball is the three
dimensional superstructure of individual and independent fibers. Bundles do also form a
three dimensional superstructure, yet they do not consist of independent fibres. In general
MWNT do not form bundles, instead an interwoven ball is their typical morphology. Such
balls or mats of MWNT can be produced in arc discharge and CVD synthesis. Under the
right synthesis conditions SWNT can rather form balls than thick bundles. Dense mats
of individual SWNT (or thin bundles that are rarely interconnected) are usually obtained
by CVD growth on plain substrates. Here the growing nanotubes are tightly attached to
a surface. Their mobility and hence their ability to adapt their mutual arrangement to
the two dimensional hexagonal lattice of a bundle are nulled. Hence, the emerging tubes
(a) Partial coverage with individual MWNT (b) Full coverage with individual MWNT
FIGURE 2.11: The SEM micrographs show as grown MWNT stemming from individually deposited Fe
particles Schaffel et al. (2007). In (a) the plain Si substrate is still visible underneath the the partial coverage.
Only a few individual MWNT stem from sparsely scattered catalyst particles. In (b) the Si substrate is
deeply buried under a thick layer of interwoven MWNT stemming from more densely deposited catalyst
particles
do not arrange themselves in thick bundles but will end up in a random network. The
actual mesh and surface density in a ball of nanotubes by far exceed those of bundled
material, simply because individual tubes are much thinner than thick bundles. In CVD
synthesis the thickness and amount of nanotubes can be tuned by the areal density of
active catalyst particles on the plain substrate. An archetypical example for engineering
the areal particle density is shown in Fig. 2.11 Schaffel et al. (2007). In the regime of
individual nanotube growth the horizontal growth direction may be controlled via electric
fields Zhang et al. (2001), the gas flow Huang et al. (2003), or on prestructured surfaces
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Ismach et al. (2005). These routes are promising steps towards the production of well
defined arrays of nanotubes, as they envisaged for application in next generation carbon
electronics Saito (1997). A compilation of examples of in-plane guided growth of isolated
nanotubes is exposed in Fig. 2.12.
(a) Growth in electric field
(b) Nanotube epitaxy
(c) Array of crossed nanotubes
FIGURE 2.12: In-plane guided growth of SWNT. The left column compares the growth of individual
SWNT as conducted without and with an applied electric field. The images are reproduced from Zhang
et al. (2001). In the upper right panels (b) individual nanotubes grow along atomic terraces of slightly
misscut c-plane sapphire. The image is reproduced from Ismach et al. (2005). The two dimensional array
of crossed SWNT exposed in (c) was grown in two steps were the substrate was rotated in between. The
image is reproduced from Huang et al. (2003)
NEMATIC ORDER
The macroscopic alignment in a sample of nanotubes determines to which extend the
strongly anisotropic (uniaxial polarized) physical properties of carbon nanotubes are present
in the bulk. Uniaxial order is conveniently quantified by the average of the second spheri-
cal harmonic Legendre polynome. The nematic order parameter ξ in Eqn. (2.19) is 1 for a
perfect alignment parallel to one axis, 0 for a completely isotropic distribution, and −0.5
for an isotropic in-plane alignment.
ξ = 〈P2(cos Θ)〉 =
〈
3 · cos2 Θ − 1
2
〉
(2.19)
Another commonly used quantity is the miss-alignment angle β. This is the half opening
angle of a cone with the nematic order ξ. β is exposed in Eqn. (2.20). The angle β is a
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measure of the average deviation from the preferred orientation.
β = arccos

√
2 · ξ + 1
3
 (2.20)
There are two conceptually different strategies to obtain bulk aligned samples of SWNT.
The first approach comprises the preparation of individual bundles by e.g. severe son-
ication and the subsequent filtration of the dispersed nanotubes in an external magnetic
field. In this way mats of uniaxial in-plane aligned nanotubes can be achieved Walters
et al. (2001). A TEM micrograph of such an in-plane aligned film is shown in Fig. 2.13
(a). The other route towards aligned nanotubes is the aligned growth from densely nu-
cleating substrates/catalysts in CVD. Under suitable conditions Murakami et al. (2005a)
the SWNT grow up vertically. In this way films of perpendicular, out-of-plane aligned
SWNT can be obtained. A SEM micrograph revealing a perspective view into cracks on
a vertical nanotube ‘forest’ is shown in Fig. 2.13 (b).
(a) Horizontally aligned SWNT (b) Vertically aligned SWNT
FIGURE 2.13: The left hand side shows a TEM micrograph (a) of horizontally aligned (lower left to upper
right) SWNT from filtration in a magnetic field. The scalebar is 500 nm. The image is reproduced from
Smith et al. (2000). The right hand side shows a SEM micrograph (b) of densely grown and hence vertically
aligned SWNT. The crack opens a perspective view on on the aligned sidewalls and several suspended
SWNT
2.2.3 INTERACTIONS IN NANOTUBES
This section is solely dedicated to single wall carbon nanotubes. SWNT are the archetype
of an all-surface material, and hence very susceptible to their local environment. For
a comprehensive description of SWNT one needs to go beyond their internal intrinsic
physical properties and look at their interactions with ligands. In general, the interaction
with a ligand is a mutual relation. Depending on the purpose there are three different
intentions to bring nanotubes and ligands together; (i) the properties of the nanotubes
as well as the ligand are retained (e.g. gas and ion storage, filtering), (ii) the nanotubes
are added to a matrix to engraft their physical properties onto the compound material
(ductile damping, resilient composites, heat sinks), (iii) to specifically change the actual
properties of carbon nanotubes. The latter is, among physicists, called ‘functionalization
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’ of nanotubes. Functionalization of nanotubes in turn is done for two reasons, firstly to
improve the performance of nanotubes in potential applications and secondly to expound
and thoroughly investigate the full spectrum of their physical and chemical properties.
The latter is in the focus of interest in basic research and will be elucidated in more detail
in the following.
VAN DER WAALS INTERACTION
Individual SWNT on a substrate are tightly bound to their place by VdW forces. They stay
in their place during technological processing, as for instance, needed for the lithographic
assembly of SWNT-devices. Moreover, it is also VdW forces that attract molecules to
the interior of SWNT. A well known example is the ‘peapod’ Smith et al. (1998), which
is a SWNT hosting a linear chain of C60. A TEM micrograph of C60-peapods is pre-
sented in Fig. 2.14. Inside a filled nanotube, there can exist entirely new one-dimensional
materials Meyer et al. (2000). The chemical stability of negatively curved sp2 carbon pro-
vides a clean test-tube Pfeiffer et al. (2003) for various materials. The VdW interaction
is generally very weak and greatly preserves the intrinsic properties of the partners, still
for instance the filling of nanotubes can be monitored by distinct changes in the phonon
spectrum Kuzmany et al. (2003). The physisorption, as for instance the hydrogen uptake
Nikitin et al. (2005), on the immense outer surface of SWNT stems from VdW interac-
tion, too. The VdW interaction among nanotubes is responsible for their typical bundle
morphology. Indeed the VdW interaction is dictating whether the nanotubes are packed
together in bundles or if they are covered with ligands as e.g. single stranded DNA Zheng
et al. (2003) or micells of sodium dodecyl sulfate O’Connell et al. (2002).
FIGURE 2.14: The TEM micrograph exposes the linear chains of C60fullerenes inside bundled SWNT as
an archetypical novel one-dimensional phase stabilized in the interior. The image is reproduced from Liu
et al. (2002b)
IONIC INTERACTION
The filler inside a SWNT or in the interstitial bundle lattice sites is not only confined to
a one dimensional channel but can also interact with the SWNT. While the tube walls
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are chemically inert, they still provide an itinerant electron density that is available for
a possible charge transfer. The filling of the channels expands the lattice constant of
the hexagonally packed SWNT Liu et al. (2003). Doping from the interior of tubes oc-
curs for example upon filling with metalocenes (i.e. ferrocene as in Fig. 2.15 (b)). In
this exemplary case the filling can be further processed to gradually shift an ambipolar
charge transfer to the hosting SWNT. In addition to the interior of the individual SWNT,
the interstitial channels in bundled SWNT provide a suitable site for intercalation. The
chosen intercalates can either be electron donors or electron acceptors (I2, Cs, Na Br2,
K, Rb, FeCl3, HNO3) Bower et al. (1998); Rao et al. (1998); Liu et al. (2004). Inter-
stitial doping is illustrated in Fig. 2.15 (a). Upon doping either with electrons or holes,
the Fermi level of the SWNT is shifted. In SWNT such a shift can drive semiconducting
nanotubes into the metallic state. In bundled nanotubes doping can switch the percolation
of the hexagonal packing in the bundle and hence the transition from a one dimensional
Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid in isolated metallic SWNT to a bulk Fermi liquid in connected
metallic SWNT Rauf et al. (2004). The increasing metallicity also leads to the emergence
of a Drude plasmon, which can be accessed in EELS Pichler et al. (2003). In addition, to
changing the overall metallicity also the JDOS of possible optical transitions is affected.
In OAS and resonant Raman scattering the optical transitions are depleted since the joint
DOS Liu et al. (2004) vanishes Rauf et al. (2006). In Raman spectroscopy the charge
transfer softens (n-type) or hardens (p-type) the phonon spectrum . In PES the relative di-
ameter cumulative van Hove singularities are shifted with respect to the Fermi level Rauf
et al. (2004).
Doping of SWNT has been demonstrated as an experimental opportunity to control, tune
and identify their electronic properties.
(a) Interstitial doping (b) Internal doping
FIGURE 2.15: The sketch on the left hand side (a) illustrates interstitial doping with alkali-metal ions.
The ions expand the bundle lattice and donate electrons to the conduction band. The right hand side (b)
illustrates in the upper part the structure of ferrocene filled nanotubes in comparison to a TEM micrograph
of a real life equivalent in the lower part
COVALENT INTERACTION
While SWNT can be doped via a charge transfer in interstitial intercalation as well as
filling there is also the possibility to incorporate hetero-atoms directly into the side-
wall. There are exactly two elements in the periodic system that can be substituted into
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the planar sp2 environment of carbon sheets. These are bohr and nitrogen. Nitrogen-
incorporation can be achieved in the CVD synthesis of nanotubes Ayala et al. (2007a,b).
Nitrogen-incorporation offers stable and permanently n-doped carbon nanotubes. The sit-
uation is very different when bohr is incorporated to the sidewalls. No doping occurs
upon B-substitution in carbon nanotubes, but there is rather a new phase formed. Car-
bon nanotubes act as templates for novel BC3 nanotubes Fuentes et al. (2004). Besides
the incorporation of hetero-atoms to the sidewall the covalent attachment of ‘functional’
groups to nanotubes might be envisaged. This is precisely what chemists understand by
‘functionalization’ of nanotubes Hirsch (2002). The most frequent aims of functionaliza-
tion are viable route towards soluble nanotubes and the exfoliation of bundled SWNT. A
third common issue is the improvement of the interface between nanotubes and their sur-
rounding matrix in compound materials. Despite the fact that there are, from the chemists
point of view, major fundamental issues in the functionalization of nanotubes the scope
of covalent functionalization lies, from a physicists point of view, far beyond the basic
research on the fundamental properties of carbon nanotubes.
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3.1 SAMPLES AND THEIR HISTORY
Three different batches of SWNT material were investigated in the framework of this the-
sis. Their most important parameters are collected in Tab. 3.1. The key difference among
these batches is the way they were synthesized and hence their mesoscopic morphology.
• The first batch of SWNT comes in the form of a buckypaper of bundled SWNT
from laser ablation. The SWNT are densely packed within the two dimensional
hexagonal bundle lattice, but their macroscopic alignment is isotropic. This batch
is referred to as LA-SWNT.
• The second batch are bundled and aligned SWNT from laser ablation. These SWNT
are well arranged within aligned bundles. The second batch is refereed to as MA-
SWNT. The MA-SWNT batch was not subject to the primary experimental ac-
tivities in this thesis, but it is crucial for the comprehensive interpretation of the
experimental findings.
• The third batch are vertically aligned but not bundled SWNT from CVD growth.
In these samples the individual SWNT form aligned fibres consisting of just a few
SWNT. This third batch of SWNT is referred to as VA-SWNT.
Among these three batches of SWNT one can experimentally compare aligned with isotropic
and bundled with free SWNT. Both properties either the macroscopic alignment as well
as the lateral bundle extension are found to be essential in the angle resolved dielectric
properties on carbon nanotubes.
TABLE 3.1: Three different batches of SWNT material are subject to this thesis. The key differences are in
the way they were synthesized, their mesoscopic morphology, the macroscopic shape and the direction and
type of alignment
Batch Method Morphology Shape Alignment
LA-SWNT Laser ablation thick bundles bucky paper isotropic
MA-SWNT Laser ablation thick bundles suspended film in-plane
VA-SWNT Alcohol CVD thin ropes film on Pt out of plane
VA-SWNT Alcohol CVD thin ropes suspended film out of plane
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3.1.1 LASER ABLATION SAMPLES
ISOTROPIC BUNDLES
The bundled SWNT were produced by laser ablation using a binary NiCo catalyst at
1200 ◦C. The as produced material was annealed in vacuum at 650 ◦C and subsequently
refluxed in a H2O2/H2O solution at 100 ◦C. The annealing in vacuum removes fullerenes,
which are a common by product in laser ablation. In the reflux process, active oxygen
can burn out amorphous carbon particles at 100 ◦C. After washing out the brownish
by-products by careful filtration, the purified SWNT were formed into thin black paper.
Finally, the remaining metal particles were vaporized in a high vacuum at 1250 ◦C. The
obtained bucky paper had a thickness of about 0.03 mm. The lengths of the SWNT were
several micrometers. The purity of the SWNT sample was evaluated from the relative
intensities of the absorption peaks to be higher than ∼ 90% Liu et al. (2002a). The OAS
data of this batch of SWNT material is presented in Fig. 3.1 The gaussian diameter distri-
FIGURE 3.1: The main panel shows the OAS spectrum of the batch of laser ablation SWNT provided by H.
Kataura. The inset in the upper right corner exposes the raw as measured absorbance prior to background
strapping.
bution of this batch of nanotubes was determined from the absorption peaks and evaluated
to Eqn. (2.18) d0 = 1.37 nm and σ = 0.08 nm. The Fourier transformed Raman spectrum
(FTRS) of this batch is depicted in Fig. 3.2. The remarkable low D/G ratio in the FTRS
is indicative of the excellent crystallinity of the SWNT from laser ablation. Furthermore,
the narrow RBM in single frequency Raman spectroscopy is consistent Kuzmany et al.
(2001) to the narrow diameter distribution. The diameter distribution in this SWNT from
laser ablation has been proven to be narrow enough to observe diameter cumulative peaks
in the DOS by PES Ishii et al. (2003). Material from the batch of purified isotropic bun-
dled SWNT from laser ablation, the LA-SWNT batch, was supplied by H. Kataura for
research at the IFW-Dresden.
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FIGURE 3.2: Fourier transformed Raman spectrum at 1064 nm of the batch of laser ablation SWNT
provided by H. Kataura. The insets in the upper row expose the respective displacement patterns of the
radial breathing (RBM) and the tangential (G) phonon modes
At the IFW the as received buckypaper was sonicated and dispersed in acetone. Thin films
were prepared by subsequent dropping of the dispersed SWNT onto NaCl single crystals.
For PES, FTR and XAS the produced about 500 nm thick SWNT films were floated off
in distilled water and recaptured on sapphire plates. In XAS and PES the sample was
electrically mounted with a piece of Ta foil. Prior to these secondary electron probes the
samples were annealed for two hours under ultra high vacuum at 550 ◦C to remove atmo-
spheric adsorbates. As demostrated in Fig. 3.3 the latter treatment effectively removes the
contaminating oxygen. The excellent sample purity and the well confined SWNT diam-
eter distribution enabled the unraveling of the one dimensional fine structure in the C1s
absorption edge Kramberger et al. (2007a).
Two different in situ doping series were performed. Potassium intercalation of LA-
TABLE 3.2: In situ potassium intercalation was performed at two different experimental sites. In DSD PES
was conducted at AlKα = 1486.6 eV and HeI = 21.22 eV and in DSB PES was conducted at ~ ·ω = 400 eV
Name Batch Location Steps Methods
DSD LA-SWNT IFW-Dresden 1,...,12 PES
DSB LA-SWNT BESSY II A,...,F PES & XAS
SWNT was either performed at the IFW-Dresden or at beamline Ue52 PGM1 at BESSY I
I. The former doping series is referred to as DSD and the latter as DSB. In DSD the in-
dividual doping steps are counted numerically (1,...,13) and the doping steps in DSB are
labeled with capital latin letters (A,...,F). The name declarations are comprised in Tab. 3.2.
In the DSD intercalation series valence band and core level PES were conducted at Al Kα
(1486.6 eV) and He I (21.22 eV) photo irradiation. In the DSB intercalation series core
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FIGURE 3.3: Photoemission survey scan at AlKα (1486.6 eV) of SWNT prior to annealing at 550 ◦C
(brown line) and after heating (green line)
level PES and XAS were conducted with tuneable synchrotron light.
Commercial SAES getters which can be installed on an electrical feedtrough inside UHV
chambers were used. The SAES getters consist of a chromate and reducing agent mixture
which is kept within a Ni/Cr metal container, which has a slit to allow evaporation of the
alkali metal. Heating by applying a current of several amperes activates the alkali metal
dispensers and causes the potassium to evaporate. In the intercalation series the prepared
500 nm thick films of LA-SWNT were transferred into a position approximately ∼ 10 cm
in front of the potassium getters. The base pressure in individual doping steps was typi-
cally 2 · 10−9 mbar. In each intercalation step the potassium was evaporated for 3 min at
an steadily climbing pressure that finally reached 1.5 − 2.0 · 10−8 mbar. Due to the aging
of the potassium gathers the bias current driving the evaporation was increased from one
intercalation step to the next to maintain a constant evaporation. The initial bias current
of 5.6 A reached 6.0 A. During the potassium evaporation and for 30 min longer the
LA-SWNT were held at 150 ◦C to equilibrate the potassium concentration in the surface
layers. After switching off the heating and cooling down to ambient temperature the dop-
ing level in the surface layers of the sample is stable during the recording of the PES and
XAS spectra.
IN-PLANE ALIGNED BUNDLES
The aligned and bundled SWNT material was synthesized by laser ablation Thess et al.
(1996) and thoroughly purified according to Rinzler et al. (1998). Macroscopic solid
membranes of aligned tubes were obtained by filtering a ∼ 30 mg/l SWNT/Triton-X sus-
pension onto porous membranes. The membrane is parallel to an applied 27 T magnetic
field. After deposition the flow was switched to a clean water/Triton-X and gradually
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changed to isopropyl alcohol. The deposit was rinsed with pure isopropyl alcohol to
remove the Triton-X. The rinsing is a necessity to consolidate the deposited nanotube ma-
terial into a dense aligned mat of aligned ropes of SWNT. The nematic alignment of the,
in this way, obtained anisotropic films of SWNT was demonstrated by optical absorption,
X-ray diffraction, and direct imaging in SEM and TEM. Thin mats with a thickness of
about 1000 Å were prepared by gently peeling off a surface layer of this mats sitting on
the filters with an adhesive tape. After dissolving the tape in chloroform the floating films
were recaptured on standard 200 mesh platinum TEM grids Hone et al. (2000); Smith
et al. (2000); Walters et al. (2001). Such Pt TEM grids with thin membranes of hori-
zontally aligned SWNT (HA-SWNT) were shipped by Dr. R. Smalley for research at the
IFW-Dresden.
Elastic electron diffraction data as well as angle resolved energy loss spectroscopy did
further confirm the horizontal in-plane alignment on a bulk scale Liu et al. (2001). The
AR-EELS studies on the HA-SWNT were conducted in the framework of the P.h.D the-
sis of X. Liu. Still, more recent findings on VA-SWNT did stimulate a more detailed
re-evaluation and re-interpretation of some aspects of the earlier studies on HA-SWNT.
The HA-SWNT as well as the findings on them are included here to be available in the
discussion in chapter 5.
3.1.2 CHEMICAL VAPOR DEPOSITION SAMPLES
The third batch of SWNT material are films of vertically (viz. out-of-plane) aligned
SWNT. The SWNT were synthesized by CVD on quartz substrates from alcohol vapor
and the use of a binary CoMo catalyst. To this aim thin d = 0.5 mm commercially avail-
able quartz plates were first annealed in air at 500 ◦C for a short period of 5 min to remove
crystal as well as adsorbed water.
FIGURE 3.4: Absorption spectra of VA-SWNT.
The azimuth angle Θ to normal incidence was in-
creased from Θ = 0◦ (bottom) to Θ = 45◦ (top)
in steps of ∆Θ = 7.5◦. In S-polarization (upper
panel) the electric field vector vector is always par-
allel to the substrate. In P-polarization the angle
between the electric field vector and the substrate
is Θ. The angle the the VA-SWNT axis is just
90◦ − Θ. The absorbance is scaled to the crossed
absorption peak. The figure is adapted from
Murakami et al. (2005b)
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Then the substrates were quickly dip coated in a thin ethanol solution of Co/Mo- acetylac-
etate, each with a metal weight content of ∼ 0.01 %. Subsequently the deposited Co/Mo
acetylacetate was oxidized by another annealing step in air at 400 ◦C, leaving behind
thoroughly oxidized Co/Mo nano-particles. Then the reactor holding the substrates is
evacuated with a rotary pump to 10−2 mbar. During heating up to the growth temperature
of 800 ◦C the Co/Mo catalyst particles were reduced in an inflammable Ar/H2 atmosphere.
Only, after the growth temperature was stabilized an additional flow of alcohol vapor was
fed to the system. The reaction was continued for up to one hour Murakami et al. (2004).
Shorter growth times allow to achieve uniform film thicknesses in the range of a few µm.
The vertical alignment of the as grown films has been demonstrated by polarized Raman
scattering Murakami et al. (2005a) and OAS Murakami et al. (2005b). Especially the
latter did not only demonstrate the vertical alignment of the as grown mats of SWNT on
the quartz substrates but did also uncover two different π electron absorption peaks for
parallel and crossed polarization with respect to the nanotube axis Fig. 3.5. The mats
of vertically aligned SWNT (VA-SWNT) were found to be detachable from their quartz
substrate. This happens if a quartz substrate, at room temperature ∼ 23 ◦C, with one film
of VA-SWNT on the front side and another film on the back side is held vertically and
gently lowered into hot ∼ 60 ◦C distilled water. The two films of VA-SWNT float off
the substrates and reside at the surface. From there the films can be recaptured by other
substrates. If conducted properly, this transplantation process maintains the alignment of
the VA-SWNT. The pristine and post-transplantation alignment has been demonstrated by
FIGURE 3.5: The four photographs at the right hand side show all the same film of VA-SWNT: (a) be-
fore and (b) after detachment, and after re-attachment to (c) a Si substrate and (d) a transparent plas-
tic film. The left column shows the schematics of the float-off process. The figure is adapted from
Murakami & Maruyama (2006)
SEM, TEM, polarized Raman, as well as polarized OAS Murakami & Maruyama (2006).
Various 2 µm to 7 µm thick films of VA-SWNT, either as supported films on Pt and
sapphire substrates, or as freestanding films on copper TEM grids, were shipped by S.
Maruyama for research at the IFW-Dresden.
VA-SWNT films supported by Pt substrates are properly grounded and thus accessible to
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XAS and PES. The as received samples were annealed for two hours in UHV at 550 ◦C
to remove adsorbates from the atmosphere. The effective cleaning by such an annealing
treatment is demonstrated by the PES survey scans in Fig. 3.3. The VA-SWNT on Pt
were subject to polarization resolved XAS at the beamline Ue52 at BESSY II Kramberger
et al. (2007b). The freestanding VA-SWNT were investigated by TEM and AR-EELS
at the IFW-Dresden. The TEM studies confirm that the vertical alignment of freestand-
ing VA-SWNT is preserved. The latter is only possible if the hot water does not wet
the nanotubes during the transplantation of the films. The drying and hence shrinking
water would inevitably collapse the fragile structure. The TEM investigations at the IFW-
Dresden did uncover a high density of cross-sections of thin ropes. The TEM micrographs
in Fig. 3.6 demonstrate clearly the electron transparency of the freestanding VA-SWNT.
The statistical analysis showed that the median number of individual nanotubes in each
(a) Holey macroscopic structure (b) Thin ropes of VA-SWNT (c) Ropes of a few SWNT
FIGURE 3.6: The compilation of TEM micrographs shows the morphology on different length scales. The
overview in (a) shows that the fragile film of VA-SWNT does not entirely span the mesh of the TEM
grid but leaves holes in the interior. In (b) the high density of ropes of nanotubes passing the focal plane
perpendicularly is evident. Finally, (c) exposes the cross sections of individual SWNT within the ropes
rope is just six and the vast majority of ropes contains less than ten SWNT Einarsson et al.
(2007). Further TEM studies therein showed that the cross sections of the vertical ropes of
nanotubes could be traced throughout series of focal planes spanning the entire µm thick
freestanding films. Hence, the VA-SWNT are from a practical point of view qualified
for AR-EELS in transmission. Their lack of bundling as well as out-of-plane alignment
are just complementary to the bundled and in-plane aligned SWNT. VA-SWNT offer the
possibility to investigate the loss-function of isolated and anisotropic nano objects Kram-
berger et al. (2008). Indeed, a diminutive macroscopic dielectric screening as well as
unique plasmon dispersions could be evidenced.
3.2 BEAMLINE UE52 AT BESSY II
X-ray absorption spectroscopy and photoemission experiments were conducted at beam-
line Ue52 at BESSY II. The very basic concepts of synchrotron radiation is briefly reca-
pitulated together with an aerial view of the experimental hall in Fig. 3.7. The storage ring
is operated in multi bunch mode. Every 8 hours new bunches of electrons are injected to
the synchrotron. During the beam time between the injections the ring current gradually
decays with an exponential decay time of about 11 hours. The undulator and plane grating
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(a) Light emitting charges (b) Undulator at UE52 at BESSY II
(c) BESSY II in Berlin-Adlershof
FIGURE 3.7: Accelerated charges (a) emit tangential light with ra-
dial polarization. The emission is collimated within the opening an-
gle Θ where γ is the Lorentz factor γ = (1 − v2/c20)
−0.5 State of the
art undulators (b) allow to independently tune the wavelength as well
as the polarization axis. The areal view of the donut shaped experi-
mental hall (c) of BESSY is depicted to the left
monochromator can be operated in the range from 100 eV to 1000 eV. The monochroma-
tor has a resolving power E/∆E of ∼ 4 · 104 Scholl et al. (2003). The synchrotron light
can be attenuated by a pair of a horizontal and vertical undulator exit slits. These have
to be set properly to avoid saturation in the electronic signal processing, or even more
drastic life time issues of the equipment. The synchrotron light from the monochromator
comes in a horizontal beam with vertical dispersion, e.g. the energy is a slight function
of hight above the floor. The polarization of the synchrotron light can be chosen by set-
ting appropriate magnetic fields in the undulator. Available modi are left or right handed
circular as well as linear polarization. In case of linear polarization the polar angle Φ to
the horizontal plane can be tuned in steps of 7.5 ◦. The final element in the optical path
before the main chamber is the horizontal exit slit. This slit defines the vertical extension
of the X-ray spot and is always set to 130 µm. The aperture, retarding voltage and pass
energy of the Scienta analyzer are always set set to maintain a total resolution of 30 meV.
3.3 INSTRUMENTATION AT BESSY II
The relevant parts of the UHV system attached to beamline Ue52 are the main cham-
ber, the primary and secondary preparation chamber, the sample magazine and a transfer
stage. The main chamber is connected to the the exit slit of the beamline, the entrance slit
of the hemispherical photoelectron analyzer and the primary preparation chamber sitting
on top the main chamber. The primary preparation chamber hosts a home built He-cryo
manipulator on the top side. The manipulator can hold one sample and can reach either
the measuring position in the main chamber, underneath or the resting position in the cen-
ter of the primary preparation chamber. The latter position is accessible by a horizontal
transfer arm. This arm can reach the sample magazine, the secondary preparation cham-
ber and finally the primary preparation chamber. The secondary preparation chamber is
located in between the primary preparation chamber and the sample magazine and hosts a
manipulator that can hold two samples and can be heated up to 550 ◦C. In the main cham-
ber there is an angle of 55◦ in between the synchrotron exit slit and entrance slit of the
Scienta SES 200 electron energy analyzer. This means that a normal incidence ΘI = 90◦
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the entrance slit collects electrons under an outgoing azimuthal angle of ΘO = 35◦. The
main chamber also hosts a high voltage partial yield detector. The sample pockets of
the cryo manipulator can be cooled down to ∼ 20 ◦K and are electrically isolated and
connected to a properly shielded pin on the top of the manipulator. The manipulator can
move up and down and rotate around the vertical axis. The whole system allows for
FIGURE 3.8: Photograph of the ultra high
vacuum system located at beamline Ue52
PGM1 at BESSY II. The exit slit of the
beamline is located at the right hand side.
The main chamber is located underneath
the preparation chamber. The samples
are mounted on the manipulator located
on top of the preparation chamber. For
spectroscopy the main chamber is well
equipped with an internal partial yield sec-
ondary electron collector and a Scienta 200
secondary electron energy analyzer (not
visible in the actual photograph) and a Ge
X-ray luminescence detector located at the
right hand side of the photograph
PES at tuneable photon energies. XAS spectra can be recorded simultaneously in three
different independent modi.
• drain current : The shielded pin on top of the manipulator is directly connected to
an amperemeter.
• partial yield : The signal of photoelectrons that surpass a retarding voltage and
arrive in the partial yield cathode is amplified and recorded.
• Auger : The intensity of an Auger line in the PES spectra reflects the X-ray ab-
sorbance.
As long as not specified differently, the drain current is the method of the choice, since
it offers the best signal to noise ratio. Furthermore, the polar rotation of the manipulator
and the linearly polarizable and continuously tuneable synchrotron source enables polar-
ized XAS on the aligned VA-SWNT. The primary preparation chamber hosts evaporators
for Au and K. The Au is in situ evaporated on to the empty sample pocket of the cryo-
manipulator to provide a clean reference for XAS and the Fermi level calibration in PES.
Of course an Au reference XAS spectrum is only useful for drain current and partial yield
but not for element specific Auger processes. The potassium was evaporated onto the
LA-SWNT in the primary preparation chamber during the intercaltion series. The sec-
ondary preparation chamber hosts another manipulator. There the samples are annealed
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and purified prior to entering the primary preparation chamber or the main chamber. The
sample magazine(s) can hold up to six samples. All experiments in the main chamber
where performed under ultra high vacuum conditions (< 10−9 mbar).
PES and XAS have been conducted on pristine and potassium intercalated LA-SWNT.
Polarized XAS was conducted on VA-SWNT on Pt substrates.
3.4 THE AR-EELS FACILITY AT THE IFW-DRESDEN
Elastic and inelastic electron scattering in transmission was performed at the home built
electron energy-loss spectrometer at the IFW-Dresden. The spectrometer was originally
assembled in Karlsruhe Fink (1989) and is now a days a world wide unique facility for
AR-EELS. The conceptual setup is in the essence similar to transmission electron micro-
scopes. A high energy primary electron beam is transmitted through a thin layered sample
to retrieve information from it. In AR-EELS the deflected beam can be independently and
simultaneously analyzed for structural (diffraction) and spectroscopic (loss-function) in-
formation. This requires the primary beam to be monochromatic and collimated, which
can be achieved, if sacrificing the spatial resolution viz. the width of the electron beam.
In contrast to transmission electron microscopes the focusing of the electron beam is in
the range of 1 mm and not on the nm-scale. High voltages (& 100 kV) as well as UHV
(. 10−9 mbar) conditions are thus indispensable, to penetrate bulk . 100 nm thick sam-
ples and maintain a monochromatic electron beam. A sketch of the AR-EELS spectrome-
ter is presented in Fig. 3.9. The electrons are emitted from a durable 3 mm thick tungsten
FIGURE 3.9: Schematic view of the high voltage transmission electron energy-loss spectrometer at the
IFW-Dresden. The setup was developed by J. Fink and is described in great detail in Fink (1989). The
deflection plates and the analyzer operate independently and retrieve the momentum transfer and the loss-
function, respectively
cathode and guided through a bending monochromator. Thereafter the electrons are accel-
erated to 172 keV and pass the sample which is electrically grounded. The choice to have
the emission and analyzer at high voltage and the sample grounded is more complicated
but offers safety for users and eases sample transfer. A pair of two planar electrostatic
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deflectors behind the sample guide a tuneable azimuthal Θ and polar Φ deflection angle
back onto the optical axis of the spectrometer. The sample in the measurement chamber
can also be tilted and rotated. These operations allow to set the azimuthal Θi and polar Φi
incidence angles. The incidence angles Θi and Φi are completely independent from the
actual deflection angles Θ and Φ of the electron beam.
The scattered and re-deflected electron beam is decelerated by −172 keV and analyzed
in a bending condenser. The finally transmitted electrons are detected in a photomul-
tiplier. The azimuthal deflection angle Θ corresponds to a momentum transfer q ∼
Θ · q0. With voltages up to 2 keV momentum transfers up to 10 Å−1can be realized.
If the spectrometer is operated at finite energy-loss ∆E then the actual loss-voltage is
applied between emitter and detector and the inelastic scattering event just has to annul
the surplus kinetic energy. The physical parameters of the primary electron beam are
compiled in Tab. 3.3. The monochromatization as well as collimation of the primary
beam as determined from empty reference measurements are presented in Fig. 3.10.
(a) Energy resolution (b) Momentum resolution
FIGURE 3.10: The energy profile of the as measured (data points) spectrometer function is depicted on the
left hand side (a). The blue solid line is a Gaussian fit. The standard deviation δE = 200 meV is indicated
by a blue horizontal double arrow. The momentum profile of the as measured (data points) spectrometer
function is depicted on the right hand side (b). The brown solid line is a Gaussian fit. The standard deviation
δq = 0.03 Å−1 is indicated by a brown horizontal double arrow
TABLE 3.3: Physical properties of the primary
electron beam in the home built AR-EELS spec-
trometer at the IFW-Dresden
E0 = 170 keV k0 = 228.4 Å−1
v = 0.66 · c0 λ = 0.0275 Å
δE = 200 meV δq = 0.03 Å−1
The free combination of azimuthal and polar
angle as well as energy-loss allows to explore
the anisotropy in the dispersion of the loss-
function with this AR-EELS setup. However
there is one significant drawback of this flex-
ibility in k-space and energy-loss, and this
is the single channel signal collection in the
final photomultiplier. This makes measure-
ments quite time consuming and requires the
user to thoroughly plan what data he really needs, the latter is not necessarily a drawback.
There are a total of 36 independent power supplies controlling the entire electron optics
in the spectrometer. The spectrometer is controlled by a dedicated computer that also pro-
vides a puristic but functional user interface. Various beam configurations for different
purposes can be loaded and long sequences of measurements can be planned ahead. A
crucial feature is the auto-tune function that periodically realigns the electron optics. If
this procedure is omitted the beam is gradually lost by electronic drifts. Measured spectra
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are always countrate as a function of one varied parameter. This ca be either one of the
three: (i) the azimuthal deflection angle Θ, (ii) the polar deflection angle Φ, and (iii) the
energy-loss ∆E. The earlier is q resolved and polarized diffraction, the middle is a mosaic
scan at fixed ∆E and q, and the latter is a polarized loss-function at a certain q.
Inelastic electron scattering was used to evidence and quantify the anisotropy in the mo-
mentum dependent loss-function of in-plane aligned MA-SWNT and out of plane aligned
VA-SWNT. And electron diffraction was used to evidence and quantify the bulk alignment
Eqn. (2.19) in MA-SWNT and VA-SWNT, respectively.
3.5 ELECTRON ENERGY ANALYZER
There are various methods for determining the kinetic energy of electrons. These com-
prise resonant absorption processes, time of flight methods and electrostatic or magnetic
fields Ibach (1977). State of the art technology is the deflection of the electrons in an elec-
tric field. To this aim the most suited capacitor geometry are hemispheres. They maintain
the axial symmetry and allow either for spatial or angular imaging Ibach (1991). Such
a hemispherical analyzer is schematically depicted in Fig. 3.11. The electron enters the
analyzer through an entrance slit and if a potential difference ∆V is then applied between
the two electrodes, only electrons with a certain range of energies can pass through the ca-
pacitor. By changing the voltage between the analyzer walls, the range of kinetic electron
energies reaching the analyzer can be varied. The electrons are detected via their impact
on a charge coupled devices. The azimuthal Θ and polar Φ emission angles can be set by
tilting the sample in AR-PES while the detector stays in its place. At both experimental
sites, BESSY II and IFW-Dresden, a state of the art commercial hemispherical Gamma-
data Scienta SES 200 analyzer is used for resolving the kinetic energy of the secondary
electrons. The analyzed electron beam shines onto a an array of charge coupled devices,
FIGURE 3.11: Illustration of the working principle
of capacitive electron energy analyzers. The sam-
ple is kept in UHV and photoelectrons are emitted
under a polar angle Φ and an azimuthal angle Θ
and enter the hemispherical analyzer through the
entry slit. The detector can either be an array of
charge coupled devices for imaging or a more sen-
sitive single channel photomultiplier
which records an intensity image. The electron optics of the SES 200 analyzer can be
set to three different modi. In all three modi one axis of the camera image corresponds
to the kinetic energy of the electrons. In spatial mode the second axis corresponds to a
position along the entrance slit. In angular mode the second other axis of the image re-
solves the azimuthal emission angle Θ. Transmission mode is an combination of both that
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neither uniquely resolves spatial extension nor angular spread, but it is optimized for the
highest brightness. Transmission mode is most suited for searching and adjusting sample
positions. For recording spectra angular mode offers a more homogenous camera image,
which facilitates a maximum countrate without locally saturating the detector.
The hemispherical electron energy analyzer at the AR-EELS spectrometer at the IFW-
Dresden is a home built system. The polar Φ and azimuthal Θ emission, or more cor-
rectly deflection, angles are not realized by tilting the sample but by the deflection plates
in Fig. 3.9. This technical difference renders any imaging of the electron beam in the
hemispherical analyzer futile. Furthermore, it is much more important to detect as many
electrons as possible that have a certain energy-loss ~ ·ω, azimuthal Θ and polar Φ deflec-
tion angle. These criteria are highly specific and a photomultiplier is used to detect every
single electron that fulfills them.
3.6 DATA EVALUATION
3.6.1 SPECTRAL CALIBRATION AND NORMALIZATION
The calibration of the energy axis is a very common issue in many kinds of spectro-
scopies. The common strategy is the use of well established standards, as e.g. gas lambs
or electronic core level excitations. The normalization of spectra is also widely spread
and is usually done by taking an empty reference spectrum. Depending on the type of
spectroscopy there are two inherently different ways of correctly treating such an empty
reference measurement. In the first kind of techniques the empty reference (e.g. plain
mirrors) shows the spectral attenuation that scales down the actual transmittance of the
specimen. In general, this class of techniques comprises any spectroscopy that plots ex-
citation energies on either one axis. Therefore in absorption spectroscopies (OAS, XAS)
the as measured spectra are divided by the respective reference spectra. In monochro-
matic scattering spectroscopy (e.g. Rayleigh, Raman, EELS) the reference measurement
uncovers spurious inelastic channels that cause additional peaks in the spectra. These
contributions have to be subtracted with a free scaling parameter.
In the present case of photoemission spectroscopy at a tuneable synchrotron source the
quantum energy of the monochromatized soft X-ray beam has to be calibrated. To this
aim the Au4f7/2 and Au4f5/2 core levels at 83.9 eV and 87.6 eV and the Fermi edge were
recorded on clean in situ prepared gold films. Each injection can cause a slight shift of
typically less then . 1 eV and all quantum energies have to be re-calibrated. While the as
measured peak position of the very strong Au4f core levels is simply determined by the
peak maxima the precise evaluation of the actual Fermi level is more sophisticated. The
Fermi edge of gold is comprised of a edge and a following linear increase. This sharp
feature is washed out by thermal occupation and finite spectral resolution. An example
of a fitted and calibrated Fermi edge is given in Fig. 3.12. The dashed lines would be the
ideal DOS and the solid line takes into account a finite broadening. The yield function
Y′(ε) that is used for determining the Fermi levels is given in Eqn. (3.1). Here ε is the
energy with respect to the Fermilevel at ε = 0. Please note that the upper row Y(ε) in
Eqn. (3.1) would in principle be more correct for the simple model of a broadened DOS
as illustrated by the dashed line in Fig. 3.12. However this functional form comprises
products of all fitting parameters. A fit of the correct function Y(ε) would in many cases
result in a random Fermilevel and broadening on the benefit of the overall shape. In other
words fitting Y(ε) requires a significant effort in micro management by defining individ-
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FIGURE 3.12: The black dots are the measured and calibrated Fermi edge of gold at 20◦ K. The red solid
line is a fit of Eqn. (3.1) with A = 0.78, B′ = 12708, C′ = 32010 and D = 117.96
ual domains and starting values. The laborious shortcomings of this linear approximation
in the DOS are swiftly overcome by using the simplified but more flexible photoemission
yield function Y′(ε) in the second line of Eqn. (3.1). In this form the linear slope and
the Fermi edge position and broadening are more disentangled, which greatly improves
the viability of a root mean square minimization. The latter is also used for the solid line
in Fig. 3.12. From a fully empirical point of view this function is versatile for a robust
automated fitting and it simply ‘looks’ reasonable.
Y(ε) = A +
B
2
· (2 + Θ(ε) · C · ε) ·
(
1 + sign(ε) ·
(
1 − e−|ε·D|
))
Y′(ε) = A + (Θ(ε) · C′ · ε) + B′ ·
(
1 + sign(ε) ·
(
1 − e−|ε·D|
))
(3.1)
In X-ray absorption spectroscopy the excitation wavelength is continuously tuned. Here
the comparison to core level EELS is the appropriate way to calibrate the energy axis. In
EELS the energy-loss of the C1s core level excitations are known from the actual electro-
static potential that has to be applied to compensate exactly this energy-loss. An example
of the C1s core level excitations in XAS and EELS is given in Fig. 4.2. The EELS data
is used to calibrate the X-ray absorption spectra and the absorbance of in situ evaporated
gold films is used for their normalization. Since time is always a critical issue at syn-
chrotron beam times the spectra are typically recorded with dynamic stepwidth. This
means that the data points provide an overview of the full range and are more dense in
regions of interest. In addition the actual monochromator positions are randomly modu-
lated as compared to the setpoints. This requires data interpolation in order to divide one
spectrum by another. The most simple linear interpolation turned out to be most versatile
against noise as compared to higher order splines. Data smoothing is explicitly not recom-
mended since this causes broadening, that depends on the actual slope. This nonuniform
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broadening would render reference spectra for background division virtually useless.
As mentioned above there is one adjustable scaling parameter, when subtracting one spec-
trum from another. Well, the same is in principle true for the division of spectra. However
the unknown contribution is here the dark signal (i.e. the noise level). In the directly
measured drain current the dark signal contribution is typically far below a relative frac-
tion of 10−3 and can safely be neglected. An example of a set of raw XAS spectrum, gold
background, and normalized spectrum of the C1s edge of HOPG is presented in Fig. 3.13.
FIGURE 3.13: C1s → π? and C1s → σ? resonance of HOPG and plain Au reference in normal inci-
dence and linear polarization with Φ = 45◦ to the horizontal plane. The reference absorbance stems from
adsorbates in the monochromator and varies with the polarization of the synchrotron light
Raw EELS data comes as counting events in a photomultiplier. In absolute as measured
counts per second the background is about ∼ 2. Especially at higher momentum transfers
these two counts are no longer negligible to the absolute countrate. Therefore a constant
background of 2 counts per second is subtracted from all EELS spectra and diffraction
data. All loss-functions are normalized according to the oscillator sum rule in Eqn. (3.2).∫
∞
0
dωω · =
(
−
1
ε(q, ω)
)
=
π
2
· ω2P = const (3.2)
The weighting with the energy-loss in Eqn. (3.2) takes weight from the low-energy loss-
function that is buried under the quasi elastic scattering of the direct beam. Numeri-
cally the quasi elastic contributions were excluded by simply starting the integration at
ω = 2 eV. On the high energy side of the ω-axis all loss-functions were measured up
to 70 eV. On the one hand this enables to check for the presence or absence of multiple
scattering in the loss-functions and at the other hand the infinite integral can be fairly well
approximated by a finite integral without any extrapolation. The frequently proclaimed
integral over an extrapolation to ∞ with an ω−3 decay turned out to be omissible for
VA-SWNT. The numerical limits for the normalization integral were chosen as 2 eV and
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70 eV. The accuracy of such an normalization procedure can be checked in Fig. 6.3.
The compilation of loss-functions at high momentum in Fig. 6.6 is quite instructive con-
cerning multiple scattering. The loss-functions clearly evidence that multiple scattering
is no critical issue in VA-SWNT up to momentum transfers of q ∼ 2 Å−1. The lack of
multiple scattering over such a wide range of momentum transfers q is very atypical and
a fairly unique property of the low density VA-SWNT, maybe as unique as the electron
transparency in TEM on µm thick films.
3.6.2 LINE SHAPE ANALYSIS
Line shape analysis or simply peak fitting is a fairly intuitive art built upon well defined
math. The well defined math is a numerical root mean square minimization. For the line
shape analysis conducted in the frame work of this thesis either the built in minimiza-
tion schemes of PeakFit c© or Mathematica c© have been used. The intuitive art is to guess
reasonable starting values, and even more important, to navigate around pathologic situa-
tions. Based on experience deadlocks and program crashes occur when the improvement
of the current status would be ambiguous. A text book example of such an ambiguous-
ness would be two peaks of the same type (e.g. Gaussians) and similar width at the same
position. Then the algorithm has no mathematical justification to attribute the possible im-
provement to either one parameter. In general, a fit will work the better the more different
its parameters are. Another critical aspect is the suitable choice of boundary conditions.
Possible techniques are locking and sharing of parameters. Locking means that some
parameters can be temporary excluded from the optimization and be treated as regular
constants. Sharing means that sets of parameters are assumed to be identical. The latter
is quite reasonable for spectral resolution, thermal broadening, or background efficiency.
All three of these are the same for any peak across the entire spectrum. These constraints
have to be changed several times during the whole fitting procedure. In the beginning
only the most prominent parameters should be free parameters and then more and more
details are switched on. An example of successive parameter unlocking might be areas,
positions, widths, shapes. However there is no detailed rule how to do a fit in the right
way and unlock the parameters in the right ordering. The latter has to be judged on the
graphical feedback and requires some intuitive experience.
The fundamental line shape in PES is an asymmetric Doniach & Sunjic (1970) peak.
The respective yield function is given in Eqn. (3.3). Here ε is the energy with respect
to the central position ε = 0, γ > 0 defines the width, 0 < α < 1 is the asymmetry
parameter and A > 0 defines the intensity. A graphically illustrated example, of a fit with
Doniach-Sunjics lines can be found in Fig. 4.1.
Y(ε) = A ·
Γ(1 − α)
(ε2 + γ2)(1−α)/2
· cos
(
π · α
2
+ Θ(ε)
)
Θ(ε) = (1 − α) · arctan
α
ε
(3.3)
The fundamental line shape of XAS on a system with defined energy levels would be a
Lorentzian profile Eqn. (3.4). Here ε is the energy with respect to the central position
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ε = 0, γ > 0 defines the width and A > 0 defines the intensity.
Y(ε) =
A
π · γ ·
(
1 −
(
ε
γ
)2) (3.4)
However in near edge X-ray absorption on solids there is no analytical fundamental line
shape. The entire spectra are the strongly modified JDOS of the core level and the con-
duction band. Calculations of the XAS response are quite demanding Taillefumier et al.
(2002). In the present case of XAS on LA-SWNT a Gaussian peak with an error function
background of the same width are used to resemble the C1s→ π? absorption edge. Such
a dressed Gaussian is defined in Eqn. (3.5). Here ε is the energy with respect to the central
position ε = 0, γ > 0 defines the width A > 0 defines the intensity and 0 < B < 1 defines
the relative background efficiency.
Y(ε) =
A
2 · π · γ
·
(
(1 − B) · e−
1
2 ·
(
ε
γ
)2
+ B ·
∫ ε
−in f ty
dx e−
1
2 ·
(
x
γ
)2)
(3.5)
The accuracy achievable by employing Eqn. (3.5) is fairly reasonable for putting all the
underlying microscopic contributions into one single Gaussian broadening. A graphically
illustrated example, employing dressed Gaussians for quantifying the fine structures in
the C1s→ π? XAS absorption edge of LA-SWNT, can be found in Fig. 4.3.
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MOTIVATION
Single-wall carbon nanotubes and its parent compound graphene are archetypes of low
dimensional systems with strongly anisotropic and unique electronic properties which
make them interesting for both fundamental research and as building blocks in potential
nanoelectronic applications Avouris & Chen (2006). Their electronic bandstructure is
frequently studied. Experimentally, the electronic structure of individual SWNT was first
established using scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) Wildoer et al. (1998); Odom
et al. (1998). Such experiments can directly relate structural information to the electronic
density of states in the vicinity of the Fermi level. They reported a scaling behavior of the
characteristic van Hove singularities in the DOS, which is in agreement with first order
tight binding calculations. Later on, a comparable scaling behavior was established on
optical methods like absorption Kataura et al. (1999); Liu et al. (2002a), Raman spec-
troscopy Kuzmany et al. (2001) and photoluminescence Bachilo et al. (2002). The DOS
of the valence band electrons of mats of SWNT was directly observed by high resolution
angle integrated photoemission experiments Ishii et al. (2003).
X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) and X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) are
powerful tools to accurately study site selective changes in the bonding environment and
the matrix element weighted local density of states in the valence and conduction band,
respectively. They were used to monitor the functionalization during the hydrogenation
process Nikitin et al. (2005). Finally, only recently the VHS in the conduction band
were reported in the XAS response of SWNT Kramberger et al. (2007a). Regarding
PES therein, specific work function modifications of semiconducting and metallic SWNT
could be evidenced by high resolution core level PES.
The chemical doping of SWNT is a way to modify and tune their electronic properties.
The concomitant shift of the Fermilevel can extend spectroscopies to previously unreach-
able electronic states. For instance the conduction band of sp2 carbon becomes accessible
to AR-PES upon potassium intercalation Ohta et al. (2006). Another example of modified
electronic properties is the transition form a one dimesional Tomanaga-Luttinger liquid to
a bulk three dimensional Fermi metal in bundled SWNT. This transition was evidenced by
angle integrated PES of potassium intercalated SWNT Rauf et al. (2004). In the current
thesis potassium intercalation has been performed to elaborate the equilibrium findings
in Kramberger et al. (2007a) in the more comprehensive framework of tuneable Fermi
levels.
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OUTLINE
This chapter is dedicated to the electronic properties in isotropic bulk SWNT material of
the LA-SWNT batch. The microscopic description of SWNT is naturally always strongly
polarized but the bulk properties may be isotropic averages of these. Electronic prop-
erties, such as VHS arising from the intrinsic one dimensional structure of SWNT, are
accessible to bulk methods like PES and XAS. Unprecedented aspects in the high resolu-
tion PES and XAS response of SWNT were unraveled in the framework of this PhD work
and are reported here. The first finding is a splitting of the C1s core level photoemission
peak, due to metallic and semiconducting SWNT. The other novelty are directly observed
VHS in the C1s absorption edge of bulk SWNT material. The origin of the novel spectral
features is thoroughly checked and conclusively confirmed by the complex behavior upon
potassium intercalation. As the Fermi level moves gradually across the VHS and the con-
duction band (CB) is filled with electrons the corresponding core level dipole transitions
are depleted. The latter is directly observed in a comprehensive in situ potassium interca-
lation PES and XAS series. The correlations in the evolution of PES and XAS is found
to be in excellent agreement with a first order tight binding description and a rigid band
shift.
4.1 PRISTINE NANOTUBES
4.1.1 CORE LEVEL PHOTOEMISSION
The high resolution photoemission response of the C1s core level of SWNT from the
LA-SWNT batch is presented in Fig. 4.1. When evaluating the binding energy of the
narrow C1s line from the peak maximum we observe a binding energy of 284.65 eV,
which is in very good agreement with previous studies Nikitin et al. (2005); Larciprete
et al. (2005b). The full width half maximum (FWHM) of the whole C1s peak is 0.40 eV,
which is slightly narrower than in these reports but still larger than the 0.32 eV of graphite
Suzuki et al. (2001). The increased broadening as compared to graphite is considered to
be reminiscent of the Gaussian spread of SWNT diameters. I employ an asymmetric line
profile Eqn. (3.3) Doniach & Sunjic (1970) convoluted with a Gaussian for line shape
analysis and find an asymmetry α of 0.08 which is in excellent agreement with previous
studies on graphite Prince et al. (2000). Furthermore, the present high resolution study
reveals a shoulder at about 0.1 eV lower binding energies as marked by the arrow in the
inset of Fig. 4.1. A lineshape analysis with two components uncovers two individual bind-
ing energies of 284.70 eV and 284.60 eV with relative intensities of 2 to 1 and individual
FWHM of 0.30 eV and 0.38 eV, respectively. The asymmetry is not equally distributed,
but predominant in the second (i.e. smaller) constituent. The FWHM of the individual
components is hardly reduced as compared to 0.40 eV of the whole C1s peak, which is in
full agreement with their close proximity.
Besides the main C1s peak there are three more comparably weaker features in the C1s
photoemission response. Their relative intensities with respect to the joint C1s peak of
the semiconducting and metallic contribution and relative positions with respect to the
average binding energy of 284.65 eV are 7.3 %, 8.4 %, and 0.8 % and 1.3 eV, 6.3 eV, and
9.8 eV, respectively. These shake-ups originate from interband transitions and excitations
of π and π + σ plasmons. The positions are in excellent agreement with previous studies
on the LA-SWNT batch in electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) at low momentum
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FIGURE 4.1: C1s photoemission on SWNT as conducted at 400 eV photon energy. Dots are as measured
experimental data, envelopes of line shape analysis are plotted in red, the individual peaks are colored
individually. The inset exposes the two components of the C1s line and their respective line shape analysis
on an expanded scale. The arrow marks the shoulder in the as measured spectrum. The FWHM of the
lineshape analysis are indicated by horizontal double arrows. The 10 times blow up shows the line shape
analysis after strapping the main C1s peak
transfer Pichler (2001). The C1s peak exposed in Fig. 4.1 is split into two components.
The intensity ratio of approximately 2 to 1 as well as the different linshapes point at a
splitting due to semiconducting and metallic SWNT. The thorough purification and very
narrow diameter distribution of the LA-SWNT batch are believed to minimize the in-
trinsic linewidth and render the two adjacent components discernable. The subtle, but
noticeable, shoulder is marked by the arrow in the inset of Fig. 4.1. This shoulder was
missed in comparable PES studies on other SWNT material Larciprete et al. (2005a).
Nontheless, in this work there were two peaks used in the lineshape analysis, too. The
two peaks were merely needed to resemble the shape of C1s photoemission peak of the
SWNT. The use of the two peaks by Larciprete et al. was purely empirical, and it was left
uncommented. Without any interpretation these two components were neither justified
nor is their physical origin elucidated. In the following I will try to close this gap in the
understanding of the twofold C1s photoemission peak.
To the best of my knowledge there could be two different effects that might possibly
contribute to this splitting. The binding energies are probed by PES. Hence they are in-
evitably inflicted by the core-hole of the N − 1 final state. The typical energy range of
core holes are a few eV. The core hole itself will be present in either the semiconducting
or the metallic SWNT. However the metallicity might affect the dielectric screening of
the core hole and therefore its binding energy to the surrounding electron density. If the
metallicity of a system may have a subtle effect on the core hole corrections in the order
of 0.1 eV or may not have any influence at all, is an open issue.
Another interpretation of this 0.1 eV splitting in the core level binding energies in metal-
lic and semiconducting SWNT would be a rearrangement of work functions within the
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nanotube bundles. The situation inside a SWNT bundle reminds a close packed metal-
semiconductor interface, where surface states might play an important role Heine (1965).
Having such an molecular mixture of semiconducting and metallic species in mind also
accounts for the finding that both components expose some asymmetry, which indicates
just different levels of metallicity, and not one metallic and one semiconducting signature.
This result is entirely conceivable since an electron originating from a carbon atom in a
semiconducting SWNT will see by its long range Coulomb interaction the metallic states
in the vicinity. Hence individual shifts of the workfunction among the different species
should be considered. Such intrinsic shifts would imply an asymmetry of the semicon-
ducting gap with respect to the metallic Fermi level. This scenario would be consistent
with the asymmetric results from STS Wildoer et al. (1998); Odom et al. (1998). Further-
more a slight offset of the semiconducting and metallic VHS would be consistent to PES
studies on the same LA-SWNT batch Ishii et al. (2003); Rauf et al. (2004). The splitting
in the C1s core level PES peak of bulk SWNT is consistent with valence band (VB) PES
and STS. Since neither of the latter two involves a core hole in the final state, distinct
work functions should be the favored origin of the splitting in the C1s binding energies.
4.1.2 NEAR EDGE X-RAY ABSORPTION
Figure 4.2 exposes a chart of the C1s → π? and the C1s → σ? resonance of highly
ordered pyrolithic graphite (HOPG) and SWNT, from the LA-SWNT batch.
FIGURE 4.2: The topmost green spectrum is the XAS response of the C1s absorption in HOPG at 45◦ to
normal incidence. The middle spectrum in black is the corresponding XAS response of SWNT. The lowest
brown spectrum is the C1s edge in the loss-function of SWNT. Fine structures in the C1s absorption edge
of SWNT are marked by vertical arrows
The absorption edges are either probed by near edge XAS or core level EELS. The top-
most high resolution XAS spectrum of graphite shows the well known π? resonance at
285.4 eV and the σ? threshold at 291.7 eV Mele & Ritsko (1979). For the best compar-
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ison to SWNT material the XAS spectrum of the HOPG was recorded at 45◦ to normal
incidence Batson (1993). The lowest spectrum in Fig. 4.2 is EELS of the C1s core level of
SWNT Pichler (2001), which is in very good agreement with previously published XAS
results on other SWNT Goldoni et al. (2003); Larciprete et al. (2005b); Nikitin et al.
(2005). While the C1s → π? transition of HOPG is a single smooth absorption peak,
there is in case of SWNT a sequence of four additional peaks. A close up of the near
edge X-ray absorption response of the C1s→ VB dipole transitions of the LA-SWNT is
exposed in Fig. 4.3.
FIGURE 4.3: Fine structures in the XAS response of SWNT: the black experimental datapoints are plotted
underneath the red envelope of the lineshape analysis. The overall graphite-like absorption edge is resem-
bled by the olive-green solid line (sum of two dressed Gaussians). The additional 4 fine structures are
plotted in blue (S) and yellow (M)
The C1s absorption edge is decorated by a series of fine structures. In order to gain a
quantitative description I employ a line shape analysis of this fine structure with Gaus-
sians dressed by a cumulative background. The broadened, of HOPG reminiscent, frac-
tion of the response is accurately resembled by a sum of two peaks. They are located at
285.30 eV and 286.75 eV, respectively. Their sum is plotted in olive green and labeled
with C1s in Fig. 4.3. The fine structures are represented by four additional Gaussian
components (plotted in blue and brown). The overall graphite like response is centered
at 285.30 eV and the additional fine structures are positioned at 284.80 eV, 285.00 eV,
285.35 eV, and 285.75 eV, respectively. Their individual FWHM is linearly increasing
from 0.15 eV to 0.60 eV. The relative fraction of the sum of the intensities of the four
peaks in the fine structure is 0.11 of the total π? response of LA-SWNT.
Another remarkable feature of these fine structures is their stability versus changes in
temperature. The inset in Fig. 4.4 compares C1s absorption edges recorded at 16 K and
ambient temperature, respectively. There is no significant change in the fine structures
throughout the whole temperature range. The absence of any noticeable temperature de-
pendence will play an important role in identifying the physical origin of the observed
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fine structures in the C1s absorption edge of the LA-SWNT. The fine structures in the
C1s absorption edge of the LA-SWNT, have not been reported previously. Assuming that
theses features are an intrinsic response of SWNT, immediately rises one intriguing ques-
tion. What is the physical origin of these fine structures in the XAS response of SWNT? To
the best of my knowledge, there are two possible answers, either phonon sidebands as re-
ported previously for some organic compounds Urquhart et al. (2000); Plashkevych et al.
(2000); Scholl et al. (2004a), or the direct observation of VHS in the conduction bands
of bulk SWNT material by means of XAS Kramberger et al. (2007a). I shall first briefly
FIGURE 4.4: The topmost green spectrum in the main frame is a close up of the smooth C1s → π?
absorbtion edges of HOPG. The absorption edge of SWNT is presented underneath. The black datapoints
are plotted underneath the red envelope of the lineshape analysis. The overall graphite-like lineshape is
resembled by two smooth (dotted) peaks. The peaks due to VHS are plotted in blue (S) and yellow (M).
The diameter Eqn. (2.18) cumulative DOS Eqn. (2.16) is shown in the bottom. The first two peaks arise
from semiconducting (S) and the third peak from metallic (M) SWNT. The assignment of the fine structures
in the C1s→ π? absorbtion edges is illustrated by the arrows. The inset shows the VHS in the C1s→ π?
absorbtion edge at ambient (300 ◦K, brown) and at low (16 ◦K, blue) temperature, respectively
handle the interpretation as vibronic sidebands. These sidebands would require phonon
energies of roughly 200 meV, which could only be provided by optical in-plane phonons
of SWNT or graphite, respectively. However in that case the fine structures would not be
exclusively observed in SWNT, but they should also occur in graphite. The latter argu-
ment might be weakened by a difference in electron-phonon coupling in planar and curved
sp2 carbon. This coupling scales with the curvature and might promote phonon sidebands
in SWNT as compared to planar graphite Benedict et al. (1995). But an interpretation
as phonon sidebands has to face some more severe complications. Successive phonon
satellites would exhibit a common but in any case increased linewidth as compared to the
main line and there should be a constant spacing for successive Franck-Condon satellites
Scholl et al. (2004b). However, the individual FWHM as well as the successive shifts are
in the present case linearly increasing. Phonon satellites can neither account for this se-
ries of increasing linewidths nor can a phonon satellite be ever more narrow than the main
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line. Another severe issue for a possible interpretation as phonon sidebands is the lack
of any temperature dependence which should affect the relative ratios of the Stokes and
the anti-Stokes lines. Especially the anti-Stokes lines at lower binding energies should be
depleted at low temperatures. And even worse, 200 meV are far above room temperature
∼ 25 meV. I can therefore safely rule out vibronic sidebands in the XAS response of
SWNT and will now elucidate the interpretation in terms of electronic VHS of SWNT.
Interpreting these fine structures as diameter cumulative VHS of bulk SWNT, I can imme-
diately assign them to the first three VHS of the semiconducting and the first VHS of the
metallic SWNT. The fine structures in Fig. 4.4 are labeled with S1?, S2?, M1? and S3?.
The peaks due to semiconducting VHS are plotted in blue and the peak due to metallic
VHS is plotted in light brown. These cumulative VHS are discernible in the same batch
of LA-SWNT by optical absorbtion Liu et al. (2002a) and valence band photoemission
Ishii et al. (2003); Rauf et al. (2004). The VHS in the CB of SWNT are in terms of am-
bient temperatures always far above the Fermi level. The dipole transitions from the C1s
core level into the VHS are not expected to show any temperature dependence, which is
consistent to the experimental findings in the inset of Fig. 4.4.
The diameter cumulative calculations of the first order tight binding DOS of a bulk en-
semble of SWNT was performed according to Shiozawa et al. (2006). To this aim the
tight binding DOS of all possible SWNT was calculated according to section 2.1.2 and
averaged by their diameter distribution Eqn. (2.18). The resulting bulk DOS is shown in
the lower part of Fig. 4.4. The direct comparison reveals that the increasing spacing as
well as the increasing width of the individual peaks is consistent to the diameter averaged
bulk DOS. Furthermore, I can identify the individual constituents in the unoccupied DOS.
The assignment of the individual peaks is indicated by arrows. The actual positions and
widths are evidently inflicted by matrix elements and core hole effects, which certainly
lie beyond the narrative tight binding description. As shown previously for e.g. graphite
or C60 these play an important role in the quantitative description of the XAS response
Ahuja et al. (1996); Bruhwiler et al. (1996). Much less has been reported on the core hole
effects in the XAS response of SWNT. Calculations as in Wessely et al. (2006) yield cor-
rect signs and magnitudes of core hole effects when being applied to selected chiralities
with small unit cells. Such more elaborate calculations can, in contrast to tight binding,
not be applied to the whole set of chiralities. Still, they provide qualitative arguments for
the observed deviations and hence they are again supporting an interpretation of the fine
structures as one dimensional VHS in the conduction band of SWNT.
In close analogy to the situation with the discernable C1s binding energies in metallic
and semiconducting SWNT, the visibility of VHS in C1s absorption edge is enabled by
the very narrow diameter distribution of the LA-SWNT. The interpretation as VHS in the
conduction band motivates n-type doping, as for instance with potassium. Such a doping
series would augment nicely to the interpretation as VHS. It is just fair enough to point
out here, that potassium intercalation will indeed fit to the favored scenario.
4.2 DOPED NANOTUBES
Interstitial potassium intercalation is a way to donate additional electrons to SWNT. Thus
the Fermi level will be shifted into the conduction band. There are two different in situ
potassium intercalation series of the LA-SWNT batch of Tab. 3.2.
The overall strategy will be the following. On the one hand the AlKα photoemission data
of the DSD series is readily available Rauf (2007). And on the other hand there is the DSB
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FIGURE 4.5: Photoemission spectra of the C1s and the split K2p core level excitations as recorded at
AlKα = 1486.6 eV photon energy of pristine (black, bottom) and successively potassium intercalated
SWNT (1 to 12, above). The evolution of the key parameters of the line-shape and the K/C ratio are listed
in Tab. 4.1
TABLE 4.1: Key parameters of the line-shape analysis of the C1s PES spectra of potassium intercalated
SWNT Fig. 4.5 at AlKα = 1486.6 eV. The line-shape analysis was performed with one single Doniach-
Sunjic line Eqn. (3.3). The K/C ratios are reproduced from Rauf (2007)
Doping step C1s peak pos. (eV) FWHM (eV) α (%) K/C (h)
pristine 284.55 0.67 16.0 0.00
1 284.63 0.69 16.2 0.50
2 284.75 0.73 16.3 1.33
3 284.74 0.72 16.1 2.00
4 284.80 0.76 16.3 4.00
5 284.85 0.81 17.2 5.56
6 284.89 0.96 20.5 8.00
7 285.02 1.08 21.8 -
8 285.02 1.15 23.7 13.3
9 285.09 1.53 28.7 20.0
10 285.16 1.51 28.4 -
11 285.22 1.80 32.2 40.0
12 285.14 1.80 33.8 66.6
series with PES at 400 eV and XAS absorption edges. The asymmetry α in Eqn. (3.3)
in the lineshape of the C1s photoemission peak is a measure of the metallicity and hence
the doping level. The asymmetry parameter α is the adequate quantity to join this two in-
dependent potassium intercalation series. In this way the potassium concentration, Fermi
level shift, core level PES and core level XAS of each doping step in the DSB series can
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be put together. This data will enable a detailed assessment of the modified workfunctions
in semiconducting and metallic SWNT in PES as well as the VHS in the conduction band
in XAS. The PES response of the C1s core level of intercalation series DSD is depicted in
Fig. 4.5. The C1s line-shape undergoes significant changes and becomes more and more
asymmetric as the intensity of the K2p peaks emerges. For a more quantitative insight a
line shape analysis with one single Doniach-Sunjic line without Shirley background was
conducted Shirley (1972); Doniach & Sunjic (1970). The omittance of a Shirley back-
ground from lower kinetic energy electrons causes an artificial offset in the whole series
of the asymmetry parameter α. This is because the amplitude of the Shirley background
itself is also essential for the overall asymmetry in the lineshape. Therefore, these two
quantities could easily exchange some weight on the merit of other parameters. In order
to avoid numerically unstable results just a single line is used. This line reflects an effec-
tive asymmetry α. The absolute value of the effective α will be method specific, but the
change of α within one doping series is claimed to be intrinsic. There is simply no reason
to assume a changed background efficiency during an in situ series. So this more robust
lineshape analysis does not resemble the full lineshape very detailed but it provides reli-
able values for the lineposition, the linewidth (FWHM), and most important the effective
asymmetry of the line-shape. The values of these key parameters at all doping steps of
DSD are comprised in Tab. 4.1. It might seem tempting to gain a more detailed insight in
the individual evolution of the metallic and the semiconducting C1s photoemission peaks,
but this cannot be done in a consistent way throughout all doping steps. The two compo-
nents are only discernible in the initial pristine step of DSB.
The C1s core level PES spectra of the second in situ intercalation series DSB are compiled
in Fig. 4.6. At the excitation energy of 400 eV the carbon edge has a much higher cross
section, but the K2p levels are greatly suppressed. This is why the potassium concentra-
tions from the DSD series are used to calibrate DSB. The lineshape analysis of the PES in
DSB was done in exactly the same way as for the PES in DSD. The obtained parameters
are comprised in Tab. 4.2. Therein also the evaluated K/C ratios are given. These values
were obtained as elucidated in the following. Apparently there is an offset in the effective
asymmetries α between DSD and DSB. As argued before this offset is method specific
but the changes in α are representative for the individual potassium concentrations and
doping levels. Hence, the pristine starting point of both series is used to account for this
offset. Then the aligned values of α from DSB are interpolated to the ones from DSD
in order to retrieve the actual potassium concentration. This interpolation process is il-
lustrated in Fig. 4.7. There the K/C ratios of DSD are set to lie along the data points of
DSD. The obtained values are rather intended to provide an overall orientation to check
for consistency. This will be essential in the discussion of the XAS response of DSB.
But first I will commence with a more detailed discussion of the evolution of the C1s line
shape in PES.
The doping series are discussed within the rigid band shift model. This model assumes
that additional electrons simply occupy the CB and shift the Fermi level, but the band-
structure is retained. Following this scheme one can expect two adjacent doping regimes
in a mixture of semiconducting and metallic nanotubes. At small charge transfers the
shift of the Fermi level does not yet touch the CB of the semiconducting SWNT and the
charge transfer goes exclusively onto the metallic nanotubes. At higher charge transfers
the Fermi level will also access the CB of the semiconducting SWNT and will turn them
metallic, too. The low doping regime is referred to as metallic regime and the high doping
regime is called global regime. This distinction is illustrated schematically in the inset of
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FIGURE 4.6: Photoemission spectra of the C1s core level excitation as recorded at ~ · ω = 400 eV photon
energy of pristine (black, bottom) and successively potassium intercalated SWNT (A to F, above). The
evolution of the key parameters of the line-shape is comprised in Tab. 4.2
TABLE 4.2: Key parameters of the line-shape analysis of the C1s PES spectra of potassium intercalation
series Fig. 4.6 at ~ · ω = 400 eV. The line-shape analysis was performed with one single Doniach-Sunjic
Eqn. (3.3) line. K/C was evaluated by comparison to Tab. 4.1. The procedure is illustrated in Fig. 4.7
Doping step C1s peak pos. (eV) FWHM (eV) α (%) K/C (h)
pristine 284.65 0.40 13.4 0
A 284.77 0.58 15.2 5.8
B 284.77 0.60 16.8 7.1
C 284.77 0.62 18.7 9.2
D 284.77 0.65 19.9 11.4
E 284.79 0.66 20.8 13.0
F 284.80 0.68 22.4 15.3
Fig. 4.7.
As a first approximation one would expect a retained level of metallicity, viz. DOS at the
Fermi level, in the metallic doping regime. In fact the early doping steps of DSD show
much weaker changes in their effective asymmetry α. The merely constant α is concomi-
tant to a gradually incresing peakposition as well as a gradually growing linewidth. There
is a step change of this overall behavior from step 4 to step 5 of DSD. From thereon
the linewidth, peakposition and the asymmetry are increasing significantly. This steep
change is identified as the transition from the metallic to the global doping regime. The
inherently different behavior of the asymmetry α the lineposition and width as well as
their decoupled development point at an underlying more complex system. In the present
case this more complex system is an all interface mixture of semiconducting and metallic
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FIGURE 4.7: The asymmetries of the C1s line-shape were determined from a line shape analysis Eqn. (3.3)
according to Doniach & Sunjic (1970). The potassium doping levels are determined from the ionization
cross sections and respective peak intensities in Fig. 4.5. The horizonal gray arrow denotes the specific
asymmetry offset between PES at 400 eV and 1486.6 eV. The inset at the right hand side is intended to
illustrate the Fermi level shift and metallic vs. global doping in the framework of rigid band shift
nanotubes. The interplay of the (a priori unknown) charge neutrality level of the semi-
conducting SWNT and the Fermi level of the metallic SWNT will crucially depend on the
the actual charge transfer. The continuos rebalancing of the semiconducting and metal-
lic workfunctions may well account for the subtle monotone shift in their joint C1s PES
peak and its growing width. The asymmetry stays constant unless the semiconducting
SWNT are driven metallic. The observed behavior in the metallic doping regime is in-
deed peculiar but very conceivable from an ongoing modification of the workfunctions in
the bundles of semiconducting and metallic SWNT.
After the transition to the global doping regime the whole sample is quickly homogenized
to an entirely metallic system. Here the increasing asymmetry reflects the overall in-
crease of the DOS. The greater bath of infinitesimal possible electronic excitations causes
an increased asymmetry towards lower kinetic electron escape energies and hence higher
binding energies. The steadily increasing diameter cumulative DOS of the CB is pre-
sented in Fig. 4.8. The peaks and sharp VHS are situated on top of a linear increase. The
integrated area has been used to translate the doping levels of SDB in Tab. 4.2 into Fermi
level shifts. Doing so, a straight forward trial is futile. Such a direct trial is indicated by
the gray datapoints in Fig. 4.8. The raw points would apparently greatly overestimate the
actual Fermi level shift. This discrepancy hints at a prolonged metallic doping regime.
The metallic SWNT are apparently better electron acceptors than expected from simple
symmetric thight binding. Therefore, only the charge transfer since the transition to the
global regime can be compared to the simple model. Subtracting the surplus charge trans-
fer from the metallic doping regime corresponds to a vertical shift by the charge transfer
of step 4 in DSD, which lies just at the critical charge transfer of 4h. The in this way
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FIGURE 4.8: The spiky diameter cumulative DOS of a bulk ensemble of SWNT is plotted in black, its scale
is on the left hand axis. The cumulative peaks for the first and second semiconducting S1? & S2? peaks
as well as the first metallic M1? peak are labeled, correspondingly. The integrated number of electrons
per Fermi level shift is plotted in light blue, its scale is on the right hand axis. The charge transfers and
respective Fermi level shifts of the SWNT from DSB (pristine & A trough F) are individually labeled and
colored. The gray arrow indicates the offset due to the surpassed metallic doping regime.
FIGURE 4.9: X-ray response of the C1s → π? absorbtion edge of pristine (black, top) and successively
potassium intercalated SWNT (A to F). The fine structures are successively depleted with progressing
doping steps
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corrected charge transfer can be translated into Fermi level shifts in the formerly semicon-
ducting SWNT. The individual steps (A-F) lie all in the global doping regime and cover
the first two semiconducting VHS. The Fermi level shifts of the SDB doping series predict
a gradual depletion of the VHS in the CB of the LA-SWNT. The latter is precisely what is
experimentally accessed in the C1s core level X-ray absorption edges of the SDB doping
series. The X-ray absorption spectra of the DSB doping series are compiled in Fig. 4.9.
The pristine absorption edge again reveals the four SWNT-specific fine structures. The
individual widths of the components increase with the doping levels and, more important,
their relative intensities undergo sequential depletion. This behavior is an undoubtable
experimental confirmation of an interpretation of these fine structures as VHS in the CB
of SWNT. A closer look on the distinct changes in individual doping steps Fig. 4.9 reveals
a detailed analogy beyond qualitative trends. The pristine C1s edge shows the sequence
of all four VHS peaks. Doping step A lies in the rising edge of the S1? peak. Indeed,
precisely this peak is noticeable reduced as compared to the pristine case. In step B the
S1? peak is already greatly suppressed and the corresponding Fermi level shift is expected
close to the falling edge of the peak. In step C the S1? is finally entirely wiped out, but
S2? is evidently preserved. This is again consistent with the doping level in step C well
above the S1? and just underneath the S2? peak. The Fermi level in step D is located in
the rising edge of the S2? VHS and the corresponding peak is reduced but still present.
In steps E there is possible a faint and very broad reminiscence of S2? left, which is defi-
nitely gone in step F. As the doping level increases there is also an ongoing broadening of
all components which would make a stand alone interpretation of steps E and F very ar-
guable, but in the present case they are a consequent continuation of the clear and evident
behavior of the preceding doping steps.
The potassium intercalation series do confirm the direct observation of C1S dipole tran-
sitions into the VHS of LA-SWNT. Furthermore the consistency between the Fermi level
shifts as evaluated from the asymmetry in PES and the actually observed sequential de-
pletion of these dipole transitions into the VHS allowes to draw one conclusive picture of
the doping stages in SWNT. The rigid band shift is found to correctly predict a metallic
and a global doping regime. In the metallic doping regime the workfunctions of semi-
conducting and metallic are continuosly re-arranged, which resulty in a noticeable delay
of the global doping regime of ∼ 4h. In the following global doping regime the shiftet
charge transfers from first order thight binding are found to be valid.
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MOTIVATION
There is a broad spectrum of research aimed at maximizing the property transfer from
the nano- to the macroscale, and it reflects one of the central themes of material science,
namely the organization of atomic, molecular, nano- and microscales of structures to re-
alize desired properties at the macroscale. Bulk SWNT are an archetypical example that
allows to study the transfer of the well known intrinsic properties to the bulk ensemble.
The bulk physical properties of SWNT are, in general terms, the convolution of the axial
intrinsic properties of SWNT with their mesoscopic morphology. Especially the latter of
these two is a fairly complex entity. It does comprise the local mutual arrangement as
well as the long range alignment of SWNT. The long range alignment is responsible for
the angular distribution of thermal and electronic transport and polarized optical proper-
ties. The mutual arrangement on the other side is crucial for the local interactions of the
SWNT among each other. As discussed in the previous chapter 4 a bundle of SWNT is not
merely the sum of a subset of metallic and semiconducting species but a new compound
electronic system.
Differently packed and aligned bulk SWNT are naturally only one representative of the
wide class of possible materials, that could be envisaged to take advantage of the in-
trinsic properties of SWNT. Nevertheless such bulk SWNT are already very instructive
since they allows to study a compound system comprised of well defined building blocks.
Bulk SWNT provide valuable experimental insight to the interplay of their intrinsic and
macroscopic properties.
OUTLINE
This chapter discusses angle resolved electron diffraction and polarized X-ray absorption
on in-plane (MA-SWNT) and perpendicularly (VA-SWNT) aligned sheets of SWNT. A
brief description of the different batches of SWNT material can be found in Tab. 3.1.
Electron diffraction in transmission yields structural data of the bulk. Besides the long
range alignment diffraction experiments can also probe the short range order and hence
the mutual arrangement of the SWNT. In detail, electron diffraction can also retrieve
structural information on the local distortion of a curved graphene sheet. In contrast to
transmissive electron diffraction resonant X-ray absorption is very surface sensitive. The
comparison of these two methods can hence retrieve differences in the bulk as compared
to the surface. The quantified alignment of VA-SWNT and MA-SWNT are comprised in
Tab. 5.2. A thorough quantification of the bundle sizes as well as the bulk alignment of the
MA-SWNT and VA-SWNT is an indispensable prerequisite for thoroughly interpreting
their angle resolved dielectric response, that will be presented in the following chapter 6.
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5.1 NEMATIC ORDER IN NANOTUBES
The alignment of SWNT is a crucial prerequisite for delivering their strongly anisotropic
intrinsic properties to the macroscopic outer world. In this context I will elucidate the
differences between probing the alignment of SWNT in diffraction and spectroscopy.
Nematic order from diffraction or absorption is obtained in inherently different ways.
The general idea is that the anisotropy in both kind of experiments can be deduced from
one unique intrinsic nematic distribution function.
In general the alignment in SWNT is a local population of SWNT per volume pointing
into a certain solid angle. In the following possible inhomogeneities and per volume
definitions will be disregarded in the modeling. Still, it should be kept in mind that the
per volume definition ensures that the net-alignment of a entirely randomized heap of
SWNT is negligible with increasing sample size. Furthermore, for the description of
orientation functions, comprising a preferred axis, rotational symmetry is assumed. Thus
a non-negative orientation distribution function F(Θ) in Eqn. (5.1) is merely a function of
an azimuthal angle Θ.
F(Θ) with
∫ π
0
F(Θ) · dΘ = 1 (5.1)
The orientation distribution function F(Θ) can be evaluated to a nematic order parameter ξ
in Eqn. (5.2). However this relation cannot be reversed. It is simply not possible to retrieve
the full orientation distribution function F(Θ) solely from the nematic order parameter ξ.
ξ =
1
2
·
(
3 ·
∫ π
0
cos2(Θ) · F(Θ) · dΘ − 1
)
(5.2)
The term cos2(Θ)·F(Θ) is directly probed by dipole transitions as in OAS Murakami et al.
(2005b) or XAS Kramberger et al. (2007b). These methods are hence suited for evaluating
the order parameter ξ but they do not offer the direct assessment of the full ordering
function F(Θ) Eqn. (5.1). The intrinsic shape of F(Θ) is therefore exclusively accessible
in scattering experiments. Elastic scattering methods are X-ray or electron diffraction
are frequently used, but only inelastic scattering methods like AR-EELS discussed in
chapter 6 allow to retrieve spectroscopic and structural information, simultaneously.
5.2 INTERNAL STRUCTURE OF SWNT
5.2.1 ELECTRON DIFFRACTION
Electron diffraction was measured on two batches of SWNT material. The first batch
are films of in-plane aligned MA-SWNT and the second batch are out-of-plane aligned
VA-SWNT from Tab. 3.1. The diffraction data of these two batches was collected in
various scattering geometries, each. Before I will discuss the electron diffraction of
aligned SWNT I will recapitulate the well known diffraction data from single crystals of
graphite. The fundamental Bragg reflexes in electron diffraction on graphite are presented
in Fig. 5.1. The lattice peaks appear at ∼ 3.0 Å−1 and ∼ 5.1 Å−1. They are associated to
the periodicities of zigzag and armchair cutting planes, respectively. Their positions are
well defined and the width is apparently only limited by the resolution of the AR-EELS
spectrometer. The electron diffraction data of the in-plane aligned MA-SWNT is pre-
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FIGURE 5.1: Electron diffraction on a graphite single crystal. The momentum transfer is always in-plane.
The Bragg reflex in the upper panel belongs to stacks of zigzag cutting planes and the Bragg reflex in the
lower panel belongs to stacks of armchair cutting planes
sented in Fig. 5.2. The transmitting probe beam is perpendicular to the in-plane aligned
sheet and the normal momentum transfer q is either parallel (0◦) or perpendicular (90◦)
to the axis of alignment. Two primitive lattice vectors of graphene are observed around
∼ 3.0 Å−1 and ∼ 5.1 Å−1. The on-axis reflexes at ∼ 3.0 Å−1 and ∼ 5.1 Å−1 arise from
stacks of parallel and equidistant lattice planes. The spacing λ is related to the wavevector
k with k · λ = 2 · π. The peak at ∼ 3.0 Å−1 belongs to planes that cut the nanotubes along
zigzag direction and the reflex at ∼ 5.1 Å−1 corresponds to a stack of planes cutting the
nanotubes in armchair direction. These stacks of plains are present in every SWNT and
the maximum tilt to the axis is always less than 30◦. Their intensities are significantly
enhanced in the on-axis scattering geometry, which is related to the longer stacks in that
geometry. The intensities of the reflexes are then rather limited by the coherence length of
the probe beam than the lateral extent of the VA-SWNT. The change in intensities is con-
comitant with a shift of the peak maxima. In perpendicular off-axis scattering geometry
the reflex is downshifted and broadened. The trend points at a distortion of the haxagonal
sp2 lattice, where the hexagons are elongated along the circumference and shrunk along
the axis of the SWNT. In other words SWNT are because of the mechanical stress a little
bit wider but also shorter than expected from a planar stripe of graphene. Indeed, earlier
geometry optimization within the local density approximation by Kurti et al. (2003) did
predict such a stretching and contraction of the hexagons in a SWNT. The observed ratio
of circumferential stretch to axial shrinkage in Fig. 5.2 is roughly 4% for the armchair
and zigzag reflex respectively. The positions of the zigzag and armchair Bragg reflexes
of graphite and those of rolled up SWNT are collected in Tab. 5.1. Comparable distor-
tions where calculated for a very narrow (5, 0) zigzag SWNT. According to the geometry
optimizations of Kurti et al. (2003) the distortion of the hexagons scales in overall as
the inverse diameter, but fluctuates strongly with different chiralities, too. These depen-
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dencies are a reasonable explanation for the broad and asymmetric zigzag and armchair
peaks. In normal crystals Bragg reflexes are typically only resolution limited, which is
evidently not the case here. The shift of a Bragg reflex upon changing the scattering geom-
etry is definitely a very peculiar observation, but it is entirely conceivable considering the
asymmetric strain in a rolled up sheet of graphene. Furthermore, the observed magnitude
of a few % change in lattice constants would be well within the accuracy of other direct
methods of accessing the actual morphology of SWNT, as for instance AFM or TEM.
Regarding their preferred scattering geometries the reflexes at small momentum transfers
FIGURE 5.2: Electron diffraction on in-plane aligned films of bundled MA-SWNT. The on-axis diffraction
pattern is plotted in blue and significantly promotes the zigzag and armchair reflexes. The perpendicular
diffraction pattern is plotted in red and promotes reflexes of the hexagonal packing of the SWNT in the
bundle. The periodicities according to zigzag and armchair reflexs as well as the hexagonal bundle lattice
are illustrated graphically
below 2 Å−1expose an complementary behavior to the zigzag and armchair reflexes. The
intensities of this long wavelength peaks are maximal in perpendicular Θ = 90◦ diffrac-
tion and depleted in parallel on-axis diffraction. These reflexes at 0.4 Å−1, 0.65 Å−1,
1.1 Å−1 and 1.5 Å−1 correspond to the hexagonal lattice of the aligned bundles of SWNT.
The other batch of aligned SWNT, also subject to elastic electron diffraction, are sheets
of out-of-plane aligned VA-SWNT. When the samples are mounted in standard configu-
ration the incident electron beam is parallel to the preferred direction of the alignment. In
an alternative scattering geometry the sheet is tilted out of normal transmission by 45◦.
The azimuthal angle of incidence ΘI is then 45◦. Now the polar diffraction angle Φ can
be set to either realize a scattering angle Θ of 45◦ or 90◦. The sample is tilted out of
normal transmission around the vertical axis. Now a vertical momentum transfer q cor-
responds to Θ = 90◦ and a horizontal momentum transfer to Θ = 45◦. The diffraction
data obtained under these latter two scattering angles is exposed in Fig. 5.3. The on-axis
zigzag and armchair reflexes are clearly observed in the VA-SWNT. Their intensity ratio
between 45◦ and 0◦ as well as their shifts are entirely consistent to the dependence on
the scattering angle observed in the in-plane aligned SWNT. The quantitative agreement
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FIGURE 5.3: Electron diffraction on vertically aligned films of free SWNT. The diffraction pattern under
an scattering angle of 45◦ is plotted in blue and significantly promotes the zigzag and armchair reflexes. The
perpendicular diffraction pattern is plotted in red and evidences the absence of any bulk bundled material
in the VA-SWNT (note the stark contrast to Fig. 5.2). The periodicities according to zigzag and armchair
reflex as well as the absent hexagonal bundle lattice are illustrated graphically
between VA-SWNT and MA-SWNT can be checked in Tab. 5.1. However, the reflexes
stemming from the hexagonal packing in the nanotube bundles are evidently absent in
either scattering geometry. The absence of bundle peaks is bulk evidence for the absence
of bundled SWNT. This structural finding from diffraction data is confirming earlier stud-
ies in transmission electron microscopy on this batch of VA-SWNT. The VA-SWNT are
packed in thin wires comprising typically well below 10 individual tubes Einarsson et al.
(2007). Thus literally every single nanotube is at the surface of a wire. The wires are
isolated from each other and no coherent bundle-reflexes are observable.
The free nanotubes of the VA-SWNT batch are an archetypical counterpart to the bun-
dled nanotubes from the MA-SWNT. Both kinds of samples are aligned, but they expose
complementary faces of the alignment to their macroscopic shape. Moreover this pair of
bulk SWNT materials delivers the angle resolved intrinsic properties of isolated SWNT
as well as the angle resolved effective physical properties of densely packed SWNT to
bulk methods.
TABLE 5.1: Compilation of the peak position of the Bragg reflexes of in-plane graphite with on-axis SWNT
and circumferential SWNT. The subscripts ‖ and ◦ denote the on-axis and circumferential components
Sample zigzag (Å−1) armchair (Å−1)
Graphite 2.95 5.12
MA-SWNT 3.0‖ 2.9◦ 5.1‖ 4.8◦
VA-SWNT 3.0‖ 2.9◦ 5.2‖ 4.9◦
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5.3 ALIGNMENT OF SWNT
5.3.1 ELECTRON DIFFRACTION
In a macroscopic poly-crystalline sample the Bragg reflexes are circular Debye-Scherrer
diffraction fringes Debye & Scherrer (1916). In SWNT the intensity profile around a
diffraction fringe is a planar cut of the orientation distribution function Eqn. (5.1). In a
perfect single crystal the distribution function would be an idealized δ function and the
resolution limited Bragg peaks would appear. A finite alignment will reflect in broadened
reflexes. Finally, in case of a continuous F(Θ) mosaic scan is probing a planar cut of F(Θ)
in Eqn. (5.1) and offers thus a direct way of accessing the functional form of F(Θ). The
mosaic spread of the zigzag reflex of in-plane aligned MA-SWNT is shown in Fig. 5.4.
The scattering geometry was normal transmission and the mosaic spread runs across the
FIGURE 5.4: The black line resembles the Mosaic spread at the zigzag reflex q = 3Å−1 from Fig. 5.2. The
pale blue line is a planar cut through a dipolar spherical Gaussian distribution with a standard deviation of
σ = 20◦. The dashed horizontal baseline accounts for the isotropic background
poles of F(Θ). The line-shape of the two peaks at the poles is apparently a Gaussian. I
will thus model the general ordering function F(Θ) with a normalized dipolar Gaussian as
defined in Eqn. (5.3). This model will also be used for evaluating polarized spectroscopy
in section 5.3.2. The observed line-shape in the mosaic spread of the MA-SWNT matches
to two Gaussian peaks with a standard deviation σ of 20◦. The corresponding nematic
order parameter ξ from Eqn. (5.2) is 0.84 and the opening angle β from Eqn. (2.20) is
19.2◦. An important property of this type of ordering function is that any planar cut
that breaks the rotational symmetry (i.e. is not perpendicular to the axis of preferred
orientation) will always correctly resemble the absolute width and overall line shape σ.
On the other side the relative amplitude of the Gaussian peaks with respect to the isotropic
background is merely a matter of optimizing the experimental scattering geometry and no
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intrinsic measure of the nematic order at all.
F(Θ) =
1
A
·
(
e−
Θ2
2·σ2 + e−
(Θ−π)2
2·σ2
)
with A =
∫ π
0
(
e−
Θ2
2·σ2 + e−
(Θ−π)2
2·σ2
)
· dΘ (5.3)
The mosaic spread of the zigzag reflex in VA-SWNT is shown in Fig. 5.5. The scattering
FIGURE 5.5: The black line resembles the mosaic spread at the zigzag reflex q = 3 Å−1 in VA-SWNT
Fig. 5.3. The pale blue line is a planar cut through a dipolar spherical Gaussian distribution with a standard
deviation of σ = 37◦. The dashed horizontal baseline accounts for the isotropic background
geometry was in transmission under 45◦ and the polar angle Φ tunes the azimuthal scat-
tering angle to the axis of the alignment from 90◦ to 45◦. The experiment is compared to
an inversion symmetric dipolar ordering function with σ = 37◦. The overall agreement
is rather qualitative. The evident breaking of inversion symmetry may arise from inho-
mogeneities as partial collapsing, which is known from TEM investigations in Fig. 3.6,
or a very likely corrugation of the soft Cu TEM grid, holding the sample. The value
of σ was determined from polarized X-ray absorption on VA-SWNT in section 5.3.2.
The corresponding nematic order parameter ξ from Eqn. (5.2) is 0.56 and the opening
angle β from Eqn. (2.20) evaluates to 32.7◦. However this width from polarized X-ray
absorption is apparently overestimating the actual width of the angular distribution func-
tion F(Θ). The detailed comparison of bulk OAS to surface sensitive X-ray absorption
will be more suited to the discussion of the polarized X-ray absorption in section 5.3.2.
The nematic order of the MA-SWNT and VA-SWNT as obtained from different meth-
ods are opposed in Tab. 5.2. Despite the individual peculiarities in the mosaic spread
of the zigzag reflex, there is clear diffractive evidence of an bulk out-of-plane alignment
in the VA-SWNT. Hence it will be possible to uniquely identify and clearly assign the
on-axis and the perpendicular excitations in the AR-EELS on such freestanding films of
VA-SWNT in chapter 6.
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5.3.2 POLARIZED X-RAY ABSORPTION
Polarization dependent C1s → π? and C1s → σ? dipole transitions were probed in VA-
SWNT on Pt substrates. The relative intensities of these dipole transitions scale as the
square of in-plane and out-of-plane components of the electric field vector, with respect
to the local graphene sheet. The rolled up geometry in SWNT makes to overall situation
a little bit more elaborate, as compared to graphite Schiessling et al. (2003). Obviously,
the π? resonance will be minimal when the electric field vector is parallel to the axis
of the VA-SWNT. In Fig. 5.6 the closest configuration for minimal π? resonance is at
horizontal polarization Φ = 0◦. The angle to the axis of alignment is then only 30◦.
Dipole transitions of electrons involve a change of the angular momentum by ±1~, which
FIGURE 5.6: C1s absorption edges of VA-SWNT. The azimuthal angle of the sample surface to normal
incidence φ was 60◦. The polarization Φ of the synchrotron light was turned from the horizontal Φ = 0◦
to the vertical Φ = 90◦ plane. The local C1s → π? and C1s → σ? dipole-transitions are polarized
perpendicular and parallel to the tangential plane of graphene, respectively
is also known as the selection rules for interaction with electromagnetic waves. In near
edge XAS on the C1s core level the electronic transitions are fully localized at one specific
carbon atom and the transition has to match the local geometry. In sp2 carbon the π
conjugated electronic states couple to polarizations (viz. electric fields) pointing out of
the graphene plane. The σ electrons on the other hand are susceptible to the in-plane
intensity of the electric field. The (local) absorbance of the optical π and σ transitions in
a sheet of graphene are given in Eqn. (5.4). There ~nE is the unit vector of the electrical
field and ~nG is the (local) surface normal vector of the graphene sheet.
απ ∝
(
~nG · ~nE
)2
ασ ∝
(
1 −
(
~nG · ~nE
)2) (5.4)
For SWNT the local absorbance has to be integrated over the circumference Eqn. (5.5).
Averaging the cosine squared just yields one half. Here I introduce ~nA as the unit vector
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pointing along the axis of a SWNT. While the C1s→ π? absorbance is solely determined
by the on-axis component of the electrical field, the C1s→ σ? resonance is a mixture of
the on-axis part and the averaged perpendicular field.
απ ∝
(
1 −
(
~nA · ~nE
)2)
ασ ∝
((
~nA · ~nE
)2
+
1
2
·
(
1 −
(
~nA · ~nE
)2))
=
1
2
·
(
1 +
(
~nA · ~nE
)2) (5.5)
An important implication of Eqn. (5.5) is that the C1s→ σ? is at its best only modulated
by 50%. Since the C1s → σ? never vanishes the ratio απ/ασ is a stable experimentally
accessible quantity that can be used for comparison with nematic order functions F(Θ) of
the type from Eqn. (5.3). In Eqn. (5.6) Θ0 can be envisaged as the local angle between
the electrical field vector and axis of the SWNT. Θ is the actual angle between the current
SWNT axis and the preferred direction of the bulk alignment. φ and Φ denote the polar-
ization (φ = 0◦ is horizontal) and the azimuthal angle to normal incidence (viz. the angle
between the preferred SWNT orientation and X-ray beam), respectively.
απ
ασ
∝
∫ π
0
2 ·
(
1 −
2 · cos2 Θ0
1 + cos2 Θ0
)
· F(Θ) · dΘ
cos2 Θ0 =
(
cos Θ · cos Φ · sinφ + sin Θ · sin Φ
)2
(5.6)
The formula derived in Eqn. (5.6) allows to predict the polarization dependence of the
relative intensities of the π? to σ? absorption edges for any given absorption geometry
and angular distribution function F(Θ). As motivated in section ?? the intrinsic shape of
F(Θ) is a dipolar Gaussian from Eqn. (5.3) with a standard deviation σ. The π to σ ratio
of polarization dependent XAS on VA-SWNT from Fig. 5.6 are shown in Fig. 5.7. The
individual points are the observed ratios and the solid line is the calculated π/σ ratio. The
corresponding dipolar Gaussian nematic function F(Θ) with σ = 37◦ is also illustrated in
Fig. 5.7. Qualitatively, one finds that the absolute value of the maximum around Φ = 90◦
is more correlated to σ and the absolute value of the minimum around Φ = 0◦ is more
correlated to the angle to normal incidence φ. In a free fit the best agreement is achieved
for φ = 60◦ and σ = 37◦. The fitted result for the angle to normal incidence agrees with
the experimentally pre-set scattering geometry. The order parameter ξ and half opening
angle β of the fitted nematic function F evaluate to 0.56 and 32◦, respectively. The find-
ings regarding the alignment in VA-SWNT and MA-SWNT are comprised in Tab. 5.2.
The achievable agreement under the use of Eqn. (5.6) is definitely inferior to the best at-
TABLE 5.2: Nematic order of in-plane and perpendicularly aligned films and sheets of SWNT. σ is the
standard deviation in the angular distribution function F(Θ) in Eqn. (5.3). β from Eqn. (2.20) is the half
opening angle of an equivalent double cone and ξ from Eqn. (2.19) is the nematic order parameter. β and ξ
of OAS on VA-SWNT are taken from Murakami et al. (2005b)
Batch Orientation Method Domain σ β ξ
MA-SWNT in-plane ED bulk 20◦ 19.2◦ 0.84
VA-SWNT perpendicular XAS surface 37◦ 32.7◦ 0.56
VA-SWNT perpendicular OAS bulk 26◦ 24◦ 0.75
tainable achievement of a cosine squared with a free amplitude and a free offset. Such
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FIGURE 5.7: The data points are the relative heights of the C1s→ π? to C1s→ σ? absorption edges from
Fig. 5.6. The solid line is a calculation according to Eqn. (5.6) for an dipolar Gaussian angular distribution
function F(Θ) from Eqn. (5.3) with a standard deviation σ of 37◦ and an azimuthal angle to normal incidence
φ of 60◦
a function can also be evaluated with the machinery in Eqn. (2.20) and in Eqn. (2.19) to
an β and ξ. In this case the evaluation of these parameters is straight forward, but their
correlation to the intrinsic alignment of the SWNT is not entirely evident. A serious short-
comming of such a straightforward analysis is that the result will depend on the chosen
scattering geometry and hence the obtained nematic order parameter is literally a matter
of the experimental ‘point of view’. Such a straight forward ξ tells how clearly the given
alignment is visible in the special experiment but it is not intrinsic to the mutual arrange-
ment of the SWNT. An important feature of an alignment with a standard deviation σ of
37◦ is that the ordering function F(Θ) will never drop below 10% of its maximum value.
The remaining 10% at the equatorial plane are merely the relative offset of the Gaussians
to the baseline in Fig. 5.3. This eases the electron scattering experiments significantly.
There is no risk to entirely miss too sharp peaks and hence never the need to optimize
zero signal. The latter is can be a quite tedious task. The alignment of VA-SWNT found
in XAS seems to be intrinsically less then in case of OAS on similar VA-SWNT. This
discrepancy may well be related to the high surface sensitivity of X-ray absorption. Such
a tendency is also consistent to the comparison of bulk electron diffraction with surface
sensitive X-ray absorption. The alignment in a bulk film of vertically grown nanotubes
will decay the higher the film grows. It is all but impossible that the alignment improves
as the film is prepared thicker and thicker. The hight dependent vertical alignment in
MWNT has been confirmed by small angle X-ray diffraction Wang et al. (2007). Further-
more, the outermost SWNT of a bulk vertically aligned sample will always stick rather
to the surface than extend into the free space. Such a surface layer of lying SWNT is
discernible by gracing incidence X-ray absorption Li et al. (2007). A comparable surface
layer should be very likely in case of the present VA-SWNT, and can well account for the
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differences between the alignment visible in XAS and transmissive electron diffraction.
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OF NANOTUBES
MOTIVATION
The complementary oriented alignments as well as lateral extents (Tab. 3.1) in the MA-
SWNT and VA-SWNT provide the unique experimental opportunity to address funda-
mental issues regarding the dielectric response of anisotropic individual nano-objects ver-
sus bulk arrays of these. Moreover isolated thin enough bundled VA-SWNT hold the
promise of preserving the electronic in-plane excitation spectrum of isolated graphene
in their own electronic on-axis excitation spectrum. Preceding AR-EELS studies on MA-
SWNT by Liu et al. (2001) did show dispersing on-axis as well as localized perpendicular
plasmons. Following joint experimental and theoretical investigations by Marinopoulos
et al. (2002) on various scattering geometries in a graphite single crystal did reveal a con-
tinuous transition from the out-of-plane to the in-plane plasmons. As already pointed out
in Marinopoulos et al. (2004), LFE are of minor relevance in the in-plane plasmons of
graphite but they are of major importance in the in-plane plasmons of graphene. Finally,
the latter prediction has been confirmed in Kramberger et al. (2008) by comparing the
measured on-axis plasmons of VA-SWNT to calculated in-plane graphene.
OUTLINE
I will first briefly discuss loss-spectroscopy on VA-SWNT, MA-SWNT and a graphite
single crystal. The latter is a bulk three dimensional system and the loss-function at a
momentum transfer ~q is a continuous function of the azimuthal angle to the c-axis. The
situation will be completely changed in the aligned nanotubes. There are now two distinct
plasmons, one for on-axis momenta and another localized non dispersive plasmon. This
splitting is clear signature of low dimensional confinement. Then I will discuss the akin
analogy of on-axis nanotubes and in-plane graphene. Ab inito theoretical investigation
were conducted in the group of Prof Dr L. Reining. The dispersive on-axis component is
qualitatively and quantitatively reproduced in ab inito calculations of isolated graphene
sheets Hambach (2007).
The complementary alignments as well as macroscopic densities (Tab. 3.1) in the MA-
SWNT and VA-SWNT allow to experimentally and theoretically put in evidence the tran-
sition from the regime of a three dimensional macroscopic dielectric response of a bulk
material to the regime where crystal local field effects dominate the microscopic one di-
mensional dielectric response in freestanding fibres.
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6.1 EXPERIMENTAL LOSS-FUNCTION
6.1.1 DIFFERENT DENSITIES
The loss-functions of bulk graphite, MA-SWNT and VA-SWNT are compared to one
another in Fig. 6.1. All loss-functions were measured at a small momentum transfer of
q = 0.1 Å−1. The loss-function of all sp2 carbon comprises the π plasmon and the more
structured π + σ plasmon. These are visible in all three kinds of samples and are la-
beled accordingly. The actual positions of the plasmons are quiet different in these three
systems. Bulk graphite is the most dense of the three systems the plasmon energies are
upshifted as compared to the unscreened excitations. The MA-SWNT are arranged in
hexagonal bundles, which use the space much less effective as compared to regularly lay-
ered graphite. The density is even further reduced in VA-SWNT. The latter is evidenced
by the lowest possible plasmon energies. As I will show later, the VA-SWNT can be en-
visaged as individual objects where optical absorption and loss-function will coincidence.
FIGURE 6.1: The Loss-function as probed by AR-EELS on graphite and aligned nanotubes. MA-SWNT
are arranged in dense bundles and VA-SWNT are individualized.
The π plasmon is observed at 5.1 eV and the maximum of the π + σ plasmon lies at
17.6 eV. These values are considerably lower then in previous studies Pichler et al.
(1998); Knupfer et al. (1999); Liu et al. (2001). The plasmon energies are compared
to one another in Tab. 6.1. The low density in VA-SWNT is confirmative to the absence
of any bundle reflexes in small angle electron diffraction as well as to the morphological
investigations in TEM by Einarsson et al. (2007). By now I can state that, the VA-SWNT
look like isolated fibres in TEM. they are not bundled as evidenced by bulk sensitive
electron diffraction, and most important they expose the bare unscreened loss-function of
freestanding sp2 carbon.
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TABLE 6.1: Plasmon energies at low momentum transfer q = 0.1 Å−1 in graphite MA-SWNT and VA-
SWNT. The respective loss-fuctions are depicted in Fig. 6.1
Sample π→ π? (eV) π + σ→ π? + σ?(eV)
Graphite 6.9 27.3
MA-SWNT 5.9 22.0
VA-SWNT 5.1 17.6
6.1.2 ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION
The layered structure of graphite causes an inhomogeneity in the electron density. The
effective electron density is much higher for waves propagating in the basal plane which
causes an upshift in the resonance frequency of longitudinal in-plane excitations. Zep-
penfeld (1968) did show that the anisotropy in the π plasmon ranges from ∼ 5 eV to
∼ 7 eV. The angle resolved loss-function of bulk graphite is recapitulated in Fig. 6.1.2.
At low momentum transfer q = 0.1 Å−1 the in-plane π and π+σ plasmons of graphite are
measured at 6.9 eV and 27.3 eV, respectively. The latter loss-function is shown in Fig. 6.2
(b).
(a) Various inclination angles
(b) In-plane (1,0,0)
FIGURE 6.2: The stack in (a) are calculated and
measured loss function for different orientation
angles Θ between the momentum-transfer q =
0.25 Å−1 and the c-axis of graphite. The exper-
imental results from AR-EELS are plotted by the
dotted lines. Continuous/dashed lines are RPA cal-
culations including/excluding LFE. The dot-dashed
curve in the Θ = 30◦ spectrum (hardly distinguish-
able from the continuous one) is a TDLDA result
with LFE. A broadening of 0.5 eV was used. The
thick lines denote the results with a doubled inter-
layer spacing. The figure (a) is reproduced from
Marinopoulos et al. (2002). Panel (b) exposes the
measured loss-function of graphite at q = 0.1 Å−1
An important conclusion that can be drawn from the archetypical examples of calcula-
tions on double layered graphite in Fig. 6.2 (a) is an obvious downshift. This is as ex-
pected from straight forward arguments regarding the absolute electron density and hence
the plasma frequency ωP. In case of the in-plane plasmons Θ = 90◦ this downshift is not
so much affected by LFE, whereas at Θ = 0◦ this downshift is only present in calcula-
tions including LFE. Hence, an increased interlayer spacing will give raise to LFE in the
in-plain excitations in graphite Marinopoulos et al. (2004).
The evident fact, that there is a smooth transition from the in-plane to the out-of-plane
loss-function by tuning the azimuthal inclination angle Θ simply reflects the three dimen-
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sionality of bulk graphite. A plasmon can propagate in any direction and its wavevector
k and momentum q = ~ · k are vectors are merely three dimensional. This is the very
regular case and would not deserve any special emphasis unless it comes to the compar-
ison with the angle resolved loss function of low-dimensional objects, namely isolated
nanotubes. The loss-functions of VA-SWNT in two different scattering geometries are
depicted in Fig. 6.3. The scattering geometries are the same as in the diffraction exper-
iments in Fig. 5.3. The sheet of VA-SWNT is tilted out of normal transmission by 45◦.
The azimuthal angle of incidence ΘI is then 45◦. The polar diffraction angle Φ can be set
to either probe a scattering angle Θ of 45◦ or 90◦.
FIGURE 6.3: The loss-functions of VA-SWNT at the momentum transfer q = 0.65 Å−1 under 45◦ (blue)
and 90◦ (red) transmission angles. The respective angles to the average SWNT axis are depicted in the
perspective model of a SWNT. The dispersing ωL(q) features are connected to on-axis scattering and the
localized ωL = const contributions are assigned to perpendicular scattering
The VA-SWNT expose on-axis plasmons, that are promoted at Θ = 45◦ degree scattering
geometry, and cross-axis plasmons, that are promoted at Θ = 90◦. So far the situation in
VA-SWNT is still an analog to the perpendicular and the in-plane π and π+σ plasmon in
graphite. The key difference here is that both components are visible in either scattering
geometry in the VA-SWNT. The simultaneous observation of both components is obvi-
ously linked to the inferior alignment in VA-SWNT as compared to a single crystal of
graphite. Still the alignment serves a clear identification of the two components. The big
difference to graphite is that these components do not shift as the scattering geometry is
changed. This leads to the only conclusion that the default scenario of plasmons in three
dimensions is simply not applicable. This means that a plasmon can either propagate
along the axis of a small bundle or it does not propagate at all and is a localized mode.
These two cases correspond to the on-axis and the cross-axis plasmons. There is simply
no possibility in between since the plasmons are confined to the individual VA-SWNT.
Thus, the existence of two discrete plasmon modes without a smooth transition from the
one to the other is a clear signature of one-dimensionality in the electronic excitation
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spectrum of VA-SWNT.
The loss-functions of MA-SWNT in Liu et al. (2001) do also show these two compo-
nents. Unfortunately only the extreme scattering geometries with Θ = 90◦ and Θ = 0◦
are known. And these two do only show one component, each. At least there is no clear
signature of two independent simultaneous plasmons against the background of multiple
scattering. So the bulk MA-SWNT could either behave as bulk graphite or they could
behave as one-dimesional VA-SWNT but their good alignment completely suppresses the
other component in either one scattering geometry. The nematic ordering function F(Θ)
of the MA-SWNT is plotted in the mosaic spread in Fig. 5.4 and it could fully account for
such a suppression. The MA-SWNT are a system of intermediate density and their angle
resolved loss-function could tell about the magnitude of on-axis plasmon propagation as
compared to the inter-tube hopping in a bundle of SWNT. Or in other words to which
extend the electronic one-dimensionality of SWNT is retained in a bulk bundle. My per-
sonal guess is that inter-tube hopping of plasmons would be negligible and plasmons in
MA-SWNT are also one-dimensional, even though they are upshifted by the surrounding
macroscopic electron density. So I would expect an analog to fibre-optics that could be
called fibre-plasmonics. Of course there is approximately a 50% chance of being wrong
with that guess, but that is just the definition of an interesting experiment.
Despite the open issue regarding MA-SWNT, the angle resolved loss-functions prove the
one dimensionality of the electronic excitations in VA-SWNT by putting in evidence a
distinct localized and dispersive plasmon branch.
6.1.3 ANGLE RESOLVED PLASMON DISPERSION
Angle resolved electron energy-loss spectroscopy (AR-EELS) accesses the electronic ex-
citation spectrum beyond the optical limit (q → 0) and can hence probe the full plasmon
dispersion. As a technical issue AR-EELS can only be performed at finite scattering an-
gles since the direct probe beam buries the loss-function and would actually harm the
photomultiplier. The momentum of a plasmon can be envisaged as a relative shift of the
Brillouinzones of the VB and CB. Then the RPA loss-function in Eqn. (1.27) would just
correspond to the JDOS of vertical transitions in Eqn. (1.22).
I will first inspect the dispersive loss-functions of VA-SWNT in different scattering ge-
ometries. The dispersion covers the range from 0.1 eV to 0.9 eV These are exposed in
Fig. 6.4. As already pointed out for the special case of q = 0.65Å−1 in Fig. 6.3, the scat-
tering geometry does only slightly change the weights of the individual plasmon peaks,
but all of them stay in their place. The overall shape of the loss-functions in Fig. 6.4
is merely defined by the actual momentum transfer q but shows only weak modulations
upon changes in the scattering geometry. This isotropy in the plasmon dispersion of an
anisotropic system is elaborated in more detail in Fig. 6.5. The dispersion relations of
the on-axis π as well as π + σ plasmons are identical in either scattering geometry. The
linear dispersion of the on-axis π plasmon extends up to 0.9 Å−1 before it fades away
experimentally. The positions of the structured π + σ plasmon follow reasonably well a
parabola. The isotropy of the plasmon dispersion is a clear signature of plasmons that are
confined to wires. Apparently the π and the π + σ plasmon exhibit intrinsically different
dispersion behaviors. Tilted transmission geometry does facilitate the identification of the
on-axis and the cross-axis plasmons by their relative changes in intensity. The evidenced
isotropy across the whole plasmon dispersion is a clear signature of confined plasmon ex-
citations in electronic quantum wires. However tilted transmission does not allow for the
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biggest possible range of accessible momentum transfers. The plasmon dispersions will
therefore be elaborated in a wider range and more detail in normal transmission geometry.
FIGURE 6.4: The loss-function of VA-SWNT in 45◦ tilted transmission. The polar diffraction angle is
either set according to an angle Θ between the orientation of the VA-SWNT and the momentum transfer q.
In the left panel Θ is 45◦ and in the right panel Θ is 90◦
FIGURE 6.5: Dispersion relation of the π and the π + σ plasmons measured with Θ = 45◦ (brown circles)
and Θ = 90◦ (green diamonds) transmission angle. The respective loss-functions are depicted above in
Fig. 6.4
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6.1.4 HIGH MOMENTUM PLASMON DISPERSION
Now I switch to the momentum dependent loss-function of VA-SWNT in perpendicular
transmission. The scattering angle Θ is always 90◦ to the alignment of VA-SWNT. In
perpendicular transmission the effective thickness of the sample is minimal because the
way to pass the film is as short as possible and more important the aligned nanotubes are
more parallel to the electron beam. The perpendicular scattering geometry facilitates AR-
EELS up to much higher momentum transfers. The loss-functions between 0.1 Å−1 and
2.5 Å−1 are compiled in Fig. 6.6. Reasonable loss-functions of any nanotubes or graphite
in AR-EELS at this large momentum transfers are unprecedented. VA-SWNT are up to
now the only viable sp2 carbon for such an extensive probing of the plasmon dispersion
in AR-EELS.
FIGURE 6.6: The loss-function of VA-SWNT at various momentum transfers q ranging from 0.1 Å−1 (top)
to 2.5 Å−1 (bottom). The π plasmon (& 5 eV) is convoluted from a dispersing ωL(q) and a localized
ωL = const contribution. The same observation can be made for the σ plasmon (& 16 eV)
The loss-functions are measured and plotted up to 70 eV. This is done to check for mul-
tiple scattering. Typically multiple scattering renders AR-ELLS on bulk SWNT futile at
momentum transfers above ∼ 0.7 eV. In the present case of VA-SWNT multiple scat-
tering is no major issue across the interior of the first Brillouin zone q ≤ 2.5 Å−1. At
3 Å−1there is the hard limit of the inevitable first Bragg reflex of the q = 0 loss-function.
The stack of dispersing loss-functions in Fig. 6.6 uncovers the distinct dispersion behav-
ior of the on-axis and the cross-axis plasmons. From the scattering geometries in Fig. 6.3
the on-axis contributions are identified as those at higher energies. The more peculiar
observation is that just the on-axis plasmons show a dispersion and the cross-axis plas-
mons do not show any dispersion at all. The latter is just what one expects for an entirely
localized excitation. The absence of multiple scattering especially at momenta smaller
than ∼ 1 Å−1 rules out an alternative interpretation of the non dispersing plasmons as
reminiscences of multiple scattering. The latter could also hardly account for the con-
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FIGURE 6.7: Dispersion relation of the π plasmons (hexagons) and the π + σ plasmons (circles) measured
in perpendicular transmission. The respective loss-functions are depicted in Fig. 6.6
sistent intensity changes in Fig. 6.3. Furthermore, if noticeable multiple scattering was
present the normalization by the sum rule Eqn. (3.2) would never be believed to work out
as demonstrated in Fig. 6.3.
The dispersions of the individual plasmon peaks from Fig. 6.6 are compiled in Fig. 6.7.
The on-axis and cross-axis components of the π plasmon response are well separated
at finite momenta. The linear dispersion of the on-axis π plasmon extends up to 1 Å−1
before it fades away. The localized counterpart is observed throughout the whole momen-
tum range up to 2.5 Å−1. At small momenta the two components can not be resolved. In
this region the joint peak position (full symbols) is taken. The positions of the structured
π + σ plasmon follow reasonably well the green solid parabola. The according localized
counterpart of the plasmon response is obviously present but its position is very hard to
judge and therefore omitted in Fig. 6.7. A best possible guess would be at & 16 eV. The
localized contribution in the π + σ plasmon will apparently also affect the evaluation of
the shift of the maximum, and may well account for the slight systematic deviations from
the smooth parabola.
The linear as well as the parabolic plasmon dispersion can be extrapolated to the optical
limit q → 0 at zero momentum transfer. The π + σ plasmon is extrapolated down to
13.7 eV. The very steep slope of the square root at q = 0 gives the impression of a higher
value, but the actually plotted green parabola in Fig. 6.7 has precisely this value at q = 0.
This value fits well to the averaged σ→ σ? and π + σ→ π? + σ? oscillators in graphite
at 13.0 eV and 15.0 eV Pichler et al. (1998). The optical limit of the on-axis π plasmon
is found at 4.6 eV and the one of the localized plasmon is at 5.1 eV. These values of the
optical limit are in remarkable agreement with the polarized optical absorption studies in
Murakami et al. (2005b). The OAS spectra from therein are reproduced in Fig. 3.5 and
reveal an on-axis polarized absorption peak at 4.5 eV and a cross-axis polarized absorp-
tion peak at 5.25 eV. So the identification of the on-axis and the cross-axis components as
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well as their absolute energies are in excellent agreement in this two independent studies.
The π → π? resonance of SWNT exposes two distinct absorption peaks as well as two
distinct plasmons for on-axis and cross-axis polarizations, respectively.
6.2 ORIGIN OF THE PLASMON DISPERSION
The different shape of the dispersions of the π and the π + σ plasmons is an interesting
observation with respect of the evident one-dimensionality. Apparently both plasmons
are confined to the fibres of VA-SWNT. Therefore, their different dispersion may not
arise from different dimensionalities. However, such a conclusion might be motivated
by the calculated plasmon dispersions in Fig. 1.5. The origin of the different dispersion
relation must lie in the individual bandstructure at the π resonance around 5.1 eV and the
π + σ resonance around 13.7 eV.
Furthermore, the picture of independent transitions from the JDOS does only hold within
the RPA of a macroscopic dielectric response. However, in the present case of VA-SWNT
there is experimental evidence for plasmons confined to wires. This situation is definitely
all but bulk.
Indeed, electronic excitations imply a self-consistent response of the entire system and
have therefore to be described in terms of the bandstructure and induced potentials. In
solids, the latter consist of microscopic induced components or local field effects (LFE)
Baroni et al. (1987), and a macroscopic induced component. The former can cause a
mixing of transitions that occurs in the inversions when one solves the screening equation
Eqn. (6.1). The latter is responsible for the difference between interband transitions as
measured in absorption, and plasmons as measured in loss spectroscopies Sottile et al.
(2005). The macroscopic screening is absent in VA-SWNT, which is expected to give
raise to LFE Marinopoulos et al. (2004). LFE are present for longitudinal as well as
transversal excitations and will hence be consistent to the adjoining absorption peaks
from Murakami et al. (2005b).
χLFE = (χ−10 − ν)
−1 (6.1)
The microscopic induced potential, viz. LFE, can become dramatically important when
macroscopic screening is low. Therefore, theory based on bandstructure alone will be
unable to describe isolated systems, whereas experiments performed on bundled SWNT
or graphite are not representative for isolated SWNT and graphene. The prediction, com-
parison and interpretation of the full dispersive electronic excitations calls for ab inito
theoretical support, in order to bridge the significant gap in the current understanding of
the electronic properties of isolated sp2 carbon systems.
6.2.1 GRAPHENE AS A MODEL SYSTEM
Graphene is the prototype of any sp2 carbon. The in-plane plasmons of freestanding
graphene should be a close analog to the on-axis plasmons of the essentially freestanding
VA-SWNT. The much simpler graphene is a promising candidate since it offers the full
dielectric in-plane response of sp2 carbon with just two atoms in the unitcell. The unit-
cells of SWNT are typically several tens of times bigger. The actual size of the unitcell
in Eqn. (2.5) depends on the chirality. Thus next to the JDOS induced macroscopic and
microscopic potentials can be taken into account at an affordable numerical effort. The ab
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initio program code, that is used for the calculations Olevando et al. (1997), is designed
for three dimensional systems. Hence, a single layer of graphene is in fact AA stacked
graphite with an extended c-axis. The bigger the c-axis is in real space the more k-points
are needed in the computational mesh. On the plus side the tuneable interlayer spacing
allows to check for convergence in case of ‘isolated’ sheets of graphene, and a finite in-
terlayer spacing may be used to mimic the situation in bundled SWNT.
An apparent issue in the modeling of VA-SWNT by graphene is the obvious discrepancy
in the dimensionality of the two systems. The latter is however not a critical issue since
the cross section of a rolled up nanotube corresponds exactly to a plain wave front of an
in-plane propagating longitudinal excitation. The bulk charge density and hence macro-
scopic screening will vanish either in one or two dimensions and will also not give rise to
a difference. Another issue in the comparison of graphene layers with rolled up nanotubes
is the sliced bandstructure of SWNT. The zone folding procedure for SWNT is elucidated
in section 2.1.1. At this point the finite momentum transfer q and further mixing due to
LFE washes out the parallel slices. The situation maybe envisaged as a broadened peak, or
sensitivity area, in the Brillouin zone. The plasmon response stems from all electronic ex-
citations in this peak, or sensitivity area, in the Brillouin zone. Now the argument is, that
the averaged response from such an area will not differ from the average over randomly
orientated (dor different chiralities) and close by cutting lines. The typical separation of
the cutting lines is 1/r = 0.1 Å. This separation is k-space is already as small as the
delocalization that stems from the applied momentum transfer q.
There is good hope for no fundamental difference between the loss-function of a finite
wire of SWNT and a stack of graphene layers with adjusted interlayer spacing. So far this
was the motivation behind the ab initio calculations that were conducted in the group
of Prof. Dr. L. Reining. This collaboration between the IFW-Dresden and the Ecole
Polytechnique-Paris did already have a tradition and related experience from the fruitful
joint experimental and theoretical study of the anisotropic loss-function in bulk graphite
Marinopoulos et al. (2002).
Indeed, ab initio calculations of the loss-function of isolated graphene layers can re-
produce the plasmon dispersion in VA-SWNT qualitatively and quantitatively Hambach
(2007); Kramberger et al. (2008). The findings are compiled in Fig. 6.8.
The loss-function−Imε−1(~q, ω) of graphene was calculated for different momentum trans-
fers ~q along the in-plane ΓM and ΓK directions, for values of |~q| ranging from 0.05 Å−1
to 0.8 Å−1. Starting with the bare random phase approximation (RPA) (without LFE), the
loss-function is determined by the independent-particle response function χ0, as in that
case Imε−1 ∝ Imχ0 holds. The resulting spectra can hence be interpreted as a sum of
independent transitions, which are directly related to the bandstructure. The left panel of
Fig. 6.8 shows a selected loss-function for q = 0.41 Å−1‖ΓM. In the low energy (< 10 eV)
region we find three peaks for ΓM (thin green line) but only two for ΓK (not shown).
In the right panel of Fig. 6.8 the corresponding dispersions are depicted (green solid and
blue dotted lines, respectively). The first peak arises from transitions within the ‘Dirac
cone’ around the K point in graphene. This peak starts for the lowest q at 0.5 eV and dis-
perses linearly up to 4.0 eV for the largest q. The second peak, only visible for ~q‖ΓM, is
a weaker structure around 4 eV which shows almost no dispersion. The last peak starting
at 4.0 eV shows at small q a quadratic dispersion. The latter peak is almost undetectable
in the JDOS (green dotted line), but it is strongly enhanced by matrix elements.
When LFE are included in the calculation one determines ε−1 = 1 + vχ from the full
response function χ = χ0 + χ0 · v · χ, where the bare Coulomb interaction v reflects the
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FIGURE 6.8: The left hand panel (a) shows the loss-function of graphene at q = 0.41 Å−1 along ΓM from
the JDOS (green dots), within the bare RPA (green line) and including LFE (red, thick line). The latter
changes significantly, when transitions around to the K point (shaded area), are excluded (red, dot-dashed
line). The right hand panel (b) exposes the dispersion of the corresponding (dotted horizontal connections)
peaks in the loss-function for different momenta along ΓM (solid lines & squares) and ΓK (dotted lines &
circles). The figure is reproduced from Kramberger et al. (2008)
variation of the Hartree potential. The inclusion of this term accounts for LFE and changes
the results drastically (thick red lines). As suspected earlier, LFE are indeed crucial in the
dielectric properties of isolated objects. LFE completely suppress the linearly dispersing
low energy structure as well as the very weakly dispersing second peak. Instead, the peak
starting at 4 eV is enhanced and blue shifted by about 0.8 eV. Its dispersion is strongly
modified: LFE transform the formerly quadratic dispersion into an almost linear one. The
latter is plotted with a red solid line in the right panel of Fig. 6.8.
By choosing which transitions we include in χ0, we can analyze their effect on the final
result. In particular it is interesting to compare the spectra with and without the contribu-
tions from the linear region around the K point. In the bare RPA loss-function this region
gives rise to the shaded low energy peak in the left panel of Fig. 6.8. Surprisingly, the final
loss-function after inclusion of LFE is greatly affected by the inclusion (red solid line) or
exclusion (red dot-dashed line) of these transitions. In the latter case the dominant struc-
ture is strongly reduced (the integrated intensity decreases by more than 30%) and red
shifted. There are, hence, considerable contributions from low energy transitions in the
LFE corrected plasmon response. This finding post justifies the presumption of sufficient
delocalization in the Brillouin zone of graphene or SWNT, respectively. With this strong
mixing of transitions of different energies as well as the different dispersion relations mix.
Therefore, the resulting linear dispersion is indeed a superposition of the dispersion of the
main structures in the spectrum, including that stemming from the ‘Dirac cone’.
The above scenario is specific to the electronic π system and cannot be straight forwardly
adopted for the much stronger bond σ electrons. Therefore the non-linear behavior of the
π + σ plasmon does at least not inflict with the scenario of intermixing electronic states
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from the ‘Dirac cone’. Still, at the current state of the art more comprehensive ab initio
studies for the simultaneous treatment and convergency of the π and the π + σ plasmon
would take a tremendous numerical effort.
The ab initio calculations on graphene identify contributions from the ‘Dirac cone’ as
crucial ingredients for the linear dispersion of the on-axis π plasmon dispersion in Va-
SWNT.
6.2.2 PLASMONS IN THEORY AND EXPERIMENT
On the one hand LFE are found to be responsible for the linear π plasmon dispersion, and
on the other hand LFE are found to be more important in isolated objects, too. Therefore
one might be interested in the possible connection of the macroscopic screening and the
π plasmon dispersion. This questions leads directly to the threefold comparison of exper-
imental graphite, MA-SWNT and VA-SWNT to calculated graphite, bi-layer graphene
and freestanding graphene. A closer view on the π plasmon dispersion of VA-SWNT is
provided in Fig. 6.9 (a).
(a) π plasmon in VA-SWNT (b) π plasmon dispersions in sp2 carbon
FIGURE 6.9: The left hand panel (a) exposes the low energy loss-function of VA-SWNT at moderate
momentum transfers 0.1 5 q 5 1.0 from Fig. 6.6. The dotted arrows are guides for the parallel on-axis and
the perpendicular π plasmon dispersion, respectively. The chart on the right hand side (b) compares the
π plasmon dispersion in graphite (top, triangles, Marinopoulos et al. (2002)), MA-SWNT (middle, circles,
Liu et al. (2001)) and VA-SWNT (bottom, diamonds, Kramberger et al. (2008)). The momentum transfer
q is in graphite in-plane and on-axis in the MA-SWNT and VA-SWNT, respectively. Solid symbols are
experiments and open symbols are ab initio calculations. The figure is reproduced from Kramberger et al.
(2008)
The on-axis as well as the perpendicular π plasmon are traced by arrows. The intersection
of these two components is an intriguing observation in itself. Apparently this happens
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for both the π and the π+σ plasmon at the same time in the vicinity of 0.1 Å−1. Following
the interpretation in terms of itinerant and localized plasmon the confinement to a wire
will raise the energy of the localized plasmon. If one would take the effective momentum
of 0.1 Å−1 quantitatively then one would rather deduce a plasmon confinement to individ-
ual SWNT than a confinement to the whole fibres. As pointed out earlier this conclusion
would merely be a guess with a 50% chance. It could be addressed by further AR-EELS
studies on the angle resolved dispersion in MA-SWNT.
The strictly linear π plasmon dispersion is only observed in VA-SWNT. In Fig. 6.9 (b)
the in-plane π plasmon dispersions of a graphite single crystal Marinopoulos et al. (2002)
and the re-evaluated on-axis plasmon dispersion of in-plane aligned SWNT Liu et al.
(2001) are shown together with the linear plasmon dispersion of VA-SWNT Kramberger
et al. (2008). The open symbols are the ab initio calculations Olevando et al. (1997). The
in-plane dispersion of graphite starts in experiment and theory from ∼ 7 eV and scales
quadratic with increasing q. In the in-plane aligned SWNT the π plasmon starts at ∼ 6 eV
and follows a non trivial dispersion relation. It maybe described as the sum of the ‘bare’
VA-SWNT dispersion and an initial offset, that decays with increasing q. Indeed, the
π plasmon dispersions of the bundled and the individualized SWNT meet one another
at higher q > 0.6 Å−1. The overall behavior is qualitatively reproduced by calculations
on a isolated bi-layer of graphene. There we find a transition from a regime, where the
Coulomb interaction v ∝ q−2 yields long range contributions involving neighboring lay-
ers, to a situation where q is sufficiently large to confine the main interactions to the same
graphene layer.
In particular, we studied at which interlayer distance d the crossover from interacting to
non-interacting sheets occurs. For small q = 0.1 Å−1, a distance of 30 Å−1 is necessary in
order to suppress the influence of neighboring sheets on the spectra, while for q = 1.3 Å−1
the interlayer distance can be reduced to 7 Å. In close analogy, the distinct π plasmon dis-
persion of MA-SWNT represents a smooth crossover from three dimensional bundles to
one dimensional separated wires. The reversed argument states that the actual momentum
transfer q tunes the macroscopic screening, which will in turn modify any plasmon dis-
persion in composite bulk systems. Hence high q measurements are applicable to probe
the intrinsic properties of individual building blocks within bulk composites.
Finally, in the lowest panel of Fig. 6.9 (b) the calculations on freestanding graphene do
qualitatively and quantitatively reproduce the linear plasmon dispersion in VA-SWNT.
The calculated loss-functions reproduce, the quite differing experimental findings on
graphite, bundled MA-SWNT and freestanding VA-SWNT. The excellent agreement at
different degrees of isolation in the full momentum dependent loss-function strongly sug-
gests that the LFE augmented RPA is a comprehensive microscopic description of the
electronic excitations in the wide class of sp2 carbon systems. Since the calculations are
completely parameter free, one can state that beyond qualitative arguments concerning
the tight relation of bandstructures and a similar mechanism of the LFE, VA-SWNT can
be studied in order to get insight and quantitative information about graphene, and vice
versa.
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7 SUMMARY
This PhD thesis is concerned with the various energy ranges as well as with the angu-
lar distribution of the dielectric response of carbon nanotubes. The energy range covers
core level excitations as probed by near edge X-ray absorption and photo electron spec-
troscopy down to the valence band and inter band excitations as probed by photo electron
spectroscopy or electron energy-loss spectroscopy, respectively.
X-ray photoemission spectroscopy and X-ray absorption spectroscopy are powerful tools
to accurately study site selective changes in the bonding environment and the matrix el-
ement weighted local density of states in the valence and conduction band, respectively.
These methods allow to access the charge redistribution and respective shifts in the work-
function of pristine and potassium intercalated carbon nanotubes. A delayed rigid band
shift is evidenced by tracing the unprecedented van Hove singularities in X-ray absorption
and gives insight to the electronic groundstate of bulk nanotube material.
Angle resolved electron energy loss spectroscopy combines the full electronic two-particle
excitation spectrum beyond the optical limit with in situ structural information from
diffraction. The comparative angle resolved electron energy loss studies on graphite,
bundled SWNT, and individual SWNT allow to address the dielectric properties of in-
dividual nano-objects as compared to bulk assemblies of the latter. These archetypical
reference systems allow to experimentally and theoretically put in evidence the transition
from the regime of a three dimensional macroscopic dielectric response of a bulk material
to the regime where crystal local field effects dominate the microscopic one dimensional
dielectric response in independent freestanding fibres.
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ABBREVIATIONS
Abbreviation Full Form
S-, D-, M-, WNT single-, double-, multi-, wall carbon nanotube
VA-SWNT vertically aligned SWNT
MA-SWNT magnetically aligned SWNT
LA-SWNT laser ablation SWNT
HOPG highly ordered pyrolytic graphite
C-, V-, B conduction-, valence-, band
(J)DOS (joint) density of states
0-, 1-, 2-, 3-, D zero-, one-, two-, three-, dimensional
RPA random phase approximation
LFE crystal local field effect
(TD)LDA (time dependent) local density approximation
VHS van Hove singularity
VdW Van der Waals
OAS optical absorption spectroscopy
FWHM full width at half maximum
FTRS Fourier transformed Raman spectroscopy
ED electron diffraction
UHV ultra high vacuum
XAS X-ray absorption spectroscopy
PES photo electron spectroscopy
EELS electron energy-loss spectroscopy
AR, -PES, -EELS angle resolved, -PES, -EELS
TEM transmission electron microscopy
SEM scanning electron microscopy
AFM atomic force microscopy
STM,-S scanning tunneling microscopy, -spectroscopy
Eqn. equation
Fig. figure
Tab. table
TU-Dresden Technische Universität Dresden
IMPRS International Max Plank Research School
IFW-Dresden Leibniz Insitute for Solid State Research Dresden
BESSY Berliner Elektronenenspeicherring Gesellschaft für
Synchrotronstrahlung
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